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Abstra t
This thesis deals with two themes: (1) onstru tion of abstra t domains for mode analysis of typed logi programs; (2) veri ation of logi programs using non-standard sele tion rules.
(1) Mode information is important mainly for ompiler optimisations. The pre ision
of a mode analysis depends partly on the expressiveness of the abstra t domain. We
show how spe ialised abstra t domains may be onstru ted for ea h type in a typed
logi program. These domains apture the degree of instantiation of a term very preisely. The domain onstru tion pro edure is implemented using the Godel language
and tested on some example programs to demonstrate the viability and high pre ision
of the analysis.
(2) We provide veri ation methods for logi programs using sele tion rules other
than the usual left-to-right sele tion rule. We onsider ve aspe ts of veri ation: termination; and freedom from (full) uni ation, o ur- he k, oundering, and errors related
to built-ins. The methods are based on assigning a mode, input or output, to ea h argument position of ea h predi ate. This mode is only xed with respe t to a parti ular
exe ution. For termination, we rst identify a lass of predi ates whi h terminate under
the assumption that derivations are input- onsuming, meaning that in ea h derivation
step, the input arguments of the sele ted atom do not be ome instantiated. Inputonsuming derivations an be realised using blo k de larations, whi h test that ertain
argument positions of the sele ted atom are non-variable. To show termination for
a program where not all predi ates terminate under the assumption that derivations
are input- onsuming, we make the stronger assumption that derivations are left-based.
This formalises the \default left-to-right" sele tion rule of Prolog. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the rst formal and omprehensive approa h to this kind of
termination problem. The results on the other four aspe ts are mainly generalisations
of previous results assuming the left-to-right sele tion rule.
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Prefa e
Modes and types are two widely used on epts in analysis and veri ation of logi
programs. On the analysis side, modes and types allow us to infer information about
the program whi h is useful for ompiler optimisations, helping to generate more eÆ ient
ode. On the veri ation side, modes and types allow us to prove a number of desirable
properties of the program, su h as o ur- he k freedom and termination. Some logi
programming languages even go as far as only admitting programs that meet ertain
mode and type requirements. This has great bene ts in terms of eÆ ien y and reliability
of software.
The separations between the above areas are not lear ut. Moreover, the notions
of mode and type have di ering meanings depending on the ontext in whi h they are
used. There is a whole spe trum of su h meanings.
This thesis treats two substantially di erent themes. However, both are related to
modes and types. The two themes are

 the onstru tion of abstra t domains for mode analysis of typed logi programs,
 the veri ation of logi programs for non-standard sele tion rules.
Modes and types have quite di erent, albeit ertainly related, meanings for the two
themes. Within ea h theme, our usage of these notions follows widespread onventions. To avoid onfusion, it seems therefore reasonable to keep the two themes learly
separated.
This gives rise to the following stru ture of this thesis. The thesis has three parts:
an introdu tory part and two parts orresponding to the two themes. Part I is divided
into two hapters. Chapter 1 onsists of two separate introdu tions for Parts II and III.
Chapter 2 puts the two themes into ontext by giving an overview of the whole spe trum
iv

of mode and type on epts that are used in the literature, whi h en ompasses the
on epts used in this thesis.
The work presented in Part II has been a epted for presentation at the 9th International Workshop on Logi -Based Program Synthesis and Transformation
(LOPSTR'99) [SHK99a℄. The work presented in Part III is based on three onferen e papers [SHK98, SHK99b, Sma99℄, two of whi h the author has written together
with Pat Hill and Andy King.
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Part I

Introdu tion and Ba kground

1

Chapter 1

Introdu tion
In this hapter, we will give two separate introdu tions for Parts II and III, respe tively.
As mentioned in the prefa e, both parts make use of notions of mode and type, but they
use these notions in quite di erent ways.
In Part II, a mode is a hara terisation of the degree of instantiation of a term.
A type is a set of terms de ned by means of a de laration, as provided in typed logi
programming languages su h as Godel [HL94℄ or Mer ury [SHC96℄.
In Part III, a mode is a spe i ation of ea h argument position of ea h predi ate in a
program as either input or output. A type is any set of terms losed under instantiation.
In Chapter 2, we will onsider the relationships between these notions in more detail.

1.1 Mode Analysis for Typed Logi Programs
In Part II we provide a generi method for onstru ting abstra t domains for mode analysis of typed logi programs. A mode is a hara terisation of the degree of instantiation
of a term at a ertain point in the exe ution of a program. Mode analysis is on erned
with nding the modes of a program. We now present an introdu tion to mode analysis
using abstra t domains and then pro eed to the a tual ontribution of Part II.

1.1.1 Previous Work
The following example illustrates the notions of degree of instantiation and point in the
exe ution.

Example 1.1 Consider the following program1 for the append predi ate.
append(Xs,Ys,Zs) :Xs = [℄,
Ys = Zs.
append(Xs,Ys,Zs) :Xs = [X|Xs1℄,
Zs = [X|Zs1℄,
append(Xs1,Ys,Zs1).
1

The program is in so- alled normal form, de ned in Se tion 3.3.

3

4

CHAPTER 1.

append(Xs,Ys,Zs) :ground(Xs),
iff(Ys,Zs).
append(Xs,Ys,Zs) :iff_and(Xs,X,Xs1),
iff_and(Zs,X,Zs1),
append(Xs1,Ys,Zs1).

INTRODUCTION

ground(ground).
iff(X,X).
iff_and(ground,ground,ground).
iff_and(any,ground,any).
iff_and(any,any,ground).
iff_and(any,any,any).

Figure 1: An abstra tion of append
When we assume an initial query append([1; 2℄; [3; 4℄; Cs) and the standard left-to-right
sele tion rule, then we an say that at ea h point in the exe ution just before an atom
append(s; t; u) is alled, s and t have the following degree of instantiation: they are
ground. Moreover, for every omputed answer, Cs is instantiated to a ground term. /
Information as in the above example an be derived using abstra t interpretation [CC77℄.
Here we will look at a parti ular te hnique of abstra t interpretation alled abstra t ompilation [CD94, CD95, DW86, HWD92℄, meaning that an abstra t program is evaluated
using a on rete semanti s.

Example 1.2 Corresponding to the program in Example 1.1 is the abstra t program
shown in Figure 1. Note that the abstra t program is obtained by repla ing all uni ations in the on rete program with alls to ground, iff and iff_and. These alls are
alled abstra t uni ations. The abstra t uni ations operate on abstra t terms any and
ground, where ground represents a term that is de nitely ground and any represents
any term. For example, iff and(s; t; u) expresses that s is a ground term if and only if
t and u are both ground terms. This re e ts that on the on rete level, a list is ground
if and only if its head and tail are ground.
When we assume an initial all append(ground,ground,_), all alls to append in
this abstra t program will have the term ground in the rst two arguments, and the only
answer for append is append(ground; ground; ground). It has been shown by Codish
and Demoen [CD95℄ that from this, it an be on luded that in the on rete program,
all alls to append have ground terms in the rst two arguments, and all answers to
append have ground terms in all arguments | just as was observed in Example 1.1. /
The te hnique of the above example has been developed further [CD94℄ to derive groundness dependen ies with more detail, using a more or less ad-ho notion of type. This is
shown in the following example. Note that we are still assuming untyped languages.

Example 1.3 Figure 2 shows an alternative abstra tion of the program in Example 1.1.
Without worrying about the details, observe that the abstra t terms used in this abstra tion would be terms su h as integer, representing an integer,2 list(integer),
representing a nil-terminated list of integers, list(any), representing a nil-terminated
list whose elements ould be arbitrary terms, and any, representing any term.
2

Integers are just used as an example here.

1.1.

MODE ANALYSIS FOR TYPED LOGIC PROGRAMS

append(Xs,Ys,Zs) :nil_dep(Xs),
iff(Ys,Zs).
append(Xs,Ys,Zs) :ons_dep(Xs,X,Xs1),
ons_dep(Zs,X,Zs1),
append(Xs1,Ys,Zs1).

5

nil_dep(list(bot)).
iff(X,X).
ons_dep(list(A),B,list(C)) :lub(A,B,C).
ons_dep(any,_,C) :C \== list(_).
lub(A,A,A).
lub(A,A,bot).
lub(A,bot,A).
lub(any,A,B) :- A \== B.

Figure 2: An alternative abstra tion of append
The on rete uni ation Xs = [XjXs1℄ is abstra ted as ons_dep(Xs,X,Xs1), whi h
relates an abstra t term for the list Xs with the abstra tions of its head X and its
tail Xs1. For example, if X is integer and Xs1 is list(integer), then Xs would be
list(integer). If however X is any and Xs1 is list(integer), then Xs would be
list(any).
For example, assume an initial all append(list(any),list(any),_), meaning that
append is alled with the rst two arguments being instantiated to lists. Then all alls
to append in this abstra t program will have list(any) in the rst two arguments,
and the only answer for append is append(list(any); list(any); list(any)). For the
on rete program, this implies: if append is alled with the rst two arguments being
lists, then all subsequent alls to append also have lists in the rst two arguments, and
all answers to append have lists in all arguments. Similarly, we ould infer: if append is
alled with the rst two arguments being lists of integers, then all subsequent alls to
append also have lists of integers in the rst two arguments, and all answers to append
have lists of integers in all arguments.
/

Clearly, in order to abstra t the append program as in the above example, one has
to know what a list is. The de nition of a list underlying the above example is the
standard one: for any type  , nil is of type list( ); moreover, if h is of type  and t is
of type list( ), then ons(h; t) is of type list( ). Codish and Demoen [CD94℄ are not
on erned with how su h de nitions ould be derived in general, but only deal with a
spe i set of types in luding integers, lists, di eren e lists, and trees, and provide the
de nitions of the abstra tions, su h as the de nition of ons_dep in the above example.
Of ourse, this set in ludes the most frequently used types and therefore mu h useful
information an already be inferred.
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1.1.2 Exploiting Type De larations
In typed logi programming languages, all types are de ned by a type de laration. For
example, in Godel, the type of lists is de ned as follows.
CONSTRUCTOR
CONSTANT
FUNCTION

List/1.
Nil: List(u).
Cons: u * List(u) -> List(u).

The rst line de nes a type onstru tor List with one type parameter. We say that
List(u) is a polymorphi type, where u is a type parameter. In Se tions 3.2 and 3.3, we

explain the syntax of Godel in more detail, but this example should be self-explanatory.
Throughout the rest of this se tion, we will use Godel type de larations to de ne types.
In Part II, we des ribe a method whi h takes a program, say the append program,
in luding the type de larations, and generates an abstra t program similar to the one
in Example 1.3. In parti ular, the method generates the dependen y predi ates su h as
ons_dep, whose onstru tion seems quite ad-ho in the work of Codish and Demoen,
sin e they are onsidering untyped languages.
To understand why this work is a proper generalisation of the work of Codish and
Demoen [CD94℄ and also Codish and Lagoon [CL96℄, we must look at some more omplex types. It is not surprising that when one introdu es an ad-ho notion of types into
an untyped programming language, one is unlikely to deal with types that are more
omplex than, essentially, lists and trees. This is di erent when one onsiders typed
languages, as we do in Part II.
First onsider the following type de larations
BASE
CONSTANT
FUNCTION

IntegerList.
Nil: IntegerList.
Cons: Integer * IntegerList -> IntegerList.

These de larations de ne the type of integer lists, where we assume that Integer is
the usual built-in type. Note that IntegerList ontains exa tly the same terms as
List(Integer), and therefore it is reasonable to expe t that the abstra t domain hara terising the degree of instantiation of terms of type IntegerList should be the same
as the one sket hed in Example 1.3. In our formalism, this is indeed the ase.
Our formalism is based on a relation on types alled \is a subterm type of". Integer
and IntegerList are both subterm types of IntegerList, meaning that a term of type
IntegerList an have subterms of type Integer and subterms of type IntegerList.
If  is a subterm type of  , and  is not a subterm type of , then we say that  is a
non-re ursive subterm type of  . If  is a subterm type of  , and  is a subterm type
of , then we say that  is a re ursive type of  . Integer is a non-re ursive subterm
type of IntegerList, and IntegerList is a re ursive type of IntegerList.
The relation \is a non-re ursive subterm type of" is a generalisation of the relation
\is a parameter of" whi h underlies the domain onstru tion of Example 1.3. One
an argue that the type IntegerList has no raison d'^etre sin e it is better to use the
instan e List(Integer) of the polymorphi type List(u). However, we shall see other
examples of a non-re ursive subterm type not being a parameter.
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Example 1.4 As another example, onsider a family tree.
CONSTRUCTOR Family/1.
FUNCTION
Person: u * List(Family(u)) -> Family(u).

For a person, we may want to store the name, the age, or any other attribute. The rst
argument of Person is used for this purpose. Moreover, we want to store the list of
hildren of this person, that is, a list of family trees, one for ea h hild. As an example,
onsider Family(String). Our formalism onstru ts an abstra t domain for this type
whi h an hara terise that all the \names" in the term
Person("Lisa",[Person("Frank",[℄),Person("Sara",[℄)℄)

are instantiated, whereas this is not true for the term
Person("Lisa",[Person(x,[℄),Person(y,[℄)℄):

/
The methods of Codish and Demoen [CD94℄ and Codish and Lagoon [CL96℄ annot
deal with the above examples. We will see more examples in Part II.
The abstra t domains used in our mode analysis are entirely in the spirit of previous
work [CD94, CL96℄, and the inherent omplexity of our mode analysis is therefore
similar. In general, the omplexity of a mode analysis depends on the omplexity of
the type de larations. We will argue that the formalism presented in Part II provides
the highest degree of pre ision that a generi domain onstru tion should provide. It
also helps to understand other, more ad-ho and pragmati domain onstru tions as
instan es of a general theory. One ould always simplify or prune down (widen) the
abstra t domains for the sake of eÆ ien y.
Our method has been implemented in Godel for Godel programs. We show for
some example programs that the analysis times ompare well with a domain that only
distinguishes ground and non-ground terms [CD95℄.

1.2 Non-Standard Derivations
Part III is on erned with veri ation methods for logi programs that use non-standard
derivations, that is, they use a sele tion rule other than the usual left-to-right sele tion rule of Prolog. We onsider ve aspe ts of veri ation: termination, uni ation
freedom3 , o ur- he k freedom, ounder freedom, and freedom from errors related to
built-ins.
Non-standard derivations are useful for a variety of purposes: multiple modes, parallel exe ution [AL95℄, the test-and-generate paradigm [Nai92℄, and ertain uses of a umulators [EG99℄.
A program is alled uni ation free if it only requires (double) mat hing instead of the full uni ation
pro edure.
3
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For veri ation of logi programs [AE93, AL95, BC99, EBC99℄, in parti ular programs using non-standard derivations, it has been shown to be useful to assign a mode
(input or output) to ea h argument position of ea h predi ate, and require ertain orre tness properties on erning those modes. We will adopt some orre tness properties
that have previously o urred in the literature and also introdu e some new ones.
Considering non-standard derivations does not imply that any atom in a query an be
sele ted for resolution at any time. For some aspe ts of veri ation, su h as termination
or freedom from errors related to built-ins, it is ne essary to ensure a ertain degree
of instantiation of an atom before that atom is sele ted [AL95℄. We will argue that
a reasonable minimal assumption is that derivations are input- onsuming, that is, an
atom is only sele ted on e it is suÆ iently instantiated in its input arguments, so that
uni ation with a lause head does not instantiate these arguments any further.
Input- onsuming derivations have not been de ned in this form previously, although
the on ept is related to (F)GHC [Ued86℄ and non-destru tive programs [ER98℄. This
is dis ussed in Se tion 11.1.
In existing implementations, input- onsuming derivations an be ensured by delay
de larations [HL94, SIC98, SHC96℄. Using delay de larations, an atom in a query is
sele ted only if its arguments are instantiated to a spe i ed degree. In parti ular, we
will onsider blo k de larations. These are a simple kind of delay de laration where only
tests for partial instantiation are possible, but not, for example, tests for groundness.
Hen e Part III of this thesis is aimed at verifying programs with delay de larations,
but we try to take the more abstra t view and formulate results in terms of inputonsuming derivations wherever possible. This view has not been taken by other authors
previously [AL95, Lut93, MT95, MK97, Nai92℄.
We now give an overview of Part III. Note rst the following general points:

 Se tion 5.2 de nes most of the notation and terminology. Se tions 7.2 and 8.2

introdu e some further terminology related to delay de larations. In any ase, the
index an be used to nd the pla e where notation or terminology is introdu ed.

 Se tion 11.1 is devoted to the literature related to Part III. However, the related

literature is also onsidered throughout the rest of Part III wherever useful for
motivation or illustration.

1.2.1 Corre tness Properties of Programs
In Chapter 5, we introdu e a number of orre tness properties on erning the modes of
a program. The following example gives a avour of these properties.

Example 1.5 Consider the usual append=3 program (it will be given in Figure 10 on
page 57), where the rst two arguments are input and the third is output. The query
append([1℄; [2℄; Xs); append([3℄; [4℄; Ys); append(Xs; Ys; Zs)

is \well-behaved" in that it meets all orre tness properties we introdu e.
In parti ular, note that the third atom has variables Xs and Ys in input positions,
and that these variables o ur elsewhere in output positions. In other words, every
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variable has a produ er. Moreover, note that Xs and Ys o ur ea h only on e in an
output position. In other words, every variable has at most one produ er. Finally,
note that for ea h variable, the output o urren e pre edes any input o urren e. If we
assumed the left-to-right sele tion rule, this ould be interpreted as follows: every pie e
of data is produ ed before it is onsumed.
Having at most one produ er is the main aspe t of a well-known orre tness property
alled ni ely-modedness, and having at least one produ er is the main aspe t of an equally
well-known orre tness property alled well-modedness. In ontrast, the query
append([1℄; [2℄; Xs); append([3℄; [4℄; Xs); append(Xs; Ys; Zs)

is not ni ely moded be ause there are two output o urren es of Xs, and it is not well
moded be ause there is no output o urren e of Ys.
/
As an be seen in the above example, the orre tness properties are traditionally de ned
assuming that there is a left-to-right data ow in a query (or lause body) [AE93,
AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, EBC99, EG99℄: every atom only uses as input data that
was produ ed by other atoms o urring to the left. With su h a restri ted view, it is
not possible to reason about programs where the textual order of atoms di ers from
the data ow. We will therefore generalise these properties by onsidering them up
to permutation of a query. For example, a query is permutation ni ely moded if some
permutation of it is ni ely moded.

1.2.2 Termination of Input-Consuming Derivations
Input- onsuming derivations formalise the natural meaning of input. For most programs, assuming input- onsuming derivations is ne essary for termination. For example, it is easy to see that given the usual append program, an in nite derivation for the
query
append([1℄; [℄; As); append(As; [℄; Bs)
is obtained by always sele ting the rightmost atom (see Figure 10 on page 57).
This raises the question whether assuming input- onsuming derivations is suÆ ient
to ensure termination. In Chapter 6, we de ne a lass of predi ates for whi h this is
indeed the ase. We present a method for showing that a predi ate is in this lass.
This method is based on level mappings, losely following the traditional approa h for
derivations using the standard left-to-right sele tion rule [EBC99℄.
Note however that the lass of predi ates for whi h all input- onsuming derivations
are nite is quite limited. Relying on this assumption alone annot be a omprehensive
method of showing termination for realisti programs. This is also the reason why we
speak of a lass of predi ates and not of a lass of programs. Within one program, some
predi ates may be in that lass and some may not.
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1.2.3 Ensuring Input-Consuming Derivations
In Chapter 7, we show how blo k de larations, whi h are a parti ularly simple and
eÆ ient kind of delay de laration, an be used to ensure that derivations are inputonsuming. The blo k de larations de lare that ertain arguments of an atom must be
non-variable before that atom an be sele ted for resolution.
Usually, one would have blo k de larations su h that an atom is only sele ted when
its input positions are non-variable. However, this is sometimes not suÆ ient. Suppose
we have a predi ate p=1 whose argument is input, and \p(f(1))." is a lause de ning
this predi ate. The atom p(f(X)) is non-variable in its input position. Nevertheless its
sele tion would violate the requirement of an input- onsuming derivation, sin e uni ation with the lause head instantiates X. This and similar problems give rise to the
de nition of two further orre tness properties for programs. Despite these problems,
blo k de larations are adequate for ensuring input- onsuming derivations in existing
implementations.
Previous literature on delay de larations has not re ognised that the simpli ity and
eÆ ien y of blo k de larations give them a spe ial role. There has never been a systemati a ount of when blo k de larations are suÆ ient to ensure any desired properties
su h as termination, and when more omplex onstru ts, say groundness he ks, are
needed.

1.2.4 Termination and blo k De larations
In Chapter 8, we present two approa hes to showing or ensuring termination for programs with blo k de larations. As suggested above, it is often ne essary to make
stronger assumptions about the sele tion rule rather than just to assume that derivations are input- onsuming. We do so by assuming left-based derivations. This formalises
the \default left-to-right" sele tion rule of most existing Prolog implementations.
The rst approa h is relatively simple and tries to eliminate the well-known problem
of spe ulative output bindings [Nai92℄. The approa h onsists of two omplementary
methods: one exploits the fa t that a program does not use any spe ulative bindings;
the other exploits the fa t that a program does not make any spe ulative bindings.
The idea of the se ond approa h is as follows: rst, blo k de larations must be
used to ensure that derivations are input- onsuming. Some predi ates are known, by
Chapter 6, to terminate for all input- onsuming derivations. For all other predi ates,
the textual position of atoms using those predi ates must be taken into a ount. More
pre isely, the latter atoms must be pla ed suÆ iently late, whi h ensures that they are
only sele ted on e their input is ompletely instantiated.

Example 1.6 The following lause is part of a program for the well-known n-queens
problem. It is an example of the test-and-generate paradigm.
nqueens(N,Sol) :sequen e(N,Seq),
safe(Sol),
permute(Sol,Seq).
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A solution to the n-queens problem is en oded as a permutation of the list [1; : : : ; n℄,
whi h represents the position of the queen in ea h row of the hess board. The predi ate
sequen e generates the list [1; : : : ; n℄. This list is then permuted using permute and the
solution andidates are tested for being legal on gurations by the predi ate safe. The
all to safe o urs before the all to permute to a hieve oroutining of the two atoms
safe(Sol) and permute(Sol,Seq).
In the lause body, the all to permute is pla ed suÆ iently late. Assuming leftbased derivations, this means that when permute is alled, the input Seq is ground.
With less instantiated input, termination of permute ould not be guaranteed. In
ontrast, the predi ate safe will frequently be alled with partially instantiated lists
as input. However, this is not a problem be ause, as we will see, the assumption of
input- onsuming derivations is suÆ ient to ensure termination of safe.
/
Chapter 8 formalises and extends heuristi s that have previously been proposed to
ensure termination of programs with blo k de larations under the assumption of a
default left-to-right sele tion rule [Nai92℄. In this informal work, even the sele tion rule
itself is not formalised.
Most approa hes to the termination problem for programs using non-standard derivations abstra t from the relevan e of the textual order of atoms for the sele tion
rule. These approa hes must either yield relatively weak results, or strengthen the
assumptions about the sele tion rule in some other way rather than assuming the default
left-to-right sele tion rule [AL95, Lut93, MT95, MK97℄.

1.2.5 Further Aspe ts of Veri ation
In Chapter 9, we study some further aspe ts of veri ation of logi programs using
non-standard derivations.
The rst aspe t is freedom from uni ation. This means that the uni ation pro edure an be repla ed with so- alled double mat hing. The idea is that when a sele ted
atom in a query is uni ed with the head of a lause, the input arguments of the lause
head are rst bound to the input arguments of the sele ted atom. This ts with the idea
that derivations are input- onsuming, sin e it means that the input arguments of the
sele ted atom are not instantiated. Afterwards, the output arguments of the sele ted
atom are bound to the output arguments of the lause. We will see that under ertain
onditions, programs are free from uni ation.
The se ond aspe t is freedom from o ur- he k. It is well-known that the uni ation
algorithm used in existing logi programming systems leaves out the o ur- he k for
eÆ ien y reasons. We show that for programs meeting ertain orre tness onditions,
namely permutation ni ely moded, input-linear programs, the o ur- he k an safely be
omitted.
The third aspe t is freedom from oundering. A derivation ounders if it ends with
a non-empty query where no atom is suÆ iently instantiated to be sele ted in a ordan e with the blo k de larations. Freedom from oundering is an important aspe t
of veri ation mainly be ause of its relationship to termination. In prin iple, termination and ounder freedom are on i ting aims. Clearly, termination ould trivially be
ensured by having blo k de larations su h that no atom an ever be sele ted, whi h
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means that all derivations would ounder immediately. We show however that under
reasonable assumptions, namely that programs are permutation well typed, no derivations ounder. This implies that our methods for showing termination in no way rely
on trivial termination by oundering.
As the last aspe t, we onsider freedom from errors related to built-ins. These are
type errors, arising from alls like X is foo, or instantiation errors, arising from alls like
X is V. One previous proposal for preventing su h errors uses well typed programs and
delay de larations to ensure that built-ins are only alled when their input arguments
are ground [AL95℄. Unfortunately, blo k de larations annot test (dire tly) whether
an argument is ground. The main ontribution of Se tion 9.4 is to show that under
ertain onditions, blo k de larations are nevertheless suÆ ient. The method is based
on onstant types, that is types onsisting only of onstants. The most prominent
examples would be integer or other numeri types. We exploit the fa t that for a term
of onstant type, being non-variable implies being ground.

1.2.6 Weakening Some Conditions
In Chapter 10, we onsider ways of simplifying the blo k de larations by omitting tests
that an be proven at ompile time to be always met at runtime. This is parti ularly
useful for built-ins, sin e there is usually no dire t way of having delay de larations for
those. We will also onsider ways of weakening a restri tion imposed for many results
in Part III, namely that the input arguments of ea h lause head ontains no variable
more than on e. This restri tion is quite severe in that it prevents two input arguments
being tested for equality. Moreover, we onsider a generalisation of the notion of a mode
of a program, allowing for a predi ate to be used in di erent modes even within a single
exe ution of the program.

1.2.7 Related Work and Con lusion
Chapter 11 takes a look at the literature related to Part III. It then dis usses some ideas
and features that are distin tive of this work, as well as some open problems. Finally,
it on ludes the thesis with a summary of Part III.

Chapter 2

Notions of Modes and Types
This hapter gives an overview of mode and type on epts used in the literature, enompassing the uses made of these on epts in this thesis. In Se tion 2.1, we onsider
modes, in Se tion 2.2, we onsider types, and in Se tion 2.3, we onsider ways of ombining the two on epts. Finally in Se tion 2.4, we re all very brie y the on epts of
modes and types as used in this thesis.

2.1 Modes
One of the distin tive features of logi programming, as opposed to other programming
paradigms, is that there is no a priori notion of input and output. The same program
an be used to ompute answers to di erent problems [Apt97℄. The following example
illustrates this.

Example 2.1 A program like the following is the standard example to introdu e logi
programming to novi es [Apt97, SS86℄.
dire
dire
dire
dire

t_flight(rome, london).
t_flight(paris, london).
t_flight(paris, rome).
t_flight(london, bristol).

onne tion(X, Y) :dire t_flight(X, Y).
onne tion(X, Y) :dire t_flight(X, Z),
onne tion(Z, Y).

This program an be used to answer questions of di erent kinds.

 Is there a ight onne tion from Rome to Bristol?
| ?- onne tion(rome, bristol).
yes
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 To whi h ities are there ight onne tions from Rome?
| ?- onne tion(rome, City).
City = london ? ;
City = bristol ? ;
no

 From whi h ities are there ight onne tions to Rome?
| ?- onne tion(City, rome).
City = paris ? ;
no

 Where do I hange planes ying from Paris to Bristol?
| ?- dire t_flight(paris, City), dire t_flight(City, bristol).
City = london ? ;
no

These di erent ways of using a logi program are usually referred to by saying that the
program is used in di erent modes. For example, onsider the se ond query above. The
rst solution to this query is omputed by the following derivation:
onne tion(rome; City) ; dire t flight(rome; City) ; 2:

One way of hara terising this derivation is by saying that the rst argument positions
of onne tion and dire t flight, respe tively, are used as input positions, whereas
the se ond positions are used as output positions.
Another way of hara terising this is by saying that onne tion(rome; City)
and dire t flight(rome; City) are all patterns in this derivation, whereas
onne tion(rome; london) and dire t flight(rome; london) are answer patterns. Or
more abstra tly, onne tion(ground ; free ) and dire t flight(ground ; free ) are all
patterns, whereas onne tion(ground ; ground ) and dire t flight(ground ; ground )
are answer patterns.
For the last query, assuming the standard left-to-right sele tion rule, we might also
say that the rst atom is a produ er of City and the se ond atom is a onsumer of City.
All those hara terisations suggest that modes are inextri ably linked to the pro edural rather than the de larative view of logi programming. However, it is also possible
to take a de larative view of modes [Nai96℄, as we will dis uss in Subse tion 2.3.2.
We will now shed some light on di erent notions of modes o urring in the literature by omparing them under two riteria. The rst riterion is how pres riptive or
des riptive the notion of modes is. The se ond riterion is the granularity with whi h
modes are hara terised.

2.1.1 Des riptive versus Pres riptive Modes
This riterion is losely linked to the question: In whi h ontext and for whi h purpose
are modes used? Figure 3 shows a rough subdivision of the literature into three groups.

2.1.
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Figure 3: Des riptive versus pres riptive modes

Groundness analysis
Mode analysis, more often alled groundness analysis, is on erned with the question \at
a given program point, what is the degree of instantiation of variable x?", and in parti ular, \is x bound to a ground term1 ?". Su h information is useful for ompiler optimisations su h as the spe ialisation of uni ation, but also be ause it improves the pre ision
of other analyses [MS93℄. It is also important for termination analysis [LS96, LS97℄.
Mu h resear h has been done on groundness analysis [AMSH94, AMSH98, BCHK97,
Cod97, CBGH97, CDY94, CD94, CD95, CGBH94, CL96, GGS99, HHK97, HACK00,
KSH99, MS93, TL97℄.
For the derivation on the fa ing page, it an be inferred that at the point just before
dire t flight is alled, the rst argument of dire t flight is a ground term, and at
the point after dire t flight is resolved, the se ond argument is also a ground term.
In this ontext, \mode" is a des riptive on ept, that is, no assumptions are made
about how programs are | or should be | written. The analysis takes an arbitrary
program and des ribes the modes of this program. This is usually done using abstra t
interpretation [CC77℄. Sin e groundness is an unde idable property, this des ription
an only be approximate. For some program points an analysis might be able to infer
that a variable is bound to a ground term, but it annot de ide the groundness of every
variable for every program point.
One usually distinguishes goal-dependent and goal-independent groundness analyses [CBGH97, CDY94, CGBH94, MS93℄. In the former, one assumes that the program
is exe uted with an initial goal that is instantiated to a ertain degree. This introdu es
a slight pres riptive aspe t into groundness analysis, sin e it assumes that programs
should be used in a ertain way. Most of the literature on groundness analysis however
is relevant for goal-dependent and goal-independent groundness analyses alike.
Part II is about the onstru tion of abstra t domains for groundness analysis. In
the implementation, these domains are used for goal-dependent groundness analysis.
1

A term is alled ground if it does not ontain variables.
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Modes as veri ation tool
Modes have been used for a variety of veri ation purposes [AM94, EG99℄. For example, they have been used to show that programs are o ur- he k free [AL95, AP94b℄,
uni ation free [AE93℄, su essful [BC99℄, and terminating [EBC99℄. Here it is assumed
that ea h argument position of ea h predi ate is either input or output, and that the
program and initial goal ful ll ertain orre tness properties su h as being well moded
or ni ely moded. Usually, this approa h is not on erned with how these modes are
determined.
For the derivation on page 14, one would say that for both predi ates, the rst
argument is input and the se ond is output, whi h an be denoted by writing the mode
of the program as f onne tion(I ; O ); dire t flight(I ; O )g.
In this ontext, \mode" is a fairly pres riptive on ept, sin e assumptions are made
about how programs should be written and used. If a program does not adhere to
the orre tness property required for a ertain veri ation purpose, the veri ation
method is not appli able. Part III of this thesis uses modes to verify properties su h as
termination and o ur- he k freedom.

Moded languages
The most pres riptive approa h to modes is to use a moded language, for example Merury [Hen92, SHC96℄. In Mer ury, the user has to de lare the mode of some predi ates,
while the mode of others is inferred. The program has to ful ll ertain orre tness
properties on erning these modes. Otherwise it is not a epted by the ompiler.
These orre tness properties restri t the lass of legal programs and hen e to a
ertain extent limit the expressiveness of a language. On the other hand, as Mer ury
shows, they allow the ompiler to generate very eÆ ient ma hine ode.

2.1.2 The Granularity
We now distinguish di erent mode on epts by another riterion: the granularity of the
formalism to hara terise the instantiation of a term, or in other words, the degree of
pre ision with whi h the instantiation of a term an be hara terised. Note that for
this riterion, we annot easily draw a pi ture like the one in Figure 3 on the pre eding
page, sin e there is no su h obvious hierar hy. We distinguish between two-valued and
more ne-grained hara terisations.

Two-valued hara terisations
The lowest granularity is given when we have a hara terisation whi h an only take two
possible values. Most groundness analyses only distinguish ground and possibly nonground terms [AMSH94, AMSH98, BCHK97, CD95, HHK97, HACK00, KSH99, MS93℄.
Likewise, the works whi h use modes for veri ation purposes only distinguish input and
output positions [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, EBC99, EG99℄. Part III of this
thesis also falls into this ategory, sin e we assume that an argument position is either
input or output.

2.2.
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More ne-grained hara terisations
The mode analyses by Codish and others [CD94, CL96℄ hara terise the degree of instantiation of the list, say, [1; x; 5℄ by the abstra t term list(any), that is, a list whose
elements annot be hara terised. Note that hara terising this degree of instantiation
is only meaningful with some notion of type. Similar approa hes have been taken by
Gallagher and de Waal [GW94℄ and Van Hentenry k et al. [VCL95℄, and in Part II of
this thesis.
Other mode analyses that provide a relatively high degree of granularity but without
using any notion of type have been developed by Janssens and Bruynooghe [JB92℄ and
Tan and Lin [TL97℄.
The mode system of Mer ury is based on instantiation states, whi h are a formalism
for asserting how instantiated a term is. With instantiation states, one ould express,
say, that an argument position of a predi ate is bound to a list of variables when the
predi ate is alled and to a ground list when the predi ate su eeds. This is a re nement
of the notion of input and output.

2.2 Types
In logi programming, a type is usually a set of terms asso iated with an argument
position, re e ting the programmer's understanding of what \kind" of term is expe ted
in this argument position. For example, as arguments to the predi ate dire t flight
we might expe t terms su h as rome and paris, but not the number 3 or the list [3; 5℄.
Types have been shown to be useful in all programming paradigms, sin e they an
help dete t logi al errors in a program. However, types are not as widespread in logi
programming as in imperative and fun tional programming.
As before, we dis uss di erent notions of types o urring in the literature looking
at them from various angles.

2.2.1 What

is

a Type?

First, we distinguish various approa hes by how abstra tly and generally the types are
des ribed. Figure 4 shows a rough subdivision of the literature into ve groups. In this
subse tion, we ignore the existen e of variables, that is, we only onsider ground terms.

Built-in types in Prolog
Prolog is an untyped programming language. Nevertheless, in Prolog implementations,
there are usually a few built-in types su h as integer or atom [ISO95, SIC98℄. These are
only of any signi an e in onne tion with built-in predi ates, for example fun tor=3.
Any all to fun tor where the third argument is a ground term other than an integer
results in a type error.

Ad-ho types
Codish and Demoen [CD94℄ have shown how to derive type dependen ies of logi programs using a spe i set of types in luding integers, lists, di eren e lists, and trees.
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Figure 4: Expressiveness, generality of type formalisms
They suggest that this hoi e is for illustrative purposes and that it ould easily be
generalised, but as we will dis uss in Se tion 4.5, the generalisation is by no means
obvious.

Regular types
Many authors have developed formalisms to hara terise types in a more general way,
for example regular approximations [GW94, GL96, SG95a℄ or type graphs [VCL95℄. The
work of Codish and Demoen has also been developed further in this respe t [CL96℄. In
all of these formalisms, an unlimited number of di erent types an be designed, but
restri tions are imposed whi h ensure that these types are, in some sense, regular.

De lared types
Typed logi programming languages su h as Mer ury [SHC96℄ or Godel [HL94℄ provide
a syntax used to de lare types. Ea h onstant, fun tion and predi ate symbol used in a
program must have its type de lared. The type de larations have to meet a number of
restri tions that an be synta ti ally he ked. With these restri tions it is possible to
type- he k programs at ompile time. Part II of this thesis uses this notion of types.

Arbitrary types
The literature that uses types for veri ation purposes [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b,
BC99, BLR92℄ has the most general notion of type: any set of ground terms ould be
a type. On the level of the theory, there is no need to impose any restri tions. Part III
of this thesis uses this notion of types.

2.2.
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2.2.2 Non-ground Types
In the previous subse tion, we disregarded the possibility that a type might ontain nonground terms, or in other words, that a non-ground term might have a type. Considering
non-ground terms adds another dimension to the lassi ation of di erent approa hes
to types. Therefore this aspe t should be studied separately.
In typed logi programming languages su h as Mer ury [SHC96℄ or Godel [HL94℄, a
variable has a type whi h is inferred from the de lared types of the surrounding symbols.
This ensures that the type of a term does not hange via further instantiation. Hen e
the degree of instantiation and the type of a term are ompletely di erent issues. In
ontrast, Codish and others [CD94, CL96℄ would use, say, list(any) to represent a list
whose elements annot be hara terised, and they would refer to list(any) as a type. In
Part II, we also introdu e obje ts su h as list(any), but we all them abstra t terms,
not types, sin e they only hara terise the instantiation of a term, not its type.
Summarising, in typed logi programming languages, a non-ground term has a type
whi h will not hange via further instantiation. In the terminology used by some works
on groundness analysis, a non-ground term also has a type, but this type represents the
degree of instantiation of a term and hen e may hange via further instantiation.
The literature that uses types for veri ation purposes [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b,
BC99, BLR92℄ de nes a type as any set of terms losed under instantiation. Compared
to requiring that a type must be a set of ground terms, this has the advantage that
one an reason about programs that operate on non-ground data stru tures. For example, the predi ate append an be used to append two lists whose elements are not
instantiated. Part III also de nes types in this way.
De ning a type as a set of terms losed under instantiation links the notion of type
to that of mode. Therefore, we will onsider non-ground types further in Se tion 2.3.

2.2.3 Polymorphism
Perhaps more important than the fa t that the predi ate append an be used to append
two lists whose elements are not instantiated, is the fa t that append an be used to
append two lists regardless of the type of the list elements. Using a predi ate for terms
of di erent types in this way is alled (parametri ) polymorphism.
A polymorphi type is a type that is parametrised by another type. For example,
the type list(integer) is the type of integer lists and is omposed of a type onstru tor
list and a type integer. For any type  , there is a type list( ). Note that allowing for
type- he king at ompile time, as pra tised in typed programming languages, is a mu h
harder problem for polymorphi languages than for monomorphi ones [Hen93, Hil93,
Mil78, MO84℄.
Part II of this thesis deals with groundness analysis of polymorphi ally typed programs. Previous works only allowed for very restri ted forms of polymorphism. The
works whi h use types for veri ation purposes [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99,
BLR92℄, in luding Part III of this thesis, do not treat polymorphism expli itly.
There is another notion of polymorphism alled ad-ho polymorphism, but this is
usually alled overloading [Mil78, Str67℄. For example, the onstant nil may be used
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Figure 5: Des riptive versus pres riptive types
to denote the empty list as well as the empty tree. We are not on erned with ad-ho
polymorphism in this thesis.

2.2.4 Des riptive versus Pres riptive Types
As with modes, we an ompare notions of types with respe t to how des riptive and
pres riptive they are. Figure 5 shows a subdivision of the literature into three groups.
Note that this subdivision is very similar to the one we had for modes (Figure 3 on
page 15).

Type analysis
Type analysis [CD94, CL96, GGS99, VCL95℄ is on erned with the question \what is
the type of an argument or a variable?". This question an be quali ed further by

 spe ifying the types of the arguments of the query with whi h the program is used,
 spe ifying program points of interest, su h as the entry or exit point of a predi ate.
In this ontext, \type" is a des riptive on ept, and type analysis is inseparably linked
to mode analysis. Saying that x is bound to a list an be viewed as a statement about
the type of x as well as the degree of instantiation of x. Type analysis is a parti ularly
pre ise kind of mode analysis, as des ribed in Subse tion 2.1.1, and further in the next
se tion.
Type analysis is usually done using abstra t interpretation [CC77℄. The points made
about abstra t interpretation on page 15 apply here as well.

Types as veri ation tool
Just as type analysis is a parti ularly pre ise kind of mode analysis, types as veri ation
tool [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, BLR92℄ an be regarded as a re nement of
modes as veri ation tool, and have been used for the same purposes. In addition to
assuming that ea h argument position of a program is either input or output, a type is
asso iated with ea h argument position. The program and initial goal have to be well
typed, whi h is a property ensuring that all omputed answers have terms of the orre t
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type in ea h argument position. Usually, this approa h is not on erned with how the
type of ea h argument position is determined.
Just like modes as veri ation tool (page 16), \type" is a fairly pres riptive on ept
here, sin e assumptions are made about how programs should be written and used.
Part III of this thesis uses this notion of type.

Typed languages
As with modes, the most pres riptive approa h to types is having a typed language su h
as Mer ury [Hen92, SHC96℄ or Godel [HL94℄. Part II deals with typed languages and
hen e uses this pres riptive notion of types. In typed languages, the user has to de lare
the types of ea h onstant, fun tion and predi ate symbol used.2 The type de larations
have to meet a number of restri tions that an be synta ti ally he ked. These ensure
at ompile time that no type errors an o ur. That is, a predi ate annot be alled
with an argument not having the de lared type.

2.3 Combining Modes and Types
We have seen on page 17 that ne-grained hara terisations of the instantiation of a
term often use some notion of type. On the other hand, we have seen in Subse tion 2.2.2
that the degree of instantiation of a term plays a role in some on epts of types. Hen e,
modes and types are losely related. We now look at two ways of developing this
relationship.

2.3.1 Dire tional Types
A natural way of joining modes and types is by the notion of dire tional types [BM95,
BLR92, RNP92℄. A dire tional type for an argument of a predi ate has the form  !  .
It is an assertion that if the argument is instantiated to a degree spe i ed by  at
all time, then it will be instantiated to a degree spe i ed by  when the predi ate
returns. For example, the predi ate append in forward mode ould be spe i ed by
append(list ! list; list ! list; free ! list) whi h should be read as: if append is alled
with the rst and se ond arguments being lists, then for any answer, all arguments will
be instantiated to lists.
Dire tional types have two aspe ts [BM95℄. One is input-output orre tness: if a
all satis es the input assertion, then the answer should spe ify the output assertion. It
does not depend on the sele tion rule. The other is all orre tness: If a all satis es its
input assertion, all triggered alls should also satisfy their input assertion. This aspe t
depends on the sele tion rule.
Both Part II and Part III of this thesis use formalisms that resemble dire tional
types. The formalisms allow to express the intuition that, say, append is used in forward
mode, although the pre ise meanings of the formalisms di er of ourse. To illustrate
this point, we now show how this would be expressed. In Part II, simplifying the syntax
This requirement ould sometimes be relaxed sin e the types of some symbols an be re onstru ted
from the ontext.
2
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somewhat, this intuition would be expressed by saying that append(list; list; any) is
a all pattern and append(list; list; list) is an answer pattern. In Part III, it would
be expressed by saying that the mode of append is append(I ; I ; O ) and the type is
append(list; list; list).

2.3.2 A De larative View of Modes
To understand Naish's de larative view of modes [Nai96℄, we must rst understand
his notion of type. It often happens that the su ess set of a program, that is, the
set of ground atoms that are true in all its models, ontains atoms that are not true
a ording to the programmer's intentions. For example, the su ess set of the usual
append program ontains the atom append([℄; 7; 7). A type is a set of atoms spe i ed by
the programmer whi h ex ludes su h unintended atoms. For example, a natural type
of append would be the set of all ground atoms append(s; t; u) where s; t; u are lists.
It is desirable that any all to a logi program an only give answers that are in the
type. Calls that ould result in answers not in the type should be onsidered unsafe.
Suppose we are wondering whether a all to append(s; t; u) is safe. If we knew that all
ground instan es of append(s; t; u) that are in the su ess set of append are also in the
type of append, then we would know that the all append(s; t; u) is safe. However, there
is no way we ould know the su ess set without a tually exe uting the program.
Therefore, we have to approximate the su ess set. A mode of a program is any
set of ground atoms whi h is a superset of the su ess set. One mode suggested for
append is fappend(s; t; u) j s 2 list ^ (t 2 list () u 2 list)g. Consider again the
question whether a all is safe. If the all is append([℄; X; X), then it has a ground instan e
append([℄; 7; 7) whi h is in the mode but not in the type, and it is therefore unsafe. If
the all is append([℄; X; [℄), then for all instan es in the mode, X must be bound to a list,
and hen e all instan es in the mode are also in the type and the all is safe. In short,
the mode together with the type en ode the requirement that either the se ond or the
third argument must be a list for a all to be safe, whi h means that either the se ond
or the third argument must be input. This shows how pro edural information an be
derived from this de larative view.

2.4 Summary
In this hapter, we gave an overview of mode and type on epts used in the literature,
by looking at these on epts from di erent angles. We now re all the most important
properties of the mode and type on epts used in Parts II and III of this thesis.
In Part II, modes are




des riptive: the modes of a program are analysed, not pres ribed;
ne-grained: the modes are hara terised very pre isely.

In Part II, types are



de lared: a syntax for this purpose is provided in typed programming languages;
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pres riptive: we onsider typed programming languages, where a program must
meet ertain riteria on erning the types before it an be a epted by the ompiler;




polymorphi : a type an be parametrised by another type;
independent of instantiation: the type of a term does not hange via instantiation.

In Part III, modes are




(relatively) pres riptive: the programs must meet ertain riteria on erning the
modes for our methods to be appli able;
oarse: it is only possible to de lare that arguments are input or output.

In Part III, types are



\arbitrary": on the level of the theory, any set of terms ( losed under instantiation)
ould be a type;



(relatively) pres riptive: the programs must meet ertain riteria on erning the
types for our methods to be appli able;



losed under instantiation: if a term has a type, then it ontinues to have that
type even after it has been further instantiated.

Part II

Mode Analysis for Typed Logi
Programs
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Chapter 3

The Stru ture of Types and
Terms
This part of the thesis des ribes a mode analysis for typed logi programs using abstra t
interpretation. It is divided into two hapters. This hapter is on erned with on rete
terms, whi h are the data used in the programs we want to analyse. We de ne relations
between the types in a program giving rise to ertain stru tural properties of terms
whi h the mode analysis is supposed to hara terise.
In the next hapter, we will then de ne abstra t terms to hara terise these stru tural properties, as well as the a tual mode analysis.

3.1 Introdu tion
Types are used in programming to restri t the underlying syntax so that only meaningful
expressions are allowed. This enables most typographi al errors and in onsisten ies in
the knowledge representation to be dete ted by the ompiler. As a onsequen e, an
in reasing number of appli ations using typed logi programming languages su h as
Mer ury [SHC96℄ or Godel [HL94℄ are being developed.
Modes hara terise the degree to whi h program variables are instantiated at ertain
program points. This information an be used to underpin optimisations su h as the speialisation of uni ation and the removal of ba ktra king, and to support determina y
analysis [HK97℄. When a mode analysis is formulated in terms of abstra t interpretation, the program exe ution is tra ed using des riptions of data (the abstra t domain)
rather than a tual data, and operations on these des riptions rather than operations on
the a tual data. A simple domain for mode analysis has two elements ground and nonground to distinguish between ground and possibly non-ground terms. More omplex
domains an hara terise partially instantiated data stru tures with more pre ision.
The main ontribution of this part of the thesis is to des ribe a generi method of
deriving pre ise abstra t domains for mode analysis from the type de larations of a typed
program. Ea h abstra t domain is spe ialised for a parti ular type and hara terises
varying degrees of instantiation of terms of this type. In parti ular it hara terises
the property of termination. This property is well-known for lists as nil-termination
and is here generalised to arbitrary types. Observe that termination of terms is losely
26
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related to the termination of programs that operate on these terms. For example, if
the predi ate Append is alled with the rst argument being a nil-terminated list, all
invoked alls to Append also have the rst argument being a nil-terminated list, and
Append is guaranteed to terminate.
The pro edure for onstru ting su h domains is implemented (in Godel) for Godel
programs. By in orporating the onstru ted domains into a mode analyser, we see that
although the pre ision of the analysis is signi antly improved, the analysis times (for
the programs tested) ompare well with a domain that only distinguishes ground and
non-ground terms.
The abstra t domains are used in an abstra t ompilation [CD95, DW86, HWD92℄
framework: a program is abstra ted by repla ing ea h uni ation with an abstra t ounterpart, and then the abstra t program is evaluated by applying a standard operational
semanti s to it.
We believe that this work is the natural generalisation of work by Codish and others [CD94, CL96℄ and takes the idea presented there to its limits: our abstra t domains
provide the highest degree of pre ision that a generi domain onstru tion should provide. It thus helps to understand other, more ad-ho and pragmati domain onstru tions as instan es of a general theory.
This hapter is organised as follows. Se tion 3.2 introdu es three examples. Se tion 3.3 de nes some syntax. Se tion 3.4 de nes relations between types. Se tion 3.5
de nes termination of a term, as well as fun tions that extra t ertain subterms of a
term.

3.2 Motivating and Illustrative Examples
We introdu e three examples that are used throughout Part II. The syntax is that of
the typed language Godel [HL94℄. Variables and (type) parameters begin with lower
ase letters; other alphabeti symbols begin with upper ase letters. We use Integer
(abbreviated as Int) to illustrate a type ontaining only onstants (1; 2; 3 : : : ).

Example 3.1 This is the usual list type. We give its de larations to illustrate the type
des ription language of Godel.
CONSTRUCTOR
CONSTANT
FUNCTION

List/1.
Nil: List(u).
Cons: u * List(u) -> List(u).

List is a (type) onstru tor; u is a type parameter that an be instantiated to any type
su h as Int or List(Int); Nil is a onstant of type List(u); and Cons is the usual

onstru tor for lists whose elements must all have the same type. We use the standard
list notation [: : : j : : :℄ where onvenient. It is ommon to distinguish nil-terminated lists
from open lists. For example, [℄ and [1; x; y℄ are nil-terminated, but [1; 2jy℄ is open. /

Example 3.2 This example was invented to ounter a ommon point of riti ism that
\list attening" annot be realised in Godel, that is terms su h as [1; [2; 3℄℄ annot
be de ned, let alone attened. The Nests module formalises nested lists by the type
Nest(v).

28
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Lists, Integers.
Nest/1.
E: v -> Nest(v);
N: List(Nest(v)) -> Nest(v).

A trivial nest is onstru ted using fun tion E, a omplex nest by \nesting" a list of
nests using fun tion N. The notable property of the de laration for N is that the range
type, Nest(v), is a proper sub\term" (in the synta ti sense) of the argument type
List(Nest(v)). We have seen a similar type de laration in Example 1.4. We use this
example throughout to demonstrate that this work is a non-trivial generalisation of previous approa hes to abstra t domain onstru tion [CD94, CL96, TL97℄. The Integers
module is imported sin e we frequently use Nest(Int) as an example.
/

Example 3.3 A table is a data stru ture ontaining an ordered olle tion of nodes,
ea h of whi h has two omponents, a key (of type String) and a value, of arbitrary
type. We give part of the Tables module whi h is provided as a system module in
Godel.
IMPORT
BASE
CONSTRUCTOR
CONSTANT
FUNCTION

Strings.
Balan e.
Table/1.
Null: Table(u);
LH, RH, EQ: Balan e.
Node:
Table(u) * String * u * Balan e * Table(u) -> Table(u).

Tables is implemented in Godel as an AVL-tree [Emd81℄: A non-leaf node has a key

argument, a value argument, arguments for the left and right subtrees, and an argument
whi h represents balan ing information.
/

3.3 Notation and Terminology
The set of polymorphi types is given by the term stru ture T ( ; U ) where  is a nite
alphabet of onstru tor symbols whi h in ludes at least one base ( onstru tor of arity
0), and U is a ountably in nite set of parameters (type variables). We de ne the
order  on types as the order indu ed by some (for example lexi ographi al) order on
onstru tor and parameter symbols, where parameter symbols ome before onstru tor
symbols. Parameters are denoted by u; v. A tuple of distin t parameters ordered with
respe t to  is denoted by u. Types are denoted by ; ; ; ; ! and tuples of types are
denoted by  ; .
Let f be an alphabet of fun tion (term onstru tor) symbols whi h in ludes at
least one onstant (fun tion of arity 0) and let p be an alphabet of predi ate symbols. Ea h symbol in f (respe tively p) has its type as subs ript. If fh1 :::n ; i 2 f
(respe tively ph1 :::n i 2 p) then h1 ; : : : ; n i 2 T ( ; U )? and  2 T ( ; U ) n U . If
fh1 :::n ; i 2 f , then every parameter o urring in h1 ; : : : ; n i must also o ur in  .
This ondition is alled transparen y ondition. We all  the range type of
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fh1 :::n ; i . A symbol is often written without its type if it is lear from the ontext.
Terms and atoms are de ned in the usual way [HL94, HT92℄. In this terminology, if
a term has a type , it also has every instan e of .1 Thus in general, the type of a
term is not unique. However the most general type of a term is unique up to parameter
renaming. If V is a ountably in nite set of variables, then the triple L = hp ; f ; V i
de nes a polymorphi many-sorted rst order language. Variables are denoted
by x; y; terms by t; r; s; tuples of distin t variables by x; y; and a tuple of terms by t.
The set of variables in a synta ti obje t o is denoted by vars(o).
A substitution (denoted by ) is a mapping from variables to terms whi h is the
identity almost everywhere. The domain of a substitution  is dom() = fx j x 6= xg.
The appli ation of a substitution  to a term t is denoted as t. Type substitutions
are de ned analogously and denoted by .
Programs are assumed to be in normal form. Thus a literal2 is an equation of
the form x = y or x = f (y), where f 2 f , or an atom Q(y), where Q 2 p . A query
G is a onjun tion of literals. A lause is a formula of the form Q(y) G. If S is a
set of lauses, then the tuple P = hL; S i de nes a polymorphi many-sorted logi
program.

3.4 Relations between Types
An abstra t term hara terises the stru ture of a on rete term. It is a ru ial hoi e
in the design of abstra t domains whi h aspe ts of the on rete stru ture should be
hara terised [TL97, VCL95℄. In this part of the thesis we show how this hoi e an be
based naturally on the information ontained in the type de larations. This is formalised
in this se tion. We des ribe how fun tion de larations relate types to one another.

De nition 3.1 [subterm type℄ A type  is a dire t subterm type of  (denoted
as  / ) if there is fh1 :::n ; i 2 f and a type substitution su h that  =  and
i =  for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. The transitive, re exive losure of / is denoted as / .
If  / , then  is a subterm type of .
/
Throughout Part II, we impose two restri tions on the language de larations we onsider.
We rst need to de ne a simple type.

De nition 3.2 [simple type℄ A simple type is a type of the form C (u), where C 2  .
/
The restri tions are as follows:

Simple Range Condition: For all fh1 :::n ; i 2 f ,  is a simple type.

Re exive Condition: For all C 2  and types  = C ();  = C ( ), if  /  ,
then  is a sub\term" (in the synta ti sense) of  .
For example, the term Nil has type List(u), List(Int), List(Nest(Int)) et .
We ignore negated literals here. In the implementation, negated literals may o ur in the analysed
program, but they are ignored in the analysis, whi h means that they do not ontribute any information.
1

2
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We do not know of any real programs that violate these onditions. In parti ular, they
are met by all examples in Se tion 3.2. We now motivate the need for these restri tions.
The Simple Range Condition allows for the onstru tion of an abstra t domain for
a type su h as List() to be des ribed independently of the type . An example of a
violation of this ondition would be to de lare
FUNCTION

F: String -> List(Float).

in addition to the de larations in Example 3.1. Then we would have the pathologi al
situation that a term of type List(Float) an have subterms of type String, Float
and List(Float), whereas for all  6= Float, List() an only have subterms of type
 and List(). In Mer ury [SHC96℄ and in typed fun tional languages su h as ML or
Haskell [Tho99℄, this ondition is enfor ed by the syntax. For example, the list type
would be de lared in Haskell as
data List u = Nil | Cons u (List u)

and adding another de laration su h as
data List Float = F String

would be illegal. Being able to violate the Simple Range Condition an be regarded as
an artefa t of the Godel syntax.
An example of a violation of the Re exive Condition would be to de lare
FUNCTION

F: List(List(u)) -> List(u).

in addition to the de larations in Example 3.1. Then a term of type List(Int) ould
have subterms of type List(Int), List(List(Int)), List(List(List(Int))) et . The
ondition ensures that, for a program and a given query, there are only nitely many
types and hen e, the abstra t program has only nitely many abstra t domains.

De nition 3.3 [re ursive type and non-re ursive subterm type℄ A type  is a re ursive
type of  (denoted as  ./ ) if  /  and  / .
A type  is a non-re ursive subterm type of  (denoted as  // ) if  6 / 
and there is a type  su h that  /  and  ./ . We write N () = f j  // g: If
N () = f1 ; : : : ; m g and j  j+1 for all j 2 f1; : : : ; m 1g, we abuse notation and
denote the tuple h1 ; : : : ; m i by N () as well.
/
Note that for example, Int ./ Int, although one might nd it ounterintuitive to think
of Int as re ursive type. Note moreover that in the above de nition,  ./  in ludes
the ase that  = . The de nition has been designed to a hieve uniformity of the
presentation.
It follows immediately from the de nition that if  // , then  6./ . The relation /
an be visualised as a type graph (similarly de ned by Janssens and Bruynooghe [JB92℄,
Somogyi [Som87℄ and Van Hentenry k et al. [VCL95℄). The type graph for a type  is
a dire ted graph whose nodes are subterm types of . The node  is alled the initial
node. There is an edge from 1 to 2 if and only if 2 / 1 . The re ursive types of  are
all the types in the strongly onne ted omponent (SCC) of , and the non-re ursive
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List(u)
u

Nest(v)

List(Nest(v))

Table(u)
u

v

Balance
String

Figure 6: Some type graphs, with initial node highlighted
subterm types are all the types  not in the SCC of  but su h that there is an edge
from the SCC to . The niteness of this graph is ensured by the Re exive Condition.
Our domain onstru tion relies on the fa t that N () is nite.

Example 3.4 In Figure 6 there is a type graph for ea h of the examples in Se tion 3.2. Trivially Int ./ Int. However, List(u) ./ List(u) is non-trivial in that,
in the type graph for List(u), there is a path from List(u) to itself. Furthermore
List(Nest(v)) ./ Nest(v). Non-re ursive subterm types of simple types are often parameters, as in N (List(u)) = hui and N (Nest(v)) = hvi. However, this is not always
the ase, sin e N (Table(u)) = hu; Balan e; Stringi.
/
It is important that the relation / is losed under instantiation of its arguments.

Lemma 3.1 Let ;  be types and a type substitution. If  /  then  /  . If
 /  then  /  .
Proof.
For the rst statement, there is fh1 :::n ; i 2 f and a type substitution 0
su h that for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, i 0 =  and  0 = . Consequently i 0 =  and
 0 =  , so  /  . The se ond statement follows from the rst.
2
The following lemma states another useful property of the relations / and ./.

Lemma 3.2 Let ; ;  be types so that  /  /  and  ./ . Then  ./ .
Proof.
Sin e  ./ , it follows that  / . Thus, sin e  /  , it follows that  /  .
Furthermore  / , and therefore  ./ .
2
The following lemma ensures that the abstra t domains de ned later are well-de ned.
It states that any sequen e of non-re ursive subterm types terminates.

Lemma 3.3 Let  2 T ( ; U ) n U and   . Let I be a non-empty index set
( nite or in nite) starting at 1 and f(Ci (ui ); i ; i ) j i 2 I g a sequen e where C1 2 ,
1 = C1 (u1 ) 1 =  , dom( 1 )  u1 and, for ea h i 2 I where i > 1:

 Ci 2 , dom( i )  ui and Ci(ui) i = i
 i 2 T ( ; U ) and i // Ci 1(ui 1 ).

i 1,
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C2 (u2 )
2

C1 (u1 )

?

=

//
1

3

//

6

 1?
=

0

2

6

1

Figure 7: The sequen e of non-re ursive subterm types
Then I and hen e f(Ci (ui ); i ; i ) j i 2 I g is nite.
Proof.
Let 0 be the identity substitution. The sequen e is illustrated in Figure 7.
First note that, by Lemma 3.1 and De nition 3.3, for ea h i 2 I where i  2, we have
i i 1 / i 1 i 2 . Thus, for all i; j 2 I where i > j , i i 1 / j j 1 .
Let d() be the number of o urren es of onstru tors in a type . If 0   , de ne

0
X X
D( 0 ; ) = d() +
C2

0

2N (C (u))

1
d()A :

The proof is by indu tion on D( ;  ). Sin e  2= U , it follows that D( ;  )  1. If
D( ;  ) = 1, then  = C1 (u1 ), N (C1 (u1 ))  U and jI j  2.
Suppose that D( ;  ) = M > 1. Assume that, for all types  and sets of onstru tors
su h that D( 0 ; ) < M , the result holds. Sin e the result obviously holds
0 
if jI j  2, suppose jI j > 2 so that 2 is not a parameter. Consider the sequen e
f(Ci (ui ); i; i0 ) j i 2 I 0g where I 0 is an index set starting at 2, 10 is the identity
substitution and, for ea h i 2 I 0 , we have Ci (ui ) i0 = i i0 1 . Sin e i // Ci 1 (ui 1 ),
0
0
0
0 
i 1 = i for ea h i 2 I . As in the rst paragraph, for ea h i 2 I , i i 1 / 2 .
However, 2 // C1 (u1 ). Thus, by the Re exive Condition and Lemma 3.2, for ea h i 2 I 0 ,
we have Ci 6= C1 . Thus, for ea h i 2 I 0 , we have Ci 2 0 where 0 = n fC1 g. However,

D( 0 ; 2 ) = d(2 ) + D( ;  ) d( )

X

2N (C1 (u))

d():

Hen e, as d( ) > 0 and 2 2 N (C1 (u)), D( 0 ; 2 ) < M and we an use the indu tion
hypothesis. Hen e I 0 is nite.
Assume now that I 0 is maximal with respe t to the above onditions and that jI 0 j = N 0
and suppose K = N 0 + 1 2 I . (If K 2= I , then, as I 0 is nite, I is nite.) Then
K K0 1 = u where u is parameter sin e, if K K0 1 = CK (uK ) K0 , then K also satis es
0
the above onditions so that I 0 is not maximal. Thus K
1 is the identity substitution

and K = u. By the transparen y ondition, sin e K / C1 (u1 ), u 2 u1 . As K 1 =
0
1 1 . Hen e d(K K 1 ) < d( ) so that
K 1 1 , we have K 1 = 1 and K K 1 2 u

D( ; K

K 1) < D(

;  ):
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E(7)

N([E(7)])

[E(7)]

Nil

7

Figure 8: Term tree for N([E(7)℄)Nest(v)
Hen e, the indu tive hypothesis an be applied to the remaining sequen e starting at
K . Thus the subsequen e starting at K is nite and therefore the omplete sequen e
starting at  is nite.
2

3.5 Traversing Con rete Terms
We now de ne termination of a term, as well as fun tions that extra t ertain subterms
of a term.
From now on, we shall often annotate a term t with a type  by writing t . The use
of this notation always implies that the type of t must be a (possibly trivial) instan e of
. The annotation  gives the (type) ontext in whi h t is used. If S is a set of terms,
then S  denotes the set of terms in S , ea h annotated with .

De nition 3.4 [subterm℄ Let t be a term. Then t is a subterm of t at depth 0.
If s = fh1 :::n ; i (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) and for some type substitution , s is a subterm of t
at depth d, then si i is a subterm of t at depth d + 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. We write
s / t if s is a subterm of t at some depth d (s / t when d = 1).
/
It an be seen that s / t implies  / . When the supers ripts are ignored, the
above is the usual de nition of a subterm. The supers ripts provide a uniform way of
des ribing the \polymorphi type relationship" between a term and its subterms, whi h
is independent of further instantiation.

Example 3.5 xv is a subterm of E(x)Nest(v) , and 7v is a subterm of E(7)Nest(v) .

/

De nition 3.5 [re ursive subterm℄ Let s and t be terms su h that s / t , and 
a type su h that  ./  and  / . Then s is a -re ursive subterm of t . If
furthermore  = , then s is a re ursive subterm of t .
/
In parti ular, for every type , a variable is always a -re ursive subterm of itself. The
orresponden e between subterms and subterm types an be illustrated by drawing the
term as tree that resembles the orresponding type graph.

Example 3.6 The term tree for t = N([E(7)℄)Nest(v) is given in Figure 8 where the node
for t is highlighted. Ea h box drawn with solid lines stands for a subterm. We an map
this tree onto the type graph for Nest(v) in Figure 6 by repla ing the subgraphs en losed
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with dotted lines with orresponding nodes in the type graph. Thus the re ursive
subterms of t o ur in the boxes orresponding to nodes in the SCC of Nest(v). All
subterms of t ex ept 7v are re ursive subterms of t.
Note that E(7)Nest(v) is a Nest(v)-re ursive subterm of [E(7)℄List(Nest(v)) (in De nition 3.5, take  =  = Nest(v) and  = List(Nest(v))). However, E(7)u is not a
re ursive subterm of [E(7)℄List(u) . Thus whether or not a member of a list should be
regarded as a re ursive subterm of that list depends on the ontext.
/
We now de ne termination of a term. Consider a term t , where  is simple. Termination of t means that no re ursive subterm of t is a variable. The formal de nition is
slightly more general.

De nition 3.6 [termination fun tion Z ℄ Let t be a term and  be a type su h that
 ./ . De ne Z (t ; ) = false if a -re ursive subterm of t is a variable, and true
otherwise.
.3 A term
A term t is terminated if t = fh1 :::n ; i (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) and Z (t ;  ) = true
V
is open if it is not terminated. For a set S  of terms de ne Z (S  ; ) = t2S Z (t ; ).
We omit  in the expression Z (t ; ) whenever  = .
/
Example 3.7 Any variable x is open. The term 7 has no variable subterm, therefore
Z (7; Int) = true and 7 is terminated. The term [x℄List(u) has itself and NilList(u)
as re ursive subterms, therefore Z ([x℄; List(u)) = true and [x℄ is terminated. However, [x℄List(Nest(v)) has xNest(v) as a Nest(v)-re ursive subterm, and so it follows that
Z ([x℄List(Nest(v)) ; Nest(v)) = false. Furthermore, N([x℄)Nest(v) has xNest(v) as a re ursive
subterm, so Z (N([x℄); Nest(v)) = false and N([x℄) is open.
/
The abstra t domain should not only hara terise termination, but also the instantiation
of subterms of a term. We de ne fun tions whi h extra t sets of subterms from a term.

De nition 3.7 [extra tor E  for ℄ Let t be a term and ,  be types su h that  ./ 
and  2 N (). Let R be the set of -re ursive subterms of t . De ne

E  (t ; ) = vars(R) [ fs j r 2 R and s / rg:
For a set S  of terms de ne E  (S  ; ) =
simply as E  (t;  ).

S

t2S E

 (t ; ).

As with Z , we write E  (t ;  )
/

Example 3.8 For the term N([E(7)℄) of type Nest(Int), we have

E v(N([E(7)℄); Nest(v)) = f7g:
The type Table(u) has three non-re ursive subterm types u, Balan e and String,
and so there are three extra tor fun tions: E u , whi h extra ts all value subterms;
E Balan e , whi h extra ts all arguments ontaining balan ing information; and E String ,
whi h extra ts all key subterms. In parti ular, this means that for a term t of type
Table(String), both E String (t) and E u (t) would ontain terms of type String.
/
3

Note that this in ludes the ase that t is a onstant.
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Note that a priori, the extra ted terms have no type annotation. This is be ause, in
the proofs, we sometimes need to write an expression su h as E  (E  (t;  ) ; ), whi h
reads: rst ompute E  (t;  ), then annotate it with  , then pass it to E  .
Note also that if t has a -re ursive subterm whi h is a variable, then this variable
is always extra ted. Intuitively this is be ause this variable might later be instantiated
to a term whi h has variable subterms of type . Thus the property \E  (t ; ) does not
ontain variables" is losed under instantiation of t.
The following lemma shows that Z and E  an be expressed in terms of the immediate subterms of a term. This provides the basis for de ning the abstra tion of a
(normal form) equation in a on rete program, whi h naturally involves a term and its
immediate subterms. A tually, we ould have de ned Z and E  by this property, but
the de nition using subterms is probably more intuitive.

Lemma 3.4 Let t = fh1 :::n ; i (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) be a term and  2 N ( ). Then

^

Z (ti i ;  )
Z (t;  ) =
[
i ./
E  (t;  ) = fti j i = g [ E  (ti i ;  ):
i ./

Let r be a  -re ursive subterm of ti i , for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng where i ./  .
Then by De nitions 3.4 and 3.5,  ./  and r / t , and hen e r is a re ursive subterm
of t .
Proof.

Now let r be a re ursive subterm of t . Then either r = t or, for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
r / ti i . In the latter ase, by De nitions 3.4 and 3.5,  / i , i /  and  ./  . Hen e,
by Lemma 3.2, i ./  so that r is a  -re ursive subterm of ti i .
Thus the re ursive subterms of t are t, together with the  -re ursive subterms of ti i , for
all i ./  . The result then follows from De nitions 3.6 and 3.7.
2
The following lemmas are needed in the proof of Lemma 3.7, whi h is the key lemma
used to prove Theorem 4.3.

Lemma 3.5 Let  be a type, a type substitution, and t a term having a type whi h
is an instan e of  . If s is a subterm of t , then s has a type whi h is an instan e of
 .
Proof. Indu tion on the depth of subterms.
2
Lemma 3.6 Let 1 ; 2 ; 3 be types. If 1 ./ 2 and 2 ./ 3 for some type substitution
then 1 ./ 3 .


Proof. By Lemma 3.1 it follows that 1 / 3 and 3 / 1 .
2
Consider simple types  and  su h that  ./  for some type substitution (for
example  = Nest(v),  = List(u) and and = fu=Nest(v)g). The following key
lemma relates  with  with respe t to the termination and extra tor fun tions.
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Lemma 3.7 Let  and  be simple types su h that  ./  for some , let t be a term
having a type whi h is an instan e of  , and  2 N (). Then

Z (t ; ) =
E  (t ; ) =

Z (t;  ) ^
[

E  (t;  ) [

2N ( )
 =

^

Z (E (t;  ) ; )

(1)

E  (E  (t;  ) ; )

(2)

2N ( )
 ./

[

2N ( )
 ./

The proof onsists of four parts. In Part 1, we de ne a number of sets of
subterms of t. We then show six propositions whi h say that ea h expression o urring
in (1) and (2) an be expressed in terms of these sets. In Part 2 we show how the left
and right hand sides of both (1) and (2) an be related using these sets. This is then
used in Part 3 to show (1), and in Part 4 to show (2).

Proof.

Part 1: To avoid onfusion between the many symbols o urring in the proof, keep in
mind that ,  ,  and o ur in the statement and thus are xed. We use f as an
abbreviation for fh10 :::n0 ; 0 i (not fh1 :::n ; i , as earlier in this hapter), and r to denote
(r1 ; : : : ; rn ). Supers ripts are omitted where irrelevant. De ne

R =
S =
A =

fr! j r! is a {re ursive subterm of t g
fri j f (r) 0 0 2 R and i0 0 = g
fr! j r! is a  {re ursive subterm of t g:

Note that, by Lemma 3.5, ea h r! 2 A has a type whi h is an instan e of ! . Furthermore for all  2 N ( ) de ne

B  = fri j f (r)

0 0

2 A and i0 0 = g:

Note that, by Lemma 3.5, ea h ri 2 B  has a type whi h is an instan e of i0 0 (=  ).
For all  2 N ( ) with  ./  de ne

C =
D =

fr! j r! is a -re ursive subterm of some s ; s 2 B g
fri j f (r) 0 0 2 C  and i0 0 = g:

S1-S6 state how these sets relate to the omputations of (1) and (2).
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Z (t ; ) = false if and only if vars(R) 6= ;.
Z (t;  ) = false if and only if vars(A) 6= ;.
E  (t ; ) = vars(R) [ S .
For ea h  2 N ( ), E  (t;  ) = vars(A) [ B  .
For ea h  2 N ( ) with  ./ , Z (E  (t;  ) ; ) = false i vars(C  [ A) 6= ;.
For ea h  2 N ( ) with  ./ , E  (E  (t;  ) ; ) = vars(A) [ vars(C ) [ D .
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S1 and S2 follow from De nition 3.6 and the de nitions of R and A. S3 and S4 follow
from De nition 3.7 and the de nitions of R; S; A and B  . S5 and S6 are proved below.
First we prove S5.

Z (E (t;  ) ; ) = false ()
Z ((vars(A) [ B )

; ) = false

(by S4)

()

(by Def. 3.6)
vars(fr! j r! is a  re ursive subterm of s ; s 2 vars(A) [ B g) 6= ; ()
(by Def. 3.5)
vars(A) [ vars(fr! j r! is a  re ursive subterm of s ; s 2 B g) 6= ; ()
(by Def. of C  )
vars(A) [ vars(C  ) 6= ;:

We now prove S6.

E  (E  (t;  ) ; ) =
E  ((vars(A) [ B )

(by S4)

; ) =

(by Def. 3.7)
is a  re ursive subterm of ; s 2 vars(A) [ B  g) [

fri j f (r) 0 0 is a  re ursive subterm of s ; s 2 B ; i0 0 = g =
(by Def. 3.5)
!
!

vars(A) [ vars(fr j r is a  re ursive subterm of s ; s 2 B  g)[
fri j f (r) 0 0 is a  re ursive subterm of s ; s 2 B ; i0 0 = g =
(by Def. of C  ; D )


vars(A) [ vars(C ) [ D :

vars(fr!

j r!

s

2: Let r! be a subterm of t at depth d. We show by indu tion on d that r! 2 R
if and only if r! 2 A or r! 2 C  for some  2 N ( ) with  ./ . For d = 0 this
follows from the de nitions of R and A.
Part

Suppose now that r! is a subterm of t at depth d > 0. Then there exists a subterm
f (r) 0 0 of t at depth d 1 su h that for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, r = ri and ! = i0 0 .
\)": Assume that r! 2 R. Sin e ! ./ , it follows from Lemma 3.2 that  0 0 ./ 
0 0
so that f (r)
2 R. By the indu tion hypothesis there are two possibilities:
a) f (r) 0 0 2 A. Sin e  0 0 ./  , either ! ./  or ! //  . If ! ./  then r! 2 A. If
! //  , that is ! 2 N ( ), then r 2 B ! and hen e r! 2 C ! , and therefore r! 2 C 
for some  2 N ( ).

b) f (r) 0 0 2 C  for some 
r! 2 C  .

2 N ( ) with  ./ . Sin e ! ./  it follows that

\(": Again we break this up into ases:
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a) r! 2 A. Sin e ! ./  , it follows by Lemma 3.2 that  0 0 ./  so that f (r) 0 0 2 A.
By the indu tion hypothesis f (r) 0 0 2 R. Sin e ! ./  and  ./ , it follows
by Lemma 3.6 that r! 2 R.
b) r! 2 C  for some  2 N ( ) with  ./ . By de nition of C  there are two
possibilities: either r 2 B  , in whi h ase ! =  and f (r) 0 0 2 A, or ! ./ 
and f (r) 0 0 is a subterm of an element of B  . In the latter ase, by Lemma 3.2,
 0 0 ./  so that f (r) 0 0 2 C .
In both ases, by the indu tion hypothesis f (r) 0 0 2 R. In the rst ase, sin e
! =  and  ./ , it follows that r! 2 R. In the se ond ase, sin e ! ./ ,
r ! 2 R.
3: We prove (1). By S1, Z (t ; ) = false if and only if vars(R) 6= ;. By Part
2, vars(R) 6= ; if and only if vars(A) 6= ; or vars(C  ) 6= ; for some  2 N ( ) with
 ./ . Then, by S2 and S5, this holds if and only if

Part

Z (t;  ) ^

Part

^

Z (E  (t;  ) ; ) = false:

2N ()
 ./

4: We prove (2) by showing that:

vars(R) [ S =

[

 =

(vars(A) [ B  ) [

[
 ./

(vars(C  ) [ D ):

The result then follows from S3, S4, and S6.
\": For a variable x 2 R it follows by Part 2 that x 2 A, or x 2 C  for some  2 N ( )
with  ./ . For a term r 2 S , there is f (r) 0 0 2 R su h that r = ri , and i0 0 = .
By Part 2, either f (r) 0 0 2 A, or f (r) 0 0 2 C  for some  2 N ( ) with  ./ .
Assume rst f (r) 0 0 2 A. We show that r 2 B  for some  2 N ( ) with  = ,
namely  = i0 0 . Sin e by onstru tion of A, i0 0 /  , we only have to show that not
i0 0 ./  . By Lemma 3.6, i0 0 ./  , together with  ./ , would imply i0 0 ./ .
This however is a ontradi tion, sin e it follows from i0 0 =  that i0 0 // .
Assume now f (r) 0 0 2 C  for some  2 N ( ) with  ./ . Sin e i0 0 =  it follows
that r 2 D .
\": For a variable x 2 A, or x 2 C  for some  2 N ( ) with  ./ , it follows by
Part 2 that x 2 R.
Se ondly assume r 2 B  for some  2 N ( ) with  = . By de nition, there is
f (r) 0 0 2 A su h that r = ri and i0 0 = . By Part 2, f (r) 0 0 2 R, and sin e
i0 0 = , it follows that r 2 S .
Thirdly assume r 2 D for some  2 N ( ) with  ./ . By de nition, there is
f (r) 0 0 2 C  su h that r = ri and i0 0 = . By Part 2, f (r) 0 0 2 R, and sin e
i0 0 = , it follows that r 2 S .
2
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Example 3.9 First let  =  = List(u) and be the identity. Then by De nition 3.3
there is no  su h that  2 N ( ) and  ./ . Therefore in both equations of Lemma 3.7,
the right half of the right hand side is empty. Furthermore there is obviously exa tly
one  su h that  = , namely  = . Thus the equations read

Z (t;  ) = Z (t;  )
E  (t;  ) = E  (t;  )

(1)
(2)

In the same way, Lemma 3.7 redu es to a trivial statement for the Tables module
(Example 3.3) and in fa t for many types that are ommonly used. However for Example 3.6, Lemma 3.7 says that

Z ([E(7)℄List(Nest(v)) ; Nest(v)) = Z ([E(7)℄; List(u)) ^ Z (E u ([E(7)℄; List(u)); Nest(v))

(1)

E v ([E(7)℄List(Nest(v)) ; Nest(v)) = ;

[ E v(E u ([E(7)℄; List(u)); Nest(v))
(2)

/
In this hapter, we have de ned the aspe ts of the stru ture of a ( on rete) term whi h
we want to hara terise. First, we are interested in termination of a term. Se ondly, we
group the subterms of a term together a ording to their types. This is done using the
extra tor fun tions. In the next hapter, we will de ne abstra t terms based on these
on epts.

Chapter 4

Abstra t Domains for Mode
Analysis
In this hapter, we des ribe a mode analysis using abstra t domains based on the termination and extra tor fun tions introdu ed in the previous hapter.
This hapter is organised as follows. Se tion 4.1 de nes the abstra t domains and the
abstra tion fun tion for terms. Se tion 4.2 de nes termination and extra tor fun tions
for abstra t terms, in analogy to the fun tions for on rete terms. Se tion 4.3 de nes an
abstra t program and shows how its semanti s approximates its on rete ounterpart.
Se tion 4.4 reports on experiments. Se tion 4.5 dis usses the results and related work.

4.1 Abstra tion of Terms
We rst de ne an abstra t domain for ea h type. Ea h abstra t domain is a term stru ture, built using the onstant symbols Bot, Any, Ter, Open, and the fun tion symbols
C A , for ea h C 2  . The meaning of these symbols will be explained shortly.

De nition 4.1 [abstra t domain℄ If  is a parameter, de ne

D = fBot; Anyg:
If C (u) is a simple type with N (C (u)) = h1 ; : : : ; m i and  = C (u) where
substitution, de ne

is a type

D = fC A (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; Ter) j bj 2 Dj g [ fC A(|Any; :{z: : ; Any}; Open); Bot; Anyg:
m times

D is the abstra t domain for . If b 2 D, then b is an abstra t term for .

/

By Lemma 3.3, every abstra t domain is well-de ned. We shall see later that if an
abstra t term C A (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; Ter) abstra ts a term t, then ea h bj orresponds to a
non-re ursive subterm type j of C (u). The bj hara terises the degree of instantiation
of the subterms extra ted by E j . In parti ular, the value Any for bj orresponds to the
ase when a variable is extra ted by E j from t. Thus, if t is a non-variable open term,
ea h bj must have the value Any.
40
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The termination ags Ter and Open in the last argument position of an abstra t
term are not abstra t terms but Boolean ags. The ag Ter abstra ts the property of
a term being terminated (and thus orresponds to true) and Open that of being open
(and thus orresponds to false). Note that for some types, for example Int, a term
an be open only if it is a variable. In these ases, the termination ag is omitted in
the implementation (see Se tion 4.4). We keep it in the theory for the sake of a uniform
presentation.

Example 4.1 Consider the examples in Se tion 3.2 (see also Figure 6 on page 31).

DInt = fIntA (Ter); IntA (Open); Bot; Anyg:
The following examples illustrate that De nition 4.1 is \parametri ".

DList(Int) = fListA(i; Ter) j i 2 DInt g [fListA (Any; Open); Bot; Anyg
DList(String) = fListA(i; Ter) j i 2 DString g [fListA (Any; Open); Bot; Anyg
DList(u) = fListA(i; Ter) j i 2 Du g
[fListA (Any; Open); Bot; Anyg:
Some further examples are, assuming that u  Balan e  String:
DBalan e = fBalan eA(Ter); Balan eA(Open); Bot; Anyg
DString = fStringA (Ter); StringA (Open); Bot; Anyg
DTable(Int) = fTableA (i; b; s; Ter) j i 2 DInt ; b 2 DBalan e ; s 2 DString g[
fTableA (Any; Any; Any; Open); Bot; Anyg
DNest(Int) = fNestA(i; Ter) j i 2 DInt g [ fNestA(Any; Open); Bot; Anyg:
/
We now de ne an order on abstra t terms whi h has the usual interpretation that
\smaller" stands for \more pre ise". Sin e the least upper and greatest lower bound of
two abstra t terms with respe t to this order always exist, it follows that ea h abstra t
domain is a latti e.

De nition 4.2 [order < on abstra t terms℄ For the termination ags de ne Ter <
Open. For abstra t terms, < is de ned as follows:
< b
if b 6= Bot,
b < Any
if b 6= Any,
0
0
A
A
0
C (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; )  C (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ) if  0 and bj  b0j , j 2 f1; : : : ; mg:
Bot

For a set S of abstra t terms, let t S denote the least upper bound of S with respe t
to the order <.
/
We now de ne the abstra tion fun tion for terms. This de nition needs an abstra tion
of truth values as an auxiliary onstru tion. The abstra tion fun tion formalises the
relationship between on rete and abstra t terms, so that the results of a mode analysis
an be interpreted. The abstra tion fun tion is never a tually omputed during the
analysis.
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De nition 4.3 [abstra tion fun tion for terms℄ Let  = C (u) and let N ( ) =
h1 ; : : : ; m i. For the truth values de ne (true) = Ter and (false) = Open. If S is a
set of terms, de ne
(S ) = tf (t) j t 2 S g;
where (t) is de ned as:
Any

C A ( (E 1 (t;  )); : : : ; (E m (t;  )); (Z (t;  )))

if t is a variable,
if t = fh1 :::n ; i (t1 ; : : : ; tn ).

/
Note that this de nition is based on the fa t that (;) = Bot. From this it follows that
the abstra tion of a onstant t = fh i is C A (Bot; : : : ; Bot; Ter).
The least upper bound of a set of abstra t terms gives a safe approximation for
the instantiation of all orresponding on rete terms. Safe means that ea h on rete
term is at least as instantiated as indi ated by the least upper bound. As we will see in
Se tion 4.3, our mode analysis an only give approximations of the instantiation of terms
in this sense. It an never infer that a term is de nitely free, that is, an uninstantiated
variable. Inferring that a term is de nitely free requires di erent te hniques [BDB+ 96℄.

Example 4.2 We illustrate De nition 4.3.
(7) = IntA (Ter)
( = Int; m = 0; n = 0)
(Nil)
( = List(u); N ( ) = hui; n = 0)
A
= List ( (;); (Z (Nil;  )))
= ListA (Bot; Ter)
(Cons(7; Nil))
( = List(u); N ( ) = hui; n = 2)
= ListA (tf (7)g; (Z (Cons(7; Nil);  )))
= ListA (IntA (Ter); Ter):
Table 1 gives some further examples. Note that there is no term of type Int whose
abstra tion is IntA (Open).
/
The following is an auxiliary lemma needed for the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.1 Let t be a term. Every subterm of t is either a re ursive subterm of t ,
or a subterm of a term in E  (t;  ), for some  2 N ( ).
Proof.
The proof is by indu tion on the depth of subterms of t . For the base ase
observe that t is a re ursive subterm of itself.
Now suppose the result holds for all subterms of t up to depth i. Let r be a subterm
of t at depth i and w! / r. If r is not a re ursive subterm of t , then r is a subterm
of a term in E  (t;  ) for some  2 N ( ), and thus w! is also a subterm of a term in
E  (t;  ). If r is a re ursive subterm of t , then sin e  ./  and ! / , by De nition 3.3
either ! ./  or ! //  . Thus either w! is a re ursive subterm of t or w 2 E ! (t;  ). 2
The following lemma shows that the abstra tion aptures groundness.

4.1.
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Table 1: Some terms, their types, and abstra tions

term

x
[7,x℄
[7|x℄
E(7)
[E(7)℄
N([E(7)℄)
N([E(7),x℄)
N([E(7)|x℄)

type

u
List(Int)
List(Int)
Nest(Int)
List(Nest(Int))
Nest(Int)
Nest(Int)
Nest(Int)

abstra tion

Any
ListA (Any; Ter)
ListA (Any; Open)
NestA (IntA (Ter); Ter)
ListA (NestA (IntA (Ter); Ter); Ter)
NestA (IntA (Ter); Ter)
NestA (Any; Open)
NestA (Any; Open)

Lemma 4.2 Let S be a set of terms having the same type. Then a variable o urs in
an element of S (that is S is non-ground) if and only if Any or Open o urs in (S ).
Proof. There are three ases depending on whether S is empty, ontains a variable,
or neither.
Case 1: S is empty. Then
(S ) = Bot.
Case

2: x 2 S for some variable x. Then (x) = Any and thus (S ) = Any.

3: S ontains no variables but ontains a non-variable term. Then the type of
terms in S is of the form  for some type substitution and simple type  = C (u).
Suppose that N ( ) = h1 ; : : : ; m i for some m  0. Then there are abstra t terms
b1 ; : : : ; bm and a termination ag b su h that
Case

(S ) = C A (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; b):
There are two sub ases.


Case 3a: For some t 2 S and variable x, x is a re ursive subterm of t . Then
Z (t;  ) = Open. Hen e b = Open and
(S ) = C A (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; Open):
3b: No term in S has a re ursive subterm that is a variable. Then Z (t;  ) = Ter
for ea h t 2 S . Hen e, by De nition 4.2, b = Ter. The proof for this ase is by indu tion
on the length of the longest // -sequen e (see Lemma 3.3) for  . The base ase is when
m = 0. Then by Lemma 4.1, every term in S is ground and (S ) = C A (Ter).
Now suppose m > 0. By Lemma 4.1, S ontains a non-ground term if and only if
E j (t;  ) ontains a non-ground term for some t 2 S and j 2 f1; : : : ; mg. By De nition 4.3
(S ) = tfC A ( (E 1 (t;  )); : : : ; (E m (t;  )); Ter) j t 2 S g:
Case

Thus, by De nitions 4.2 and 4.3, for ea h j 2 f1; : : : ; mg, we have bj = (E j (S;  )). Let
j 2 f1; : : : ; mg. If E j (S;  ) is empty, by Case 1 above, (E j (S;  )) = Bot: If E j (S;  )
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ontains a variable, by Case 2 above, (E j (S;  )) = Any: Otherwise, E j (S;  ) ontains
a non-variable term and the terms in E j (S;  ) have type j , for whi h, by indu tion
hypothesis, the result holds. Hen e bj has an o urren e of Any or Open if and only if
E j (S;  ) ontains a non-ground term. It follows that (S ) has an o urren e of Any or
Open if and only if S ontains a non-ground term.
2

4.2 Traversing Abstra t Terms
In order to de ne abstra t uni ation and, in parti ular, the abstra tion of an equation
in a program, we require an abstra t termination fun tion and abstra t extra tors similar to those already de ned for on rete terms. The type supers ript annotation for
on rete terms is also useful for abstra t terms.

De nition 4.4 [abstra t termination fun tion and extra tor for ℄ Let  and  = C (u)
be simple types su h that  ./  for some , and N ( ) = h1 ; : : : ; m i. Let b be an
abstra t term for an instan e of  .
1. Abstra t termination fun tion.

AZ (b ; ) = Open
AZ (b ; ) = Ter ^
AZ (b ; ) = ^ AZ (bj j ; )
j ./

if b = Any
if b = Bot
if b = C A (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ):

2. Abstra t extra tor for . Let  2 N ().

AE  (b ; ) = Any
AE  (b ; ) = Bot
AE  (b ; ) = t(fbj j j = g[
fAE  (bj j ; ) j j ./ g)

if b = Any
if b = Bot
if b = C A (b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ):

/
As for the on rete termination fun tions and extra tors, we omit the supers ript  in
the expressions AZ (b ; ) and AE  (b ; ) whenever  =  and is the identity. In
this (very ommon) ase, the abstra t termination fun tion is merely a proje tion onto
the termination ag of an abstra t term (or Open if the abstra t term is Any). Similarly,
the abstra t extra tor for  is merely a proje tion onto the j th argument of an abstra t
term, where  = j . Note the similarity between the above de nition and Lemma 3.4.
Example 4.3

AZ (ListA(Any; Ter)List(Nest(v)) ; Nest(v)) = Ter ^ AZ (Any; Nest(v)) = Open:
AE v (ListA (Any; Ter)List(Nest(v)) ; Nest(v)) = Any:
AZ (ListA(NestA(IntA(Ter); Ter); Ter)List(Nest(v)) ; Nest(v)) =
Ter ^ AZ (NestA (IntA (Ter); Ter); Nest(v)) = Ter:
AE v (ListA (NestA (IntA (Ter); Ter); Ter)List(Nest(v)) ; Nest(v)) =
AE v (NestA (IntA (Ter); Ter); Nest(v)) = IntA(Ter):

4.2.
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/
The following theorem states the fundamental relationship between on rete and abstra t termination fun tions and extra tors.

Theorem 4.3 Let  and  = C (u) be simple types su h that  ./  for some , and
 2 N (). Let t be a term. Then
(Z (t ; )) =
(E  (t ; )) =

AZ ( (t) ; )
AE  ( (t) ; )

(1)
(2)

The proof is by indu tion on the stru ture of t. First assume t is a variable x
or a onstant d. Here we omit the type supers ripts be ause they are irrelevant.
Proof.

(Z (x; )) = (false) = Open =
(E  (x; )) = t f (x)g = Any =

AZ (Any; ) = AZ ( (x); ):
AE  (Any; ) = AE  ( (x); ):

AZ (C A(Bot; : : : ; Bot; Ter); ) = AZ ( (d); ):
AE  (C A(Bot; : : : ; Bot; Ter); ) = AE  ( (d); ):
Now assume t is a ompound term. Let N ( ) = h1 ; : : : ; m i. In the following sequen es
of equations,  marks steps whi h use straightforward manipulations su h as rearranging
(Z (d; )) = (true) = Ter =

(E (d; )) = t ;
= Bot =

least upper bounds or appli ations of to sets. We show (1) working from right to left.

AZ ( (t) ; ) =
AZ (C A ( (E  ^
(t;  )); : : : ; (E m (t;  )); (Z (t;  ))) ; ) =
AZ ( (E j (t;  ))j ; ) =
(Z (t;  )) ^

(De nition 4.3)
(De nition 4.4)
( and hypothesis)

(Z (E j (t;  )j ; )) =

( and Lemma 3.7)

1

(Z (t;  )) ^

j^./

j ./

(Z (t ; )):

We show (2), also working from right to left.

AE  ( (t) ; ) =
(De nition 4.3)
(De nition 4.4)
AE  (C A( (E  (t;  )); : : : ; (E m (t;  )); (Z (t;  ))) ; ) =




j
j
j
t(f (E (t;  )) j j = g [ fAE ( (E (t; )) ; ) j j ./ g) =
( and hypothesis)
[
[
[ f (E  (E j (t;  )j ; ))g) =
t( f (E j (t;  ))g
1

j =

j ./

(E  (t ; )):

( and Lemma 3.7)

2

Example 4.4 This illustrates Theorem 4.3 for  =  = List(u) and  = u.
(Z ([7℄; List(u))) =
Ter
=
u
A
(E ([7℄; List(u))) = Int (Ter) =

AZ (ListA(IntA (Ter); Ter); List(u))
AE u (ListA(IntA (Ter); Ter); List(u)):
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/

4.3 Abstra t Compilation
We now show how the abstra t domains an be used in the ontext of abstra t ompilation. We de ne an abstra t program and show that it is a safe approximation of the
on rete program with respe t to the usual operational semanti s.
In a (normal form) program, ea h uni ation is made expli it by an equation. We
now de ne an abstra tion of su h an equation. Thus we de ne for ea h f 2 f , a
predi ate whi h expresses the dependen y between (f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )) and (t1 ); : : : ; (tn ).

De nition 4.5 [abstra t dependen y fdep ℄ Let fh1 :::n ; i 2 f where  = C (u) and
N ( ) = h1 ; : : : ; m i. Then fdep(C A (a1 ; : : : ; am ; ); b1 ; : : : ; bn) holds if
aj = t (fbi j i = j g [ fAE j (bi i ;  ) j i ./  g)
^
AZ (bi i ;  )
=

for all j 2 f1; : : : ; mg

i ./

(1)
(2)
/

Example 4.5 To give an idea of how De nition 4.5 translates into ode, onsider Cons.
Assuming that Lub(a; b; ) holds if and only if = tfa; bg, one lause for Consdep might
be:
Cons_dep(List_a( ,Ter),b,List_a(a,Ter)) <Lub(a,b, ).

The rst argument of Consdep stands for a list, and the other arguments for the head
and tail of this list. Note however that the ode is slightly simpli ed. The reason is
that unless the type of a, b, and is spe i ed, there are in nitely many answers for
Lub(a,b, ), whi h auses a termination problem. Therefore, in the implementation,
this lause is parametrised with the type of a, b, and .
/

Lemma 4.4 If t = f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) then fdep ( (t); (t1 ); : : : ; (tn )) holds.
Proof. Suppose N ( ) = h1 ; : : : ; m i and  = C (
u). By De nition 4.3
(t) = C A ( (E 1 (t;  )); : : : ; (E m (t;  )); (Z (t;  ))):
We must show (1) and (2) in De nition 4.5. First, we prove (1). For ea h j 2 N ( ),
(E j (t;  ))
= (fti j i = j g

[

(Lemma 3.4)
[ E j (ti i ;  ))
i ./
= t (f (ti ) j i = j g [ f (E j (ti i ;  )) j i ./  g)
(moving inwards)
= t (f (ti ) j i = j g [ fAE j ( (ti )i ;  ) j i ./  g) (Theorem 4.3).

4.3.
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Equation (2) is proven in a similar way:
(Z (t;  )) ^
= (

Z (ti i ;  )) (Lemma 3.4)
^i ./ i
(Z (ti ;  ))
(moving inwards)
=
^
i ./
AZ ( (ti )i ;  ) (Theorem 4.3).
=
i ./

2
De nition 4.6 [abstra tion  of a program℄ For a normal form equation e de ne

(

the form x = y
(e) = fe (x; y ; : : : ; y ) ifif ee isis of
of
the form x = f (y1 ; : : : ; yn ):
1
n
dep
For a normal form atom a and lause K = h g1 ^ : : : ^ gl de ne
(a) = a
(K ) = (h) (g1 ) ^ : : : ^ (gl ):
For a program P = hL; S i de ne

(P ) = f(K ) j K 2 S g [ ffdep (a; a1 ; : : : ; an) j fdep (a; a1 ; : : : ; an) holdsg:
/
Example 4.6 In the following we give the usual re ursive lause for Append in normal
form and its abstra tion.
% on rete lause
Append(xs,ys,zs) <xs = [x|x1s℄ &
zs = [x|z1s℄ &
Append(x1s,ys,z1s).

%abstra t lause
Append(xs,ys,zs) <Cons_dep(xs,x,x1s) &
Cons_dep(zs,x,z1s) &
Append(x1s,ys,z1s).

/
We now de ne the operational semanti s of on rete and abstra t programs. We assume
a xed language L and program P = hL; S i, and a left-to-right omputation rule. A
program state is a tuple hG; i where G is a query and  a substitution. It is an initial
state if  is empty. We write C 2 S if C is a renamed variant of a lause in S .
P
De nition 4.7 [redu es to℄ The relation ;
(\redu es to") between states is de ned
by the following rules:

hh1 : : : : : hl ; i ;P hh2 : : : : : hl ; 0i
hh1 : : : : : hl ; i ;P hG : h2 : : : : : hl ; 0i

if h1 is `x = t' and x0 = t0
(1)
if h G 2 S and h0 = h1 0 (2)
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P j
P 
Moreover, ;
for j  0 and ;
are de ned in the usual way. If for an initial query G,

hG; ;i ;P  hp(x1 ; : : : ; xn) : H; i ;P  hH; 0i;
we all p(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) a all pattern and p(x1 ; : : : ; xn )0 an answer pattern for p.

/

Note that it is ommon to require that 0 is the most general uni er, but nevertheless,
our notion of \redu es" with arbitrary uni er has been onsidered by Lloyd [Llo87℄.
P j
Theorem 4.5 Let H; H 0 be queries,  a substitution and j  0. If hH; ;i ;
hH 0 ; i,
 (P ) j
then h(H ); ;i ; h(H 0 );  i, where  = fx= (x) j x 2 dom()g.
P j
Proof.
By De nition 4.7, hH; ;i ;
hH 0 ; i if and only if hH; i ;P j hH 0; i, and
likewise for (P ). Therefore it is enough to show that for all j  0

hH; i ;P j hH 0 ; i

h(H );  i ;P j h(H 0 );  i:

implies

(3)

( )

The proof is by indu tion on j . The base ase j = 0 holds sin e

h(H );  i ;P 0 h(H );  i:
( )

For the indu tion step, assume (3) holds for some j  0. We show that for every query
H 00
(P )
j +1 h(H 00 );  i:
hH; i ;P j+1 hH 00 ; i implies h(H );  i ;

P j +1
If hH; i ;
hH 00 ; i does not hold, the result is trivial. If hH; i ;P j+1 hH 00 ; i, then
P j
P
hH; i
;
hH 0 ;  i
;
hH 00 ; i
P j
h(H );  i ; h(H 0);  i
( )

for some query H 0 , and
by hypothesis.

(P )
It only remains to be shown that h(H 0 );  i ;
h(H 00);  i. We distinguish two
ases depending on whether Rule (1) or (2) of De nition 4.7 was used for the step
hH 0 ; i ;P hH 00 ; i.

1: Rule (1) was used. H 0 = h1 : : : : : hl where h1 is `x = t', and t = y
or t = f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ). In the rst ase (h1 ) = h1 . Sin e x = y, it follows that
(P )
fx= (x); y= (x)g   and therefore x = y . Thus h(H 0 );  i ;
h(H 00);  i
by Rule (1). In the se ond ase (h1 ) = fdep (x; x1 ; : : : ; xn ). Sin e x = f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ),
Case

fx= (f (x1 ; : : : ; xn)); x1 = (x1 ); : : : ; xn= (xn )g   :
Hen e, by Lemma 4.4, fdep (x; x1 ; : : : ; xn )  holds so that fdep (x; x1 ; : : : ; xn ) 
(P )
by De nition 4.6. Thus h(H 0 );  i ;
h(H 00 );  i by Rule (2).

2 (P )

2: Rule (2) was used. H 0 = h1 : : : : : hl where h G 2 S and h = h1 . By
De nition 4.6, (h1 G) 2 (P ). Furthermore (h) has the form Q(x), and (h1 )
has the form Q(y). Sin e x = y it follows that Q(x)  = Q(y)  .
2
Case

4.4.
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4.4 Implementation and Results
From now on we refer to the abstra t domains de ned in this hapter as typed domains.
We have implemented the mode analysis for obje t programs in Godel. This implementation naturally falls into two stages: in the rst stage, the language de larations
are analysed in order to onstru t the typed domains, and the program lauses are abstra ted. In the se ond stage, the abstra t program is evaluated using standard abstra t
ompilation te hniques.
We have implemented the rst stage in Godel, using the Godel meta-programming
fa ilities. The analysed program may onsist of several (system or user-de ned) modules,
but its abstra tion will always be a one-module program. Sin e virtually all Godel
programs use Godel system modules1, these are treated spe ially in our implementation
in order to avoid analysing and abstra ting them anew ea h time.
Godel meta-programming is slow, but this rst stage s ales well, as the time for
abstra ting the lauses of a program is linear in their number. Analysing the type
de larations is not a problem in pra ti e. We have analysed ontrived programs with
extremely omplex type de larations within a ouple of se onds.
The se ond stage was implemented in Prolog, so that an existing analyser ould
be used. Abstra t programs produ ed by the rst stage were transformed into Prolog.
All all and answer patterns, whi h may arise in a derivation of an abstra t program
for a given query, are omputed by the analyser. By Theorem 4.5, these patterns
orrespond to patterns in the derivation of the on rete program. For example a all
p(Any; IntA (Ter)) in a derivation of the abstra t program indi ates that there may be
a all p(x,7) in a derivation of the on rete program.
In Table 2, the pre ision of the typed domain for Table(Int) (Example 4.1) is ompared with a domain that an only distinguish between ground and non-ground terms.
The latter domain has been shown by Codish and Demoen [CD95℄ to be equivalent to
the well-known Pos domain [MS93℄. The arguments of the predi ate Insert represent:
a table t, a key k, a value v, and a table obtained from t by inserting the node whose
key is k and whose value is v. Table 2 shows some initial all patterns and the answer
pattern that is inferred for ea h all pattern. For readability, we use some abbreviations
and omit the termination ag for types Integer, Balan e and String.
Clearly, inserting a ground node into a ground table gives a ground table. This
ould be inferred with the ground/non-ground domain (1) as well as the typed domains
(3). Now onsider the insertion of a node with an uninstantiated value into a ground
table. With typed domains, it is inferred that the result is still a table but whose values
may be uninstantiated (4). This annot be inferred with a ground/non-ground domain
(2). In fa t, (2) only says that the answer pattern is no less instantiated than the all
pattern, whi h is trivial.
We used a modi ed form of the analyser of Heaton et al. [HHK97℄ running on a
Sun SPARC Ultra 170. The analysis times for Tables were: (1) 0.09 se onds, (2)
1.57 se onds, (3) 0.81 se onds, (4) 2.03 se onds. Apart from Tables, we also analysed
some small programs, namely Append, Reverse, Flatten (from the Nests module),
1

In Godel, all built-ins ex ept the equality predi ate are provided via system modules.
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Table 2: Some all and answer patterns for Insert
Ground/non-ground domain:
Insert(ground; ground; ground; any) leads to answer pattern
(1)
Insert(ground; ground; ground; ground):
Insert(ground; ground; any; any) leads to answer pattern
(2)
Insert(ground; ground; any; any):
Typed domain:
Insert(TabA(IntA ; BalA ; StrA ; Ter); StrA ; IntA ; Any) leads to answer pattern (3)
Insert(TabA(IntA ; BalA ; StrA ; Ter); StrA ; IntA ; TabA (IntA ; BalA ; StrA ; Ter)):
Insert(TabA(IntA ; BalA ; StrA ; Ter); StrA ; Any; Any) leads to answer pattern (4)
Insert(TabA(IntA ; BalA ; StrA ; Ter); StrA ; Any; TabA (Any; BalA ; StrA ; Ter)):
TreeToList, Qui ksort, and Nqueens. For these, all analysis times were below 0.03

se onds and thus too small to be very meaningful. For most of these, the typed domains
resulted in more pre ise analyses, similarly as explained for Tables.
Our experien e is that the domain operations, namely to ompute the least upper
bound of two abstra t terms, are indeed the bottlene k of the analysis. Therefore
it is ru ial to avoid performing these omputations unne essarily. Also one might
ompromise some of the pre ision of the analysis by onsidering widenings [CC92℄ for
the sake of eÆ ien y. More work ould be done on the embedding of the typed domains
in the analysis. In order to ondu t more experiments, one would need a suite of bigger
typed logi programs. A formal omparison between analyses for typed logi programs
and untyped ones is of ourse diÆ ult.

4.5 Dis ussion and Related Work
We have presented a general domain onstru tion for mode analysis of typed logi
programs. For ommon examples (lists, binary trees), our formalism is simple and
yields abstra t domains that are omparable to the domains designed by Codish and
Demoen [CD94℄. In their formalism, however, an abstra t domain for obtaining this
degree of pre ision for, say, the types in the Tables module, would have to be handrafted. In ontrast, our work des ribes this onstru tion for arbitrary types.
The fundamental on epts of this work are re ursive type and non-re ursive subterm type, whi h are generalisations of ideas presented previously for lists [CD94℄. The
resulting abstra t domains are entirely in the spirit of previous work by Codish and others [CD94, CL96℄ and we believe that they provide the highest degree of pre ision that
a generi domain onstru tion should provide. Even if type de larations that require
the full generality of our formalism are rare, this work is an important ontribution
be ause it helps to understand other, more ad-ho and pragmati domain onstru tions
as instan es of a general theory. One ould always simplify or prune down our abstra t
domains for the sake of eÆ ien y.
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In its full generality the formalism is, admittedly, rather omplex. This is primarily due to fun tion de larations where the range type o urs again as a proper
sub\term" of an argument type, su h as the de laration of N in the Nests module (Example 3.2). If types were as widespread in logi programming as they are in fun tional
programming, su h de larations would probably not seem very unusual. They are used
in the de larations for rose trees, that is, trees where the number of hildren of ea h
node is not xed [Mee88℄. One should also note that while the theory whi h allows
for a domain onstru tion for, say, Nest(Int) is on eptually omplex, the omputational omplexity of the a tual domain operations for Nest(Int) is lower than for, say,
List(List(List(Int))). In short, the omplexity of the abstra t domains depends
on the inherent omplexity of the type de larations, as illustrated by the type graphs
(Figure 6).
We have built on ideas presented previously for untyped languages [CL96℄. Notably
the title of that work says that type, not mode, dependen ies are derived. Even in an
untyped language su h as Prolog, one an de ne types as sets of terms given by some
kind of \de laration", just as in a typed language [AL94℄. In this ase type analysis
(inferring that an argument is instantiated to a term of a ertain type) is inseparable
from mode analysis. The analysis must a ount for \in orre tly" typed terms su h as
[3j17℄. As it annot be assumed that, say, [3jy℄ will eventually be bound to a list, it is
abstra ted as any, thus not apturing that it is at least partially instantiated. In typed
languages, this problem does not arise. It seems that Codish and Lagoon [CL96℄ provide
a straightforward domain onstru tion for arbitrary types, but this is not the ase. It
is not spe i ed what kind of \de larations" are implied, but the examples and theory
suggest that all types are essentially lists and trees. The Tables and Nests examples
given in Se tion 3.2 are not aptured.
Re ursive modes [TL97℄ hara terise that the left spine, right spine, or both, of a
term are instantiated. The authors admit that this may be onsidered an ad-ho hoi e,
but on the other hand, they present good experimental results. They do not assume a
typed language and thus annot exploit type de larations in order to provide a more
generi on ept of re ursive modes, as we have done by the on ept of termination. Also,
the degree of instantiation that we would express by, say, ListA (TableA(Any; Ter); Ter),
annot be hara terised.
A omplex system for type analysis of Prolog has been presented by Van Hentenry k
et al. [VCL95℄. As far as we an see, this system is not in a formal sense stronger or
weaker than our mode analysis. The domain Pat(Type) used there is in nite, so that
widenings have to be introdu ed to ensure niteness, and \the design of widening operators is experimental in nature" [VCL95℄. In ontrast, we exploit the type de larations to
onstru t domains that are inherently nite and whose size is di tated by the omplexity
of the type de larations. Similarly, in a paper by Janssens and Bruynooghe [JB92℄, the
niteness of abstra t domains and terms is ensured by imposing an ad-ho bound on
the number of symbols.
Barbuti and Gia obazzi have presented a polymorphi type inferen e for (untyped)
logi programs [BG92℄. It is assumed that type de larations are given to de ne a
language of \well-typed" terms, similarly as in typed logi programming languages.
However, the types of the predi ate symbols are not de lared, but rather inferred. In
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parti ular, it might be inferred that some arguments of a predi ate are not \well-typed".
Su h information an be useful for debugging programs.
Gallagher et al. have shown that the domain onstru tion of any (stati ) program analysis an be ast in terms of pre-interpretations [GBS95℄. Traditionally, preinterpretations are used in predi ate logi to assign a semanti value to a term, for
example the number `2' to the term 1+1 or 2. However, they an also be used to
spe ify a program analysis, by hoosing an appropriate domain on whi h these preinterpretations operate. The mode analysis we have presented here an without doubt
also be expressed in these terms, by hoosing as domains the abstra t domains we
propose here.
Mer ury [SHC96℄ has a mode system based on instantiation states. These are assertions of how instantiated a term is. An instantiation state is similar to an abstra t term.
Indeed, given some type de larations, it is possible to de ne an instantiation state in
Mer ury syntax whi h, while not being exa tly the same, is omparable in pre ision to
an abstra t term in our formalism. In Mer ury, it is the user who has to spe ify a set
of instantiation states by de laring the mode, and this mode is he ked and enfor ed by
the ompiler. In ontrast, we have des ribed how the abstra t terms and their values
an be inferred automati ally.
The Mer ury ompiler also does some mode inferen e. It is hard to assess whether
or not the ompiler an a tually onstru t instantiation states without any help by
mode de larations be ause the relevant literature [Hen92, Som87℄ only refers to simple
examples and does not spe ify the mode inferen e pre isely.
It has been noted by Henderson [Hen92℄ that instantiation states loosely orrespond
to abstra t interpretation, used for mode analysis in a language su h as Godel, whi h
does not enfor e modes. In this part of the thesis we developed this argument. Our
domain onstru tion an be regarded as inferring automati ally, from a set of type
de larations, what the interesting instantiation states are.
The mode system in Mer ury is based on work by Somogyi [Som87℄, where the
Simple Range Condition and the Re exive Condition that we impose are not expli itly
required. However, Somogyi does not de ne the type system pre isely, instead referring
to My roft and O'Keefe [MO84℄, whose formal results have been shown to be in orre t,
namely in ignoring the transparen y ondition [Hil93, HT92℄. It is therefore diÆ ult to
assess whether that approa h would work for programs whi h violate these onditions.
We know of no real Godel programs that violate either of the Simple Range or Re exive
Conditions. We have found that violating the Re exive Condition raises fundamental
questions about de idability in typed languages, whi h seem to be related to the on ept
of polymorphi re ursion [Kah96, KTU93℄. It would be interesting to investigate these
questions further.
We believe that, sin e our abstra t terms an hara terise the instantiation of a
term with what might be alled a \reasonable" degree of pre ision, they ould provide
a good basis for two further appli ations: de laring modes and de laring onditions for
delaying.
Con erning the rst appli ation, note that the present Mer ury implementation does
not support instantiation states in their full generality, and it is hard to imagine that this
would ever be needed. Thus one might onsider a language where modes are de lared
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using our abstra t terms.
In Godel, the delay de larations whi h state that a predi ate is delayed until an
argument (or a subterm of the argument) is ground or non-variable, annot des ribe
the behaviour of the Godel system predi ates pre isely. We have observed that, typi ally,
the degree of instantiation for a Godel system predi ate to run safely without delaying
ould be spe i ed by an abstra t term in our typed domains. For example, the predi ate
Append=3 will run safely if the rst argument is a nil-terminated list.
Our approa h may also be appli able to untyped languages, if we have information
at hand that is similar to type de larations. Su h information might be obtained by
inferring de larations [Chr97℄ or from de larations as omments [SG95b℄. Certainly our
analysis would then regain aspe ts of type rather than mode inferen e, whi h it had lost
by transferring the approa h to typed languages.

Part III

Non-Standard Derivations
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Chapter 5

Corre tness Properties of
Programs
In this hapter, the need for non-standard derivations is motivated. Then several orre tness properties for programs on erning the modes and types are introdu ed. These
properties will be used throughout Part III.

5.1 Why Non-Standard Derivations?
The paradigm of logi programming is based on giving a omputational interpretation
to a ertain fragment of rst order logi . Kowalski [Kow79℄ advo ates the separation of
the logi and ontrol aspe ts of a logi program and has oined the famous formula
Algorithm = Logi + Control.
The programmer should be responsible for the logi part, and hen e a logi program
should be a ( rst order logi ) spe i ation. The ontrol should be taken are of by the
logi programming system.
In reality, logi programming is far from this ideal. Without the programmer being
aware of the ontrol and writing programs a ordingly, logi programs would usually be
hopelessly ineÆ ient or even non-terminating.
One aspe t of ontrol in logi programs is the sele tion rule. This is a rule stating
whi h atom in a query is sele ted in ea h derivation step. The standard sele tion rule is
the LD sele tion rule: in ea h derivation step, the leftmost atom in a query is sele ted
for resolution. This sele tion rule is based on the assumption that programs are written
in su h a way that the data ow within a query or lause body is from left to right.

Example 5.1 Consider the program in Figure 9 and the following derivation, where
the sele ted atom is underlined in ea h query:1
permute([1℄; As) ;
permute([℄; Z0 ); delete(1; As; Z0) ;
delete(1; As; [℄) ; 2:
1

In examples, we use

; to denote derivation steps.
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permute([℄,[℄).
permute([U|X℄,Y) :permute(X,Z),
delete(U,Y,Z).
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delete(X,[X|Z℄,Z).
delete(X,[U|Y℄,[U|Z℄) :delete(X,Y,Z).

Figure 9: The permute program
append([℄,Y,Y).
append([X|Xs℄,Ys,[X|Zs℄) :append(Xs,Ys,Zs).

Figure 10: The append program
In the se ond line, Z0 is an output argument of permute([℄; Z0). The pro ess of resolving
this atom instantiates Z0 to [℄, whi h is used by the atom delete(1; As; Z0) as input.
Hen e the data ow is from left to right.
/
Observe that the notion of data ow is based on the idea that some argument positions
serve as input positions and others as output positions. In the above example, the rst
argument of permute is input and the se ond is output.
The LD sele tion rule ensures for this example that atoms are only sele ted when
they have a ertain degree of instantiation. The following example shows that this is
ru ial in order to ensure essential properties, in parti ular termination.

Example 5.2 Consider the usual append program given in Figure 10 and the following
derivation where the rightmost atom is always sele ted:
append([1℄; [℄; As); append(As; [℄; Bs) ;
append([1℄; [℄; [X0 jAs0 ℄); append(As0; [℄; Bs0 ) ;
append([1℄; [℄; [X0 ; X00 jAs00 ℄); append(As00 ; [℄; Bs00 ) ; : : :

The derivation is in nite although there are only nitely many answers to the query. For
this example, the natural data ow would be from left to right. In fa t, all derivations
terminate if the LD sele tion rule is assumed.
/
The LD sele tion rule is so established in logi programming that we have to justify
why we onsider other sele tion rules. There are at least four purposes for whi h other
sele tion rules are useful: using predi ates in multiple modes, parallel exe ution [AL95℄,
the test-and-generate paradigm [Nai92℄, and some programs using a umulators [EG99℄.
For motivation, we give an example of the rst purpose.

Example 5.3 Consider again the permute program (Figure 9). In the following derivation, the rightmost atom is sele ted in ea h step. The data ow is from right to left.
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permute(As; [1℄) ;
permute(X0; Z0 ); delete(U0 ; [1℄; Z0 ) ;
permute(X0; [℄) ; 2:

In this example, the se ond argument of permute is input and the rst is output.

/

To allow for permute to be used in both modes, we need a sele tion rule whi h is
more exible than just stating that the leftmost or rightmost atom should be sele ted
in ea h step. Several logi programming languages provide delay de larations for this
purpose [HL94, SIC98, SHC96℄. Using delay de larations, the user an spe ify a degree
to whi h an atom must be instantiated in order to be sele ted.
Note that while delay de larations give the programmer some ontrol, they do not
spe ify pre isely whi h atom is sele ted in ea h step, sin e there ould be more than
one atom whi h is suÆ iently instantiated to be sele ted.
In the literature, the need for suÆ ient instantiation of the sele ted atom and hen e
the purpose of delay de larations is usually explained as \ensuring termination" and
\preventing runtime errors related to built-in predi ates" [AL95, Lut93, MT95, MK97,
Nai92℄. Taking a more abstra t viewpoint, one an hara terise the minimal and most
important purpose of delay de larations as follows:
Delay de larations should ensure that in ea h derivation step, the input
arguments of the sele ted atom annot be ome instantiated.
In other words, an atom in a query an only be sele ted when it is suÆ iently instantiated so that the most general uni er (MGU) with the lause head does not bind the
input arguments of the atom. We all derivations whi h meet this requirement inputonsuming.
Input- onsuming derivations re e t the natural meaning of \input". The on ept
is useful be ause it abstra ts from the te hni al details of parti ular delay onstru ts.
Wherever possible we formulate results in terms of input- onsuming derivations rather
than in terms of delay de larations.
Note that for the query in Example 5.2, all derivations are input- onsuming if the LD
sele tion rule is assumed. In this and the following hapter, we do not worry about how
input- onsuming derivations an be a hieved in existing implementations. In Chapter 7,
we show how input- onsuming derivations an be a hieved using delay de larations.
This hapter is organised as follows. The next se tion de nes some notation and
terminology. Se tion 5.3 introdu es a formalism onsisting of a permutation for ea h
lause in a program, whi h indi ates the dire tion of data ow in this lause. Se tion 5.4
introdu es permutation ni ely moded programs. Se tion 5.5 introdu es permutation well
moded programs. Se tion 5.6 introdu es permutation well typed programs. Se tion 5.7
de nes a property alled type onsisten y.
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5.2 Notation and Terminology
We use standard notations of logi programming [Apt97, Llo87℄. Our spe ial notations
related to modes and types follow Etalle et al. [EBC99℄ and Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄.
For the examples we use Prolog syntax. We re all some important notions.
The set of variables in a synta ti obje t o is denoted as vars(o). A synta ti obje t
is linear if every variable o urs in it at most on e. A substitution is idempotent if
 = . Throughout Part III, we only onsider idempotent substitutions. The domain
of a substitution  is dom() = fx j x 6= xg. The range of a substitution  is
ran() = fx j x 2 dom()g.
We say that a term u o urs dire tly in a ve tor of terms t, or equivalently, u lls
a position in t, if u is one of the terms of t. (For example, a o urs dire tly in (a; b)
but not in (f (a); b).) A at term is a variable or a term f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ), where n  0 and
the xi are distin t variables.
For a predi ate p=n, a mode is an atom p(m1 ; : : : ; mn ), where mi 2 fI ; O g for
i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Positions with I are alled input positions, and positions with O are
alled output positions of p. To simplify the notation, an atom written as p(s; t)
means: s is the ve tor of terms lling the input positions, and t is the ve tor of terms
lling the output positions. An atom p(s; t) is input-linear if s is linear. A mode of
a program is a set of modes, one mode for ea h of its predi ates.2 A program an have
several modes, so whenever we refer to the input and output positions, this is always
with respe t to one parti ular mode whi h is lear from the ontext.
A type is a set of terms losed under instantiation. A non-variable type is a
type that does not ontain variables. The variable type is the type that ontains
variables and hen e, as it is instantiation losed, all terms. A ground type is a type
that ontains only ground terms. A onstant type is a ground type that ontains
only (possibly in nitely many) onstants. In the examples, we use the following types:
any is the variable type, all ground the type ontaining all ground terms, list the nonvariable type of (nil-terminated) lists, int the onstant type of integers, il the ground
type of integer lists, num the onstant type of numbers, nl the ground type of number
lists, and nally, tree is the non-variable type de ned by the ontext-free grammar
ftree ! leaf; tree ! node(tree; any; tree)g. These types are also shown in Table 3.
We write t : T for \t is in type T ". We use S, T to denote ve tors of types, and
write j= s : S ) t : T if for all substitutions , s : S implies t : T. It is assumed
that ea h argument position of ea h predi ate p=n has a type asso iated with it. These
types are indi ated by writing the atom p(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) where T1 ; : : : ; Tn are types. The
type of a program P is a set of su h atoms, one for ea h predi ate de ned in P . An
atom (query) is orre tly typed if ea h argument position is lled with a term of the
type of that position. A term t is type- onsistent [DM98℄ with respe t to T if there
is a substitution  su h that t : T . A term t o urring in an atom in some position is
type- onsistent if it is type- onsistent with respe t to the type of that position.
A query is a nite sequen e of atoms. Atoms are denoted by a, b, h, queries by
B , F , H , Q, R. We write a 2 B if a is an atom in B . Sometimes we say \atom"
2

We dis uss a more general notion of mode in Se tion 10.3.
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Table 3: Some ommon types
Name
any
all ground
list
int
il
num
nl
tree

Des ription
variable type
all ground terms
(nil-terminated) lists
integers
integer lists
numbers
number lists
ftree ! leaf; tree ! node(tree; any; tree)g

Property
variable
ground
non-variable
ground
ground
ground
ground
non-variable

instead of \query onsisting of an atom". If a1 ; : : : ; an is a query, then ai1 ; : : : ; aim ,
where 1  i1 < : : : < im  n, is a subquery of a1 ; : : : ; an .

A derivation step for a program P is a pair hQ; i; hR; i, where Q =
Q1 ; p(s; t); Q2 and R = Q1 ; B; Q2 are queries;  is a substitution; p(v; u) B a renamed variant of a lause in P ; and  the MGU3 of p(s; t) and p(v; u). We all
p(s; t) (or p(s; t))4 the sele ted atom and R the resolvent of Q and h B . We
all R an LD-resolvent if Q1 is empty. A derivation step is input- onsuming if
dom() \ vars(s) = ;.

A derivation  for a program P is a sequen e hQ0 ; 0 i; hQ1 ; 1 i; : : : where ea h pair
hQi; i i; hQi+1 ; i+1i in  is a derivation step.5 Alternatively, we also say that  is a
derivation of P [ fQ0 0 g. We sometimes denote a derivation as Q0 0 ; Q1 1 ; : : :. An
LD-derivation is a derivation where the sele ted atom is always the leftmost atom in a
query. An input- onsuming derivation is a derivation onsisting of input- onsuming
derivation steps.
A sele tion rule R is a set of derivations losed under pre xes, that is, if  2 R,
then for any pre x  0 of  , we have  0 2 R. If  2 R, we say that  is an R-derivation.6

If (F; a; H ); (F; B; H ) is a step in a derivation, then ea h atom in B (or B )4 is a
dire t des endant of a, and for all b 2 F; H , we say b (or b)4 is a dire t des endant
of b. We say b is a des endant of a if (b; a) is in the re exive, transitive losure of
the relation is a dire t des endant. The des endants of a set of atoms are de ned in the
obvious way. Consider a derivation Q0 ; : : : ; Qi ; : : : ; Qj ; Qj +1 ; : : :. We all Qj ; Qj +1 an
a-step if a 2 Qi and the sele ted atom in Qj ; Qj +1 is a des endant of a.

The MGU is not unique. It is however unique up to renaming [Llo87℄, whi h is why we simply speak
of the MGU. We assume that whenever possible, an MGU is hosen whi h does not bind s.
4
Whether or not the substitution has been applied is always lear from the ontext.
5
This de nition follows Lloyd [Llo87℄. Apt requires that the sequen e is maximal [Apt97℄.
6
This de nition is more general than the de nitions by Lloyd [Llo87℄ and Apt [Apt97℄. See also
Subse tion 11.1.13.
3
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5.3 Modes and Permutations
Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄ onsider four orre tness properties for programs: ni ely moded,
well moded, well typed, and simply moded. Ni ely-modedness is used to show that the
o ur- he k an be safely omitted. Well-modedness and well-typedness are used to show
that derivations do not ounder. Finally, simply-modedness is a spe ial ase of ni elymodedness and is used to show that a program is free from errors related to built-ins.
Other authors have also used these or similar orre tness properties, for example to show
that programs are uni ation free [AE93℄, su essful [BC99℄, and terminating [EBC99℄.
In Example 1.5, we have given a avour of these orre tness properties.
In this part of the thesis, we make extensive use of these orre tness properties and
also de ne two new ones. In Se tion 7.5, we will give an overview summarising the
relationships between them.
In order to be useful for veri ation of programs assuming non-standard derivations,
these properties must be generalised. We now dis uss the basis of this generalisation.

5.3.1 The Order of the Atoms in a Query
In a query ( lause body) one an onsider three di erent orderings among the atoms.
First, there is the textual order. This does not need any explanation.
Se ondly, there is the produ er- onsumer relation [KKS91℄ between atoms. A pair of
atoms (a; b) is in the produ er- onsumer relation if a has a variable in an output position
whi h b has in an input position. The orre tness properties we de ne will ensure that
the transitive losure of this relation is anti-symmetri . We shall refer to any order <
su h that (a; b) is in the produ er- onsumer relation only if a < b as produ er- onsumer
order. Note that we negle t the fa t that this order is not ne essarily unique, sin e any
produ er- onsumer order will do for our purposes.
Thirdly, there is the exe ution order, whi h depends on the sele tion rule.
In the ase of LD-derivations, all of these orders are usually identi al. The de nitions
of the above orre tness properties as they are used in most works [AE93, BC99, EBC99℄
are based on this assumption. Otherwise, these orders may di er.

Example 5.4 Consider append(I ; I ; O ) (Figure 10 on page 57) and the following derivation, where we annotate the atoms with supers ripts so that we an refer to them:
append(As; [℄; Bs)1:1 ; append([1℄; [℄; As)2:1 ;
append([1jAs0 ℄; [℄; Bs)1:1 ; append([℄; [℄; As0 )2:2 ;
append(As0 ; [℄; Bs0 )1:2 ; append([℄; [℄; As0 )2:2 ;
append([℄; [℄; Bs0 )1:2 ; 2:

In ea h query, the produ er- onsumer order is the onverse of the textual order. Conerning the exe ution order, note that atom 2:1 is sele ted for resolution before atom
1:1, but then atom 1:1 is sele ted, even before atom 2:1 is resolved away ompletely,
that is, before all des endants of atom 2:1 are resolved. We say that the omputations
for the two atoms interleave or oroutine.
/
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To formalise the produ er- onsumer order, we asso iate, with ea h query and ea h lause
in a program, a permutation  of the (body) atoms, whi h gives the produ er- onsumer
order. That is, if (ai ; aj ) is in the produ er- onsumer relation, then (i) < (j ). This
permutation depends on the mode. For di erent modes, the permutations are di erent.
This formalism has been proposed previously by Boye [Boy96℄. Hoarau and Mesnard
have developed a similar formalism for the purpose of reordering atoms in lause bodies
automati ally to ensure termination [HM99℄.

5.3.2 Are those Permutations Really Ne essary?
The previous subse tion raises two questions:
1. Could the textual order not be identi al to the produ er- onsumer order?
2. Could we not pretend that the textual order is identi al to the produ er- onsumer
order, to simplify the notation?
Judging from the literature [AL95, Nai92℄ but also from personal ommuni ation we
believe that it is not widely re ognised that these question must be distinguished.
To answer the rst question, ompare the derivations for permute in Examples 5.1
and 5.3. Here we have a single program whi h an be used in two distin t modes.
Depending on the mode, the produ er- onsumer order in ea h query ( lause body) is
di erent, whereas the textual order is always the same. Therefore, it is impossible
that the textual order is always identi al to the produ er- onsumer order. It has been
proposed to solve this problem by generating a spe ialised version of a program for ea h
mode, su h that for ea h version, the textual order is always identi al to the produ eronsumer order [SHC96℄. However, doing so implies a stri t loss of generality, in the
sense that we are not onsidering one single program running in several modes.
Although other authors [AL95, Nai92℄, in the ontext of delay de larations, have not
expli itly assumed multiple modes, they mainly give examples where delay de larations
are learly used for that purpose (see page 133). Whether allowing multiple modes is a
good approa h or whether it is better to generate multiple versions of ea h predi ate is
an ongoing dis ussion [Hil98℄.
Even without assuming multiple modes, the textual order annot always be identi al
to the produ er- onsumer order. For example, programs that use the test-and-generate
paradigm rely on the atom whi h tests (\ onsumes") o urring to the left of the atom
whi h generates (\produ es"). We will see su h a program in Figure 22 on page 106.
So the answer to the rst question is: no, the textual order annot always be identi al
to the produ er- onsumer order.
The answer to the se ond question is less lear ut. It depends on what kind of
sele tion rule we onsider.
Some authors have studied derivations where the textual order is irrelevant for the
sele tion of an atom and hen e for the exe ution order [AL95, Lut93, MT95℄. Therefore,
one may assume for the sake of notational onvenien e that in fa t the textual order is
identi al to the produ er- onsumer order. Although not expli itly stated, the de nitions
of the above orre tness properties as they are used by Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄ are based
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on this assumption. More pre isely, any result stated there an be generalised trivially
to programs where the atoms in the lause bodies are permuted in an arbitrary way.
The same holds for many of the results presented in this thesis, and we will therefore
also sometimes adopt this simplifying assumption, in parti ular in Chapter 6. Also in
this hapter, we onsider results for whi h the textual order of atoms is irrelevant.
Nevertheless, we maintain the permutations to make the results easily appli able in
other parts of the thesis.
Whenever we onsider derivations where the textual order of atoms is irrelevant, we
do not have to treat multiple modes expli itly. We an pretend that there is a renamed
version of ea h predi ate for ea h mode, su h that in all lauses, the textual order is
identi al to the produ er- onsumer order. This is not a loss of generality, but merely
a notational onvenien e. In the a tual ode, there is still only one version of ea h
predi ate.
Of ourse, when we onsider input- onsuming derivations, the sele tion rule must
\know" what mode is assumed in a parti ular exe ution of the program, sin e otherwise
it would not be de ned what an input- onsuming derivation is. This an be realised
with delay de larations, as we will see in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8, we will study left-based derivations, for whi h the textual order is
relevant for the exe ution order. For left-based derivations, the textual order has to be
taken into a ount as it is. It is not orre t to make a simplifying assumption about it.

5.3.3 Uniqueness of Derived Permutations
As explained in Subse tion 5.3.1, we asso iate, with ea h query and ea h lause in
a program, a permutation of the (body) atoms, whi h gives the produ er- onsumer
order. We will later de ne orre tness properties whi h are parametrised by these
permutations. However, some statements only depend on the permutations themselves
and not on the orre tness property onsidered. To avoid repeating virtually identi al
statements, we formulate these statements here in a general way.
In this subse tion, we assume a program P where a permutation is asso iated with
ea h lause, and an initial query Q that also has a permutation asso iated with it. We
all Q or a lause in P -ordered if the permutation asso iated with it is . Later,
-ordered will be repla ed with -ni ely moded, -well typed et . The  is omitted
whenever  is the identity.
Let  be a permutation on f1; : : : ; ng. For notational onvenien e we extend the
domain of  by de ning (i) = i whenever i 2= f1; : : : ; ng. In examples,  is written as
h(1); : : : ; (n)i. Also, we write (o1 ; : : : ; on ) for the sequen e obtained by applying 
to the sequen e o1 ; : : : ; on , that is o 1 (1) ; : : : ; o 1 (n) . For example, if Q = a1 ; a2 ; a3 ; a4
is a query and  = h4; 3; 1; 2i, then (Q) = a3 ; a4 ; a2 ; a1 . Note that if n  1, then a
permutation on f1; : : : ; ng is ne essarily the identity.
We now de ne the permutation asso iated with any query o urring in a derivation
of P [fQg. This is de ned indu tively. Given a -ordered query and a -ordered lause,
the permutation asso iated with the resolvent is derived from  and  in a natural way.

De nition 5.1 [derived permutation℄ Let Q0 = a1 ; : : : ; an be a -ordered query and
C = h b1 ; : : : ; bm be a -ordered lause. Suppose for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, h and
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Figure 11: The derived permutation Der(; ; k)

ak are uni able. Then we say that the resolvent of Q0 and C with sele ted atom ak is
%-ordered, where % is a permutation on f1; : : : ; n + m 1g de ned by

8
>
>
>
<
%(i) = >
>
>
:

(i)
(i) + m 1
(k) + (i k + 1) 1
(i m + 1)
(i m + 1) + m 1

if i < k; (i) < (k)
if i < k; (i) > (k)
if k  i < k + m
if k + m  i < n + m; (i m + 1) < (k)
if k + m  i < n + m; (i m + 1) > (k):

We all % the derived permutation and write Der(; ; k) = %.

/

Figure 11 illustrates the derived permutation when n = 4 ,  = h4; 3; 1; 2i , m = 2 ,
 = h2; 1i , and k = 2. By De nition 5.1, we have Der(; ; k) = h5; 4; 3; 1; 2i, sin e

Der(; ; k)(1) =
Der(; ; k)(2) =
Der(; ; k)(3) =
Der(; ; k)(4) =
Der(; ; k)(5) =

(1) + 2 1 =
5
(2) + (2 2 + 1) 1 = 4
(2) + (3 2 + 1) 1 = 3
(4 2 + 1) =
1
(5 2 + 1) =
2

(2nd line)
(3rd line)
(3rd line)
(4th line)
(4th line).

Observe also that in the trivial ase that  and  are the identity, Der(; ; k) is also
the identity, for all k 2 f1; : : : ; ng.
Throughout Part III, we will frequently onsider a derivation Q1 ; : : : ; Qn su h that
Q1 is 1 -ordered and Qn is n -ordered, where \ordered" is repla ed with \ni ely moded",
\well typed", et . Whenever we do this, we imply that n is uniquely determined. More
pre isely, we imply that there are indi es k1 ; : : : ; kn and permutations 1 ; : : : ; n and
1 ; : : : ; n 1 su h that for ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; n 1g






Qi is i -ordered,
the ki th atom in Qi is sele ted in the step Qi ; Qi+1 ,
the lause used in the step Qi ; Qi+1 is i -ordered,

i+1 = Der(i ; i ; ki ).

This is important to stress be ause the uniqueness of the permutation n will not
ne essarily follow from the de nitions of the orre tness properties. However, as stated
in Subse tion 5.3.1, it is no loss of generality to assume that the produ er- onsumer
order is unique.
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At ea h step of a derivation, the relative order of atoms given by the derived permutation is preserved. The following lemma formalises this.

Lemma 5.1 Let Q; : : : ; R be a derivation for P , where Q = a1 ; : : : ; an is -ordered and
R = b1 ; : : : ; bm is -ordered.
a. Let i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng su h that (i) < (j ). Then for all k; l 2 f1; : : : ; mg su h
that bk is a des endant of ai and bl is a des endant of aj , we have (k) < (l).
b. Let k; l 2 f1; : : : ; mg su h that (k) < (l), and let i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng su h that bk
is a des endant of ai and bl is a des endant of aj (note that i and j exist and are
unique). Then (i)  (j ).
Inspe tion of the derived permutation in De nition 5.1 shows that the result holds for derivations of length 1. The general result follows by a straightforward
indu tion on the length.
2
Proof.

In the trivial ase that all permutations are the identity, the above lemma merely states
that resolution preserves the textual order of atoms in a query.

5.4 Permutation Ni ely Moded Programs
Apt and Luitjes de ne ni ely moded queries [AL95℄. In a ni ely moded query, a variable
o urring in an input position does not o ur later in an output position, and ea h
variable in an output position o urs only on e. We generalise this to permutation
ni ely moded.

De nition 5.2 [permutation ni ely moded℄ Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a
query and  a permutation on f1; : : : ; ng. Then Q is -ni ely moded if t1 ; : : : ; tn is a
linear ve tor of terms and for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
vars(si ) \

[

(i)(j )n

vars(tj ) = ;:

The query (Q) is a ni ely moded query orresponding to Q.
The lause C = p(t0 ; sn+1 ) Q is -ni ely moded if Q is -ni ely moded and

vars(t0 ) \

n
[
j =1

vars(tj ) = ;:

The lause p(t0 ; sn+1 ) (Q) is a ni ely moded lause orresponding to C .
A query ( lause) is permutation ni ely moded if it is -ni ely moded for some
. A program P is permutation ni ely moded if all of its lauses are. A ni ely
moded program orresponding to P is a program obtained from P by repla ing
ea h lause C in P with a ni ely moded lause orresponding to C .
/
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Note that in the lause head, the letter t is used for input and s is used for output,
whereas in the body atoms it is vi e versa. This onvention is used throughout be ause
it allows for a su in t notation, in parti ular in De nitions 5.4, 5.5 and 7.4.
Note also that a one-atom query p(s; t) is (permutation) ni ely moded if and only
if vars(s) \ vars(t) = ; and t is linear.
For many results it is ne essary to require that ea h lause head is input-linear.

De nition 5.3 [input-linear lause/program℄ A lause C = p(t; s)
Q is inputlinear if t is input-linear. A program is input-linear if all of its lauses are input-linear
and it ontains no uses of =(I ; I ).
/
Note that in the above de nition, uses of the built-in equality predi ate are taken
into a ount. Con eptually, the equality predi ate is de ned as \X = X.". Therefore,
an input-linear program must not use the equality predi ate in mode =(I ; I ), sin e
the lause \X = X." is not input-linear for this mode. This is dis ussed further in
Se tion 10.2.

Example 5.5 Consider the permute program (Figure 9 on page 57). For the mode
fpermute(I ; O ); delete(I ; O ; I )g, this program is ni ely moded and input-linear.
In mode fpermute(O ; I ); delete(O ; I ; O )g, it is permutation ni ely moded and
input-linear. The se ond lause for permute is h2; 1i-ni ely moded, and the other lauses
are ni ely moded.
In \test mode", that is, fpermute(I ; I ); delete(I ; I ; O )g, it is permutation ni ely
moded, but not input-linear, be ause the rst lause for delete is not input-linear.
The se ond lause for permute is h2; 1i-ni ely moded, and the other lauses are ni ely
moded.
/
The problem of nding a mode for a program so that it is ni ely moded has been
onsidered by Chadha and Plaisted [CP91℄.
We quote the following persisten e property for ni ely-modedness.

Lemma 5.2 [AL95, Lemma 11℄ Let Q be a ni ely moded query and C be a ni ely
moded, input-linear lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Then every resolvent of Q
and C is ni ely moded.
We generalise this result to permutation ni ely-modedness.

Lemma 5.3 Let Q = a1 ; : : : ; an be a -ni ely moded query and C = h b1 ; : : : ; bm be
a -ni ely moded, input-linear lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Suppose for some
k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, h and ak are uni able. Then the resolvent of Q and C with sele ted
atom ak is Der(; ; k)-ni ely moded.
Proof.
Let  be the MGU of h and ak . By De nition 5.2, a 1 (1) ; : : : ; a 1 (n) is
ni ely moded and h b 1 (1) ; : : : ; b 1 (m) is ni ely moded and input-linear. Thus by
Lemma 5.2,
(a

1

(1) ; : : : ; a 1 ((k) 1) ; b 1 (1) ; : : : ; b 1 (m) ; a 1 ((k)+1) ; : : : ; a 1 (n) ) 
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is ni ely moded, and so (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an )  is Der(; ; k)-ni ely
moded.
2
The requirement that the lause must be input-linear an be dropped if the derivation
step is input- onsuming. It is assumed that the sele ted atom is suÆ iently instantiated,
so that a multiple o urren e of the same variable in the input arguments of the lause
head annot ause any bindings to the query.

Lemma 5.4 Let Q = a1 ; : : : ; an be a -ni ely moded query and C = p(v; u)
b1 ; : : : ; bm be a -ni ely moded lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Suppose for
some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, p(v; u) and ak = p(s; t) are uni able with MGU , and dom() \
vars(s) = ;. Then the resolvent of Q and C with sele ted atom ak is Der(; ; k)-ni ely
moded.
0
0
Proof. Let C = p(v ; u)
b1 ; : : : ; bm be an input-linear lause su h that
1. vars(v)  vars(v0 ) and vars(v0 ) \ vars(Q) = ;,
2. there exists a substitution  su h that C 0  = C and dom() = vars(v0 ) n vars(v).
Intuitively, v0 is obtained from v by renaming, for ea h variable o urring several times,
all but one o urren es apart using fresh variables.
Sin e dom() \ vars(s) = ;, it follows that  = 1 2 , where 1 is an MGU of v and s,
and v1 = s, and 2 is an MGU of u1 and t1 .
By (2) and sin e v1 = s, we have v0 1 = s. Moreover by (1), (2) and sin e dom(1 ) 
vars(v), we have dom(1 )  vars(v0 ), and hen e 1 is an MGU of v0 and s.
By (2), u = u and t = t. Therefore 2 is an MGU of u1 and t1 .
So we have that 1 is an MGU of v0 and s, and 2 is an MGU of u1 and t1 .
Therefore 1 2 =  is an MGU of p(v0 ; u) and p(s; t) [Apt97, Lemma 2.24℄. Hen e
by Lemma 5.3 and sin e C 0 is input-linear, (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an ) is
a Der(; ; k)-ni ely moded resolvent of C 0 and Q. However, by (1) and (2),
(a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an ) = (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an );
and so (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an ) is Der(; ; k)-ni ely moded.

2

For a permutation ni ely moded program and query, it is guaranteed that every inputonsuming derivation step only instantiates other atoms in the query that o ur \later"
than the sele ted atom, a ording to the produ er- onsumer order.

Lemma 5.5 Make the same assumptions as in Lemma 5.4. Then for all i with (i) <
(k), dom() \ vars(ai ) = ;.
Proof.
Let ak = p(s; t). Sin e the derivation step is input- onsuming, dom() \
vars(Q)  vars(t). Thus sin e Q is -ni ely moded, dom() \ vars(ai ) = ; for all i
with (i) < (k).
2
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The above lemma will be used in Chapter 6, where the permutation  is always the
identity. For better readability, we restate the lemma for this ase.

Lemma 5.6 Let Q = Q1 ; a; Q2 be a ni ely moded query and C = h B a ni ely
moded lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Let hQ; ;i; hQ1 ;B;Q2 ; i be an inputonsuming derivation step using C . Then dom() \ vars(Q1 ) = ;.

5.5 Permutation Well Moded Programs
Well-modedness has been introdu ed by Dembinski and Maluszynski [DM85℄ and widely
used for veri ation sin e [AL95, AP94b, EBC99℄. When we assume LD-derivations,
well-modedness ensures that the input arguments of an atom are ground when the atom
is sele ted. In the programming language Mer ury it is even mandatory that programs
are well moded8 , whi h is one of the reasons for its remarkable performan e [SHC96℄.

De nition 5.4 [permutation well moded℄ Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a query
and  a permutation on f1; : : : ; ng. Then Q is -well moded if for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
and L = 1
[
vars(si ) 
vars(tj )
(1)
L(j )<(i)

The lause p(t0 ; sn+1 ) Q is -well moded if (1) holds for all i 2 f1; : : : ; n + 1g and
L = 0.
A permutation well moded query ( lause, program) and a well moded query
( lause, program) orresponding to a query ( lause, program) are de ned in analogy
to De nition 5.2.
/
Note that a one-atom query p(s; t) is (permutation) well moded if and only if s is ground.

Example 5.6 Consider the permute program (Figure 9 on page 57) It is well moded
for mode fpermute(I ; O ), delete(I ; O ; I )g, and permutation well moded for mode
fpermute(O ; I ); delete(O ; I ; O )g, with the same permutations as Example 5.5. /
We quote a persisten e result for well-modedness whi h has been shown previously for
LD-resolvents [AP94b℄ and arbitrary resolvents [AL95℄.

Lemma 5.7 [AL95, Lemma 16℄ Let Q be a well moded query and C be a well moded
lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Then every resolvent of Q and C is well moded.
We generalise this result to permutation well-modedness.

Lemma 5.8 Let Q = a1 ; : : : ; an be a -well moded query and C = h b1 ; : : : ; bm be a
-well moded lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Suppose for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, h
and ak are uni able. Then the resolvent of Q and C with sele ted atom ak is Der(; ; k)well moded.
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 5.3, but using Lemma 5.7 instead of Lemma 5.2.
2
8

To be pre ise: an be made well moded by reordering of atoms.
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5.6 Permutation Well Typed Programs
The disadvantage of (permutation) well-modedness is that it is not possible to reason about programs that operate on non-ground data stru tures. For example, the
query append([A; B℄; [C℄; Zs) is not (permutation) well moded for mode append(I ; I ; O )
sin e the input is not ground. Therefore well-modedness has been generalised to welltypedness [AL95, AP94b, BLR92℄.
In a well typed query, the rst atom is orre tly typed in its input positions. Furthermore, given a well typed query Q; a; Q0 and assuming LD-derivations, if Q is resolved
away, then a be omes orre tly typed in its input positions. We generalise this to permutation well typed. As with the modes, we assume that the types of all argument
positions are given. In the examples, they will be the obvious ones.

De nition 5.5 [permutation well typed℄ Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a query,
where pi(Si ; Ti ) is the type of pi for ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Let  be a permutation on
f1; : : : ; ng. Then Q is -well typed if for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and L = 1

j= (

^

L(j )<(i)

tj : Tj ) ) si : Si :

(2)

The lause p(t0 ; sn+1 ) Q, where p(T0 ; Sn+1 ) is the type of p, is -well typed if (2)
holds for all i 2 f1; : : : ; n + 1g and L = 0.
A permutation well typed query ( lause, program) and a well typed query
( lause, program) orresponding to a query ( lause, program) are de ned in analogy
to De nition 5.2.
/
Note that a one-atom query p(s; t) is (permutation) well typed if and only if s is orre tly
typed.

Example 5.7 Consider the permute program (Figure 9 on page 57) where the type is

fpermute(list; list), delete(any; list; list)g. It is well typed for mode fpermute(I ; O ),
delete(I ; O ; I )g, and permutation well typed for fpermute(O ; I ); delete(O ; I ; O )g,

with the same permutations as Example 5.5. The same holds when we assume type
fpermute(nl; nl), delete(num; nl; nl)g.
/
As before, we quote a persisten e property for well-typedness.

Lemma 5.9 [AL95, Lemma 23℄ Let Q be a well typed query and C be a well typed
lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Then every resolvent of Q and C is well typed.
We now generalise this result to permutation well-typedness.

Lemma 5.10 Let Q = a1 ; : : : ; an be a -well typed query and C = h b1 ; : : : ; bm be
a -well typed lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Suppose for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, h
and ak are uni able. Then the resolvent of Q and C with sele ted atom ak is Der(; ; k)well typed.
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 5.3, but using Lemma 5.9 instead of Lemma 5.2.
2
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The following two statements are needed for the proof of Theorem 8.5. The rst says
that for a -well typed query Q, every pre x of (Q) is well typed. It follows immediately
from De nition 5.5.

Proposition 5.11 Let Q = a1 ; : : : ; an be a -well typed query. For all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
the subquery of Q ontaining all aj su h that (j )  (i) is permutation well typed.
The se ond statement says that if all atoms in (Q) before an atom a are resolved away,
then a be omes orre tly typed in its input positions.

Lemma 5.12 Let P be a permutation well typed program and Q = a1 ; : : : ; an a -well
typed query. For all j 2 f1; : : : ; ng, if Q; : : : ; (F; aj ; H ) is a derivation of P [ fQg and
for all i with (i) < (j ), (F; aj ; H ) ontains no des endants of ai , then aj  is orre tly
typed in its input positions.
Proof.
Suppose (F; aj ; H ) onsists of m atoms and is -well typed, and aj is
the lth atom in F; aj ; H . We show that (l) = 1. Thus assume, for the purpose of
deriving a ontradi tion, that there is a k 2 f1; : : : ; mg su h that (k) < (l). Then by
Lemma 5.1 (b), the kth atom in (F; aj ; H ) is either a des endant of aj , or a des endant
of some atom ai su h that (i) < (j ). The rst ase is impossible sin e aj has not yet
been resolved in (F; aj ; H ) and thus the only des endant of aj is aj . The se ond ase
is impossible by the assumption that for all i with (i) < (j ), (F; aj ; H ) ontains no
des endants of ai .
Thus there is no k 2 f1; : : : ; mg su h that (k) < (l), and so (l) = 1. Therefore it
follows by De nition 5.5 that aj  is orre tly typed in its input positions.
2
It follows from the de nitions that permutation well-typedness is a generalisation of
permutation well-modedness. In the following proposition, re all that all ground is the
type ontaining all ground terms.

Proposition 5.13 Every permutation well moded program is permutation well typed,
assuming all argument positions are of type all ground.
Every permutation well typed program, where all argument positions have a ground
type, is permutation well moded.
In Chapter 6, our formal results assume (permutation) well typed programs. These results are automati ally appli able to all (permutation) well moded programs, sin e these
are (permutation) well typed, assuming all argument positions are of type all ground.

5.7 Type-Consistent Programs
Permutation well-typedness is losely linked to the modes of a program: the type orre tness of ertain output positions implies type orre tness of ertain input positions.
This notion is quite di erent from the on ept of well typed programs as it is used in
typed logi programming languages su h as Mer ury [SHC96℄ or Godel [HL94℄, and also
in other ontexts, as we have dis ussed in Se tion 2.2.
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In typed logi programming languages, every argument position in a program has
a type. The type- he king of the program allows to guarantee at ompile time that no
in orre tly typed term an ever o ur in an argument position during a derivation for
the program. This has been turned into the following slogan [Mil78, MO84℄:
Well-typed programs annot go wrong.
This is learly a desirable property, sin e the o urren e of an in orre tly typed term in
an argument position nearly always reveals a programming error [HL94, page 5℄. The
property is also desirable for veri ation purposes, as we will see in the next hapter.
Unfortunately, our notion of permutation well typed programs does not allow for su h
a guarantee.

Example 5.8 Consider append(I ; I ; O ) (Figure 10 on page 57). The query
append([℄; [℄; foo); append(foo; [℄; Zs)

is well typed sin e trivially j= foo : list ) foo : list. That is, sin e the output of
the rst atom is wrongly typed, we an say that orre tly typed output of the rst
implies orre tly typed input for the se ond atom. We will onsider this problem again
in Subse tion 9.4.1. Boye has given a similar example and has argued that su h queries
(or programs) are pathologi al [Boy96℄.
/
The question therefore is: given a permutation well typed program and a sele tion rule
R, do all R-derivations for a permutation well typed query onsist of queries that an
be instantiated so that all arguments are orre tly typed? We strongly suspe t that this
question is unde idable. Nevertheless, we will de ne lasses of programs for whi h this
question an be answered positively. We now give su h programs a name.

De nition 5.6 [type- onsistent℄ Let P be permutation well typed program and R a
sele tion rule.
A query is type- onsistent if it is permutation well typed and has a orre tly typed
instan e. The program P is type- onsistent with respe t to R if for all all typeonsistent queries Q, all R-derivations of P [ fQg onsist of type- onsistent queries.
/
In a slight abuse of terminology, we shall often say that a program is type- onsistent
with respe t to LD-derivations, input- onsuming derivations et .
Obviously every query has a ground instan e. This implies that for permutation
well moded programs, we an immediately state the following proposition.

Proposition 5.14 Let P be a permutation well moded program, or equivalently (by
Proposition 5.13), a permutation well typed program, where the type of all positions is
all ground. Then P is type- onsistent with respe t to any sele tion rule.

Chapter 6

Termination of Input-Consuming
Derivations
In this hapter, we identify a lass of programs for whi h all input- onsuming derivations terminate. To this end, we will make use of the orre tness properties de ned in
Chapter 5.

6.1 Termination and the Sele tion Rule
Termination of logi programs has been widely studied for LD-derivations [Apt97, AP90,
DD94, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99, LS97℄. All of these works are based on the
following idea: at the time when an atom a in a query is sele ted, it is possible to pin
down the size of a. The te hni al meaning of \pinning down the size" di ers among
di erent methods (see Subse tion 11.1.1). What is important here is that this size
annot hange via further instantiation. It is then shown that for the atoms introdu ed
in this derivation step, it is again possible to pin down their size when eventually they
are sele ted, and that these atoms are smaller than a.
This idea has also been applied to arbitrary derivations [Bez93℄. Programs whi h
terminate for arbitrary derivations are alled strongly terminating. Sin e no restri tion
is imposed as to when an atom an be sele ted, it is required that for ea h query in
a derivation, the size of ea h of its atoms is always bounded. The lass of strongly
terminating programs is very small: it ontains hardly any \real" non-trivial programs.
For most programs, to ensure termination, it is ne essary to require a ertain degree
of instantiation of an atom before it an be sele ted. This an be a hieved using delay
de larations [AL95, Lut93, MT95, MK97, Nai92, SHK99b, SHK98℄. The problem is
that, depending on what kinds of delay de larations and sele tion rules are used, it may
not be possible to pin down the size of the sele ted atom, sin e this size may depend
on the resolution of other atoms in the query that are not yet resolved. Nevertheless,
the approa hes by Mar hiori and Teusink [MT95℄ and Martin and King [MK97℄, and
to a limited extent Luttringhaus-Kappel [Lut93℄ are based on the idea des ribed above.
Others avoid any expli it mention of \size" and instead try to redu e the problem to
showing termination for LD-derivations [Nai92℄.
The approa h taken in this hapter falls between the two extremes of making no
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assumptions about the sele tion rule on the one hand and making very spe i assumptions on the other. We identify predi ates for whi h all input- onsuming derivations
are nite. Other works in this area have usually made spe i assumptions about the
sele tion rule and the delay de larations, for example lo al sele tion rules [MT95℄, delay
de larations that test arguments for groundness or rigidness [Lut93, MK97℄, or the default left-to-right sele tion rule of most Prolog implementations [Nai92℄. In ontrast, we
show how previous results about LD-derivations an be generalised, the only assumption
about the sele tion rule being that derivations are input- onsuming.
We exploit the fa t that under ertain onditions, it is enough to rely on a relative
de rease in the size of the sele ted atom, even though this size annot be pinned down.

Example 6.1 Consider append(I ; I ; O ) (Figure 10 on page 57) and the following inputonsuming derivation. Note that the derivation is the same as in Example 5.4 ex ept
for the textual order of the atoms.
append([1℄; [℄; As); append(As; [℄; Bs) ;
append([℄; [℄; As0 ); append([1jAs0 ℄; [℄; Bs) ;
append([℄; [℄; As0 ); append(As0; [℄; Bs0 ) ;
append([℄; [℄; Bs0 ) ; 2:

When append([1jAs0℄; [℄; Bs) is sele ted, it is not possible to pin down its size in any
meaningful way. In fa t, nothing an be said about the length of the (input- onsuming)
derivation asso iated with append([1jAs0℄; [℄; Bs) without knowing about other atoms
that might instantiate As0. However, the derivation ould be in nite only if the derivation asso iated with append([℄; [℄; As0 ) was in nite. Our method is based on su h a
dependen y between the atoms of a query.
/
The lass of programs for whi h all input- onsuming derivations are nite is obviously
larger than the lass of strongly terminating programs. Nevertheless, the lass is still
quite limited. We now give an example of a program whi h is not in the lass.

Example 6.2 For the permute program (Figure 9 on page 57) in mode fpermute(O ; I );
delete(O ; I ; O )g, we have the following in nite input- onsuming derivation:
permute(W; [1℄) ;
permute(X0; Z0 ); delete(U0; [1℄; Z0 ) ;
permute(X0; [1jZ00 ℄); delete(U0 ; [℄; Z00 ) ;
permute(X00; Z000 ); delete(U00 ; [1jZ00 ℄; Z000 ); delete(U0 ; [℄; Z00 ) ;
permute(X00; [1jZ0000 ℄); delete(U00 ; Z00 ; Z0000 ); delete(U0 ; [℄; Z00 ) ; : : :

/
To ensure termination even for programs like the one above, most authors have made
stronger assumptions about the sele tion rule, thereby negle ting the important lass
for whi h assuming input- onsuming derivations is suÆ ient. We will show in Chapter 8
that if we an identify predi ates in this lass, then this information an be embedded
into a more omprehensive method for showing termination. We have attempted to
formulate our results as generally as possible to make them widely appli able.
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In this hapter, we onsider derivations where the textual position of an atom within
a query is irrelevant for its sele tion. As we have explained on page 63, we an therefore
assume without loss of generality that the textual order of atoms within a query is identi al to the produ er- onsumer order. That is, whenever we use one of the orre tness
properties introdu ed in Chapter 5, we an assume that the permutation is the identity
and that ea h predi ate has a xed mode. This simpli es the notation.
This hapter is organised as follows. Se tion 6.2 explains why the order of lauses
in a program is irrelevant for the termination problem we onsider. Se tion 6.3 shows
that for well typed and ni ely moded programs, it is suÆ ient to prove termination
for one-atom queries. Se tion 6.4 then shows how one-atom queries an be proven to
terminate. In Se tion 6.5 we sket h how the method presented here ould be applied.
Se tion 6.6 dis usses the results and some related work.

6.2 Existential vs. Universal Termination
Apart from the sele tion of an atom in ea h derivation step, there is also another aspe t
of ontrol in logi programs: the hoi e of the lause used to resolve the atom. Di erent
hoi es result in di erent derivations, some of whi h ould be in nite. In most logi
programming systems, the lauses are tried in order of textual o urren e. It is possible
for a system rst to ompute one nite derivation but then on ba ktra king ompute
an in nite one, and hen e not terminate. This situation is referred to as existential
termination [DD94℄, sin e (at least) one nite derivation is omputed. Whether or not
a program existentially terminates for a query may depend on the textual order of
lauses in the program.
As dis ussed by De S hreye and De orte [DD94℄, most approa hes to the termination
problem are interested in universal termination, that is, niteness of all derivations. This
is also true for this thesis, and therefore, for the termination problems we onsider, the
lause order in a program is irrelevant. De S hreye and De orte also remark that proving
existential termination is a very hard problem, but nevertheless, it has been addressed
by a few authors [Bau92, CT77, FGKP85, Mar96℄.

6.3 Controlled Coroutining
In this se tion we de ne atom-terminating predi ates. A predi ate p is atom-terminating if (under ertain onditions) all input- onsuming derivations of a query p(s; t) are
nite. Like Etalle et al. [EBC99℄, we then show that termination for one-atom queries
implies termination for arbitrary queries.
For LD-derivations, it is almost obvious that it is suÆ ient to show termination for
one-atom queries, and it only requires that programs and queries are well moded, but
not ni ely moded [EBC99, Lemma 4.2℄. Given an LD-derivation  for a query a1 ; : : : ; an ,
the sub-derivations for ea h ai do not interleave, and therefore  an be regarded as a
derivation for a1 followed by a derivation for a2 and so forth. The following example
illustrates that in the ontext of interleaving sub-derivations ( oroutining), this is not
at all obvious.
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Example 6.3 Consider append(I ; I ; O ) (Figure 10 on page 57) and the query
append([℄; [℄; As); append([1jAs℄; [℄; Bs); append(Bs; [℄; As):

This query is well moded but not ni ely moded. Then we have the following in nite
input- onsuming derivation:
append([℄; [℄; As); append([1jAs℄; [℄; Bs); append(Bs; [℄; As) ;
append([℄; [℄; As); append(As; [℄; Bs0 ); append([1jBs0℄; [℄; As) ;
append([℄; [℄; [1jAs0 ℄); append([1jAs0 ℄; [℄; Bs0 ); append(Bs0 ; [℄; As0 ) ; : : :

This well-known termination problem of programs with oroutining has been identi ed
as ir ular modes [Nai92℄.
/
To avoid the problem, we require programs and queries to be ni ely moded. We do not
require programs to be well moded. However, we require them to be well typed and
type- onsistent with respe t to input- onsuming derivations. By Proposition 5.14, well
moded programs are one lass of programs meeting this requirement.
Re all that a one-atom query p(s; t) is well typed and ni ely moded if and only if s
is orre tly typed, vars(s) \ vars(t) = ; and t is linear.

De nition 6.1 [atom-terminating predi ate/atom℄ Let P be a well typed and ni ely
moded program whi h is type- onsistent with respe t to input- onsuming derivations.
A predi ate p in P is atom-terminating if for ea h well typed, type- onsistent and
ni ely moded query p(s; t), all input- onsuming derivations of P [ fp(s; t)g are nite.
An atom is atom-terminating if its predi ate is atom-terminating.
/
We need the following simple auxiliary lemma to prove Lemma 6.2.

Lemma 6.1 Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a well typed, type- onsistent and
ni ely moded query. Then there exists a substitution  su h that dom() =
vars(t1 ; : : : ; tn 1 ), and pn (sn ; tn ) is well typed, type- onsistent and ni ely moded.
Proof. Sin e Q is type- onsistent and types are losed under instantiation, there exists
a (minimal) substitution  su h that dom() = vars(t1 ; : : : ; tn 1 ) and (t1 ; : : : ; tn 1 )
is ground and orre tly typed. Note that vars(ran()) = ;.
By De nition 5.5, pn(sn ; tn ) is well typed. Sin e Q is ni ely moded, it follows that
dom() \ vars(tn ) = ; and hen e pn (sn ; tn ) is type- onsistent. Moreover, vars(sn ) \
vars(tn ) = ; and vars(ran()) = ;, and hen e vars(sn ) \ vars(tn ) = ;. Therefore
by De nition 5.2, pn (sn ; tn ) is ni ely moded.
2
The following lemma says that an atom-terminating atom annot pro eed inde nitely
unless it is repeatedly fed by some other atom.

Lemma 6.2 Let P be a well typed and ni ely moded program whi h is type- onsistent
with respe t to input- onsuming derivations. Let F; b; H be a well typed, type- onsistent
and ni ely moded query where b is an atom-terminating atom. An input- onsuming
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derivation of P [fF; b; H g an have in nitely many b-steps only if it has in nitely many
a-steps, for some a 2 F .
Proof.
In this proof, by an F -step we mean an a-step, for some a 2 F ; likewise
we de ne an H-step. By Lemma 5.6, no H -step an instantiate any des endant of b.
Thus the H -steps an be disregarded, and without loss of generality, we assume that H
is empty. Suppose  is an input- onsuming derivation for P [ fF; bg ontaining nitely
many F -steps. We an write

 = hF;b;

;i; : : : ; hQ0 ; 0 i; ~

where hQ0 ; 0 i; ~ ontains no F -steps. Sin e by Lemma 5.6, no b-step an instantiate
any des endant of F , there exists an input- onsuming derivation

2 = hF;b;

;i; : : : ; hR; i; : : : ; hQ0 ; 0i; ~

su h that hF;b; ;i; : : : ; hR; i ontains only F -steps and hR; i; : : : ; hQ0 ; 0 i; ~ ontains
only b-steps (that is, the F -steps are moved forward using the Swit hing Lemma [Llo87,
Lemma 9.1℄). Sin e R = R0 ; b for some R0 , there exists an input- onsuming derivation

3 = hb; i; : : : ; hI0 ; 0 i; ~3
obtained from hR; i; : : : ; hQ0 ; 0 i; ~ by removing the pre x R0 in ea h query.
By Lemmas 5.10 and 5.4, R is well typed and ni ely moded, and sin e P is typeonsistent with respe t to input- onsuming derivations, R is type- onsistent. Thus by
Lemma 6.1, there is a substitution  su h that b is well typed, type- onsistent and
ni ely moded. Moreover dom() = V , where V is the set of variables in the output
positions of R0 .
By Lemma 5.6, no b-step in 2 , and hen e no derivation step in 3 , an instantiate
a variable in V . Sin e dom() = V , it thus follows that we an onstru t an inputonsuming derivation
4 = hb; i; : : : ; hI0 ; 0 i; ~3 
by applying  to ea h query in 3 .
Sin e b is a well typed, type- onsistent and ni ely moded query and b is atom-terminating, 4 is nite. Therefore 3 , 2 , and nally  are nite.
2
The following theorem is a onsequen e and states that atom-terminating atoms on
their own annot produ e an in nite derivation.

Theorem 6.3 Let P be a well typed and ni ely moded program whi h is type- onsistent
with respe t to input- onsuming derivations, and Q a well typed, type- onsistent and
ni ely moded query. An input- onsuming derivation of P [ fQg an be in nite only if
there are in nitely many steps where an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating.
Proof. We rst show:
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() For any well typed, type- onsistent and ni ely moded query Q0 , an input- onsuming derivation of P [fQ0 g an be in nite only if it ontains at least one step where
an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating.
So let  0 be an in nite input- onsuming derivation of P [ fQ0 g. Then it follows by
Lemma 6.2 that  0 ontains in nitely many a-steps, for some a 2 Q0 that is not atomterminating. Hen e the rst a-step in  0 is a step where an atom is resolved that is not
atom-terminating. This implies ().
Now let  be an in nite input- onsuming derivation of P [fQg. Assume, for the purpose
of deriving a ontradi tion, that  ontains only nitely many steps where an atom is
resolved that is not atom-terminating. Let ~ be a suÆx of  ontaining no steps where
an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating. By Lemmas 5.10 and 5.4, the rst
query of ~ is well typed and ni ely moded. Moreover, ~ is in nite, and so we have a
ontradi tion to (). Thus it follows that  ontains in nitely many steps where an
atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating, whi h ompletes the proof.
2
Theorem 6.3 provides us with the formal justi ation for restri ting our attention to
one-atom queries.

6.4 Showing that a Predi ate is Atom-Terminating
All approa hes to termination mentioned earlier more or less expli itly rely on measuring
the size of the input in a query [Apt97, AP90, DD94, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99,
LS97℄. We agree with Etalle et al. [EBC99℄ that it is reasonable to make this dependen y
expli it. This gives rise to the notion of moded level mapping, whi h is an instan e of
level mapping introdu ed by Bezem [Bez93℄ and Cavedon [Cav89℄. Sin e we use well
typed programs instead of well moded ones, we have to generalise the on ept further.
In the following de nition, BP denotes the set of ground atoms using predi ates
o urring in P .

De nition 6.2 [moded typed level mapping℄ Let P be a program. The fun tion j:j is
a moded typed level mapping if
1. it is a level mapping, that is a fun tion j:j : BP

! IN,

2. for any ground s, t and u, jp(s; t)j = jp(s; u)j.
3. if p(s; t) is orre tly typed in its input positions, then jp(s; t)1 j = jp(s; t)2 j for
all substitutions i su h that p(s; t)i is ground (i = 1; 2).

For a 2 BP , jaj is the level of a.

/

Thus the level of an atom only depends on the terms in the input positions. Moreover,
the level of an atom is xed on e its input arguments are orre tly typed; this is where
our on ept di ers from moded level mappings. As Proposition 5.13 shows, the on epts
oin ide if the only type is all ground, that is, if we only onsider well moded programs.
The following on ept, adopted from Apt [Apt97℄, is useful for proving termination
for a whole program in rementally, by proving it for one predi ate at a time.
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De nition 6.3 [depends on℄ Let p; q be predi ates in a program P . We say that p
refers to q if there is a lause in P with p in its head and q in its body, and p depends
on q (written p w q) if (p; q) is in the re exive, transitive losure of refers to. We write
p A q if p w q and q 6w p, and p  q if p w q and q w p.
/
Abusing notation, we shall also use the above symbols for atoms, where p(s; t) w q(u; v)
stands for p w q, and likewise for A and . Furthermore, we denote the equivalen e
lass of a predi ate p with respe t to  as [p℄ .
The following de nition provides us with a riterion for proving that a predi ate is
atom-terminating.

De nition 6.4 [ICD-a eptable℄ Let P be a program and j:j a moded typed level
mapping. A lause C = h B is a eptable for input- onsuming derivations
(with respe t to j:j) if for every substitution  su h that C is ground, and for every a
in B su h that a  h, we have jhj > jaj. We abbreviate a eptable for input- onsuming
derivations by ICD-a eptable.
A program (set of lauses) is ICD-a eptable with respe t to j:j if ea h lause
is ICD-a eptable with respe t to j:j.
/
Let us ompare this on ept to some similar on epts in the literature: re urrent [Bez93℄,
well-a eptable [EBC99℄ and a eptable [AP94a, DD98℄ programs.
Like De orte and De S hreye [DD98℄ and Etalle et al. [EBC99℄ but unlike Apt and
Pedres hi [AP94a℄ and Bezem [Bez93℄, we require jhj > jaj only for atoms a where
a  h. This is onsistent with the idea that termination should be proven in rementally:
to show termination for a predi ate p, it is assumed that all predi ates q with p A q
have already been shown to terminate. Therefore we an restri t our attention to the
predi ates q where q  p.
Like Bezem but unlike Apt and Pedres hi, De orte and De S hreye and Etalle et al.,
our de nition does not involve models or omputed answer substitutions. Traditionally,
the de nition of a eptable programs is based on a model M of the program, and
for a lause h
a1 ; : : : ; an , jhj > jai j is only required if M j= (a1 ; : : : ; ai 1 ).
The reason is that for LD-derivations, a1 ; : : : ; ai 1 must be ompletely resolved before
ai is sele ted. By the orre tness of LD-resolution [Llo87℄ and well-modedness, the
a umulated answer substitution , just before ai is sele ted, is su h that (a1 ; : : : ; ai 1 )
is ground and M j= (a1 ; : : : ; ai 1 ).
Su h onsiderations ount for little when derivations are merely required to be inputonsuming. This is illustrated in Example 6.2. In the third line of the derivation,
permute(X0; [1jZ00 ℄) is sele ted, although there is no instan e of delete(U0; [℄; Z00 ) in the
model of the program. This problem has been des ribed by saying that delete makes
a spe ulative output binding [Nai92℄. Programs that do not make spe ulative output
bindings are onsidered in Subse tion 8.3.2.

Theorem 6.4 Let P be a well typed and ni ely moded program whi h is type- onsistent
with respe t to input- onsuming derivations, and let p be a predi ate in P . Suppose all
predi ates q with p A q are atom-terminating, and all lauses de ning predi ates q 2 [p℄
are ICD-a eptable. Then p, and hen e every predi ate in [p℄ , is atom-terminating.
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Suppose the set of lauses de ning the predi ates q 2 [p℄ is ICD-a eptable
with respe t to the moded typed level mapping j:j. For an atom a using a predi ate
in [p℄ , we de ne jjajj = sup(fjaj j a is groundg), if the set fjaj j a is groundg is
bounded. Otherwise jjajj is unde ned. Observe that
Proof.

if jjajj is de ned for an atom a, then jjajj  jjajj for all .

()

To measure the size of a query, we use the multiset ontaining the level of ea h atom
whose predi ate is in [p℄ . The multiset is formalised as a fun tion Size, whi h takes
as arguments a query and a natural number:

Size(Q)(n) = #fq(u; v) j q(u; v) 2 Q; q  p and jjq(u; v)jj = ng:
Note that if a query ontains several identi al atoms, ea h o urren e must be ounted.
We de ne Size(Q) < Size(R) if and only if there is a number l su h that Size(Q)(l) <
Size(R)(l) and Size(Q)(l0 ) = Size(R)(l0 ) for all l0 > l. Intuitively, a de rease with
respe t to < is obtained when an atom in a query is repla ed with a nite number of
smaller atoms. By Konig's Lemma [Fit96℄ or Dershowitz [Der87℄, all des ending hains
with respe t to < are nite.
Let Q0 = p(s; t) be a well typed, type- onsistent and ni ely moded query. Then s is
orre tly typed and thus jjQ0 jj is de ned. Let  = Q0 ; Q1 ; Q2 : : : be an input- onsuming
derivation of P [ fQ0 g.

Sin e all predi ates q with p A q are atom-terminating, it follows by Theorem 6.3 that
there annot be an in nite suÆx of  without any steps where an atom q(u; v) su h that
q  p is resolved. We show that for all i  0, if the sele ted atom in Qi ; Qi+1 is q(u; v)
and q  p, then Size(Qi+1 ) < Size(Qi ), and otherwise Size(Qi+1 )  Size(Qi ). This
implies that  is nite, and, as the hoi e of the initial query Q0 = p(s; t) was arbitrary,
p is atom-terminating.
Consider i  0 and let C = q(v0 ; um+1 ) q1 (u1 ; v1 ); : : : ; qm (um ; vm ) be the lause,
q(u; v) the sele ted atom and  the MGU used in Qi ; Qi+1 .

If p A q, then p A qj for all j 2 f1; : : : ; mg and hen e by () it follows that Size(Qi+1 ) 
Size(Qi ).
Now onsider q  p. Sin e C is ICD-a eptable, it follows that jjq(v0 ; um+1 )jj >
jjqj (uj ; vj )jj for all j with qj  p. This together with () implies Size(Qi+1 ) <
Size(Qi ).
2

Example 6.4 We now give a few examples of atom-terminating predi ates. For all
predi ates, we assume that all argument positions have type all ground. We denote the
term size of a term t, that is the number of fun tion and onstant symbols that o ur
in t, as T Size(t).
The program for append(I ; I ; O ) (Figure 10 on page 57) is ICD-a eptable, where
jappend(s1; s2; t)j = T Size(s1 ). Thus append(I ; I ; O ) is atom-terminating. The same
holds for append(O ; O ; I ), de ning jappend(t1 ; t2 ; s)j = T Size(s).
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nqueens(N,Sol) :sequen e(N,Seq),
permute(Sol,Seq),
safe(Sol).
safe([℄).
safe([N|Ns℄) :safe_aux(Ns,1,N),
safe(Ns).

safe_aux([℄,_,_).
safe_aux([M|Ms℄,Dist,N) :no_diag(N,M,Dist),
Dist2 is Dist+1,
safe_aux(Ms,Dist2,N).
no_diag(N,M,Dist) :Dist =\= N-M,
Dist =\= M-N.

Figure 12: Fragment of a program for n-queens
The lauses de ning delete(O ; I ; O ) (Figure 9 on page 57) are ICD-a eptable,
where jdelete(t1 ; s; t2 )j = T Size(s). Thus delete(O ; I ; O ) is atom-terminating. The
same holds for delete(I ; O ; I ), de ning jdelete(s1 ; t; s2 )j = T Size(s2 ).
In a similar way, we an show that permute(I ; O ) is atom-terminating. However,
permute(O ; I ) is not atom-terminating, as seen in Example 6.2.
The book on the Godel language [HL94, page 81℄ shows a program that ontains a
lause, whi h in Prolog would be written as
slowsort(X,Y) :permute(Y,X),
sorted(Y).

The mode is fslowsort(I ; O ); permute(O ; I ); sorted(I )g, and there are delay de larations to ensure that derivations are input- onsuming. The predi ate slowsort is
not atom-terminating. However it an easily be made atom-terminating by repla ing
permute(Y,X) with permute(X,Y), so that permute is used in the mode in whi h it is
atom-terminating.1
Note that a ording to the Godel spe i ation, no guarantees are given about the
sele tion rule that go beyond ensuring that derivations for the above program are inputonsuming. Hen e the program is not guaranteed to terminate even for a \well-behaved"
query su h as slowsort([1; 2℄; Y). Even though Hill and Lloyd do not laim that the
program terminates, one would still expe t it to do so. In ontrast, we an modify the
program as stated above, and guarantee that the modi ed program terminates.
Figure 12 shows a fragment from a program for the n-queens problem. The mode is
fnqueens(I ; O ); sequen e(I ; O ); safe(I ); permute(O ; I ); is(O ; I ); safe aux(I ; I ; I );
no diag(I ; I ; I ); =\=(I ; I )g. Again using as level mapping the term size of one of the
arguments, one an see that the lauses de ning fno diag; safe aux; safeg are ICDa eptable and thus these predi ates are atom-terminating. Note that for eÆ ien y
reasons, this program relies on input- onsuming derivations where atoms using safe
are sele ted as early as possible. This will be dis ussed in Chapter 8.
This example had to be adapted be ause the argument order in the de nition of permute given in
the Godel book is the reverse of the order in Figure 9. It is the ase though that slowsort, as given in
the Godel book, is not atom-terminating.
1

6.4.
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plus_one(X) :minus_two(su (X)).
minus_two(su (X)) :minus_one(X).
minus_two(0).
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minus_one(su (X)) :plus_one(X).
minus_one(0).

Figure 13: An example requiring a omplex level mapping
As a more omplex example, onsider the program in Figure 13, whose mode is
fplus one(I ); minus two(I ); minus one(I )g. De ning

jplus one(s)j = 3  T Size(s) + 4
jminus two(s)j = 3  T Size(s)
jminus one(s)j = 3  T Size(s) + 2;
the lauses are ICD-a eptable and thus the predi ates are atom-terminating.

/

We see from these examples that whenever in some argument position of a lause head,
there is a ompound term of some re ursive data stru ture, su h as [XjXs℄, and all
re ursive alls in the body of the lause have a stri t subterm of that term, su h as
Xs, in the same position | then the lause is ICD-a eptable using as level mapping
the term size of that argument position. Sin e this situation o urs very often, it
an be expe ted that an average program ontains many atom-terminating predi ates.
However, it is unlikely that in any real program, all predi ates are atom-terminating.
The example in Figure 13 shows that more omplex s enarios than the one des ribed
above are possible, but we doubt that they would often o ur in pra ti e. Therefore
level mappings su h as the one used for this program will rarely be needed.
Consider again De nition 6.4. Given a lause h a1 ; : : : ; an and an atom ai  h,
we require jhj > jai j for all grounding substitutions , rather than only for  su h that
(a1 ; : : : ; ai 1 ) is in a ertain model of the program. This is of ourse a severe restri tion.
For example, if we onsider permute(O ; I ) (Figure 9 on page 57), there annot be a
moded typed level mapping su h that jpermute([UjX℄; Y)j > jpermute(X; Z)j for all .
That however is not surprising sin e permute(O ; I ) is not atom-terminating.
With a similar argument, we an show that there annot be a moded typed level
mapping su h that the usual re ursive lause for qui ksort(I ; O ) (a modi ed version
of it is shown in Figure 14 on page 87) is ICD-a eptable, although we onje ture that
qui ksort(I ; O ) is atom-terminating. This shows a limitation of the method presented
here. It might be possible to relax De nition 6.4 to allow more programs, but the fa t
remains that many predi ates are not atom-terminating.
Our method of showing that a predi ate p is atom-terminating is based on assuming
that all predi ates q with p A q have already been shown to be atom-terminating. Thus
if p an be shown to be atom-terminating using Theorem 6.4, then all predi ates q with
p A q are atom-terminating. This does not mean that if p is atom-terminating, then
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all predi ates q with p A q are atom-terminating. This is demonstrated in the following
example.

Example 6.5 Consider the following program with mode fp(I ); q(I )g and type fp(int);
q(int)g.
p(0) :- q(0).

q(0).
q(1) :- q(1).

The predi ate p is atom-terminating, but our method fails to show this, sin e q is not
atom-terminating. Of ourse this program is ontrived, and we do not expe t this
problem to o ur in \real" programs.
/

6.5 Applying the Method
The requirement of input- onsuming derivations merely re e ts the very meaning of input: an atom must only onsume its own input, not produ e it. Thus if one a epts that
(appropriately hosen) modes are useful for veri ation and re e t the programmer's
intentions, then one should also a ept this requirement and regard any violation of it
as pathologi al.2
The requirement of input- onsuming derivations is trivially met for LD-derivations
of a well moded query and program, sin e the leftmost atom in a well moded query
is ground in its input positions. It an also be ensured by using delay de larations as
in Godel [HL94℄ that require the input arguments of an atom to be ground before this
atom an be sele ted. In the next hapter we shall see how input- onsuming derivations
an be ensured using blo k de larations.
As we have said in the introdu tion of this hapter, the lass of programs for whi h
all input- onsuming derivations terminate is quite limited. For the predi ates that are
not atom-terminating, stronger assumptions about the sele tion rule are ne essary. In
Chapter 8, we show one way of in orporating the method of this hapter into a more
omprehensive method for proving termination. We now brie y sket h two other ways.
First, we ould build on a te hnique developed by Martin and King [MK97℄. They
onsider oroutining derivations, but impose a bound on the depth of ea h sub-derivation
by introdu ing auxiliary predi ates with an additional argument that serves as depth
ounter. Applying the results of this hapter, we only have to impose this depth bound
for the predi ates that are not atom-terminating. For the atom-terminating predi ates,
we an save the overheads involved in this te hnique.
Se ondly, we ould use delay de larations as they are provided for example in
Godel [HL94℄. For the atom-terminating predi ates, it is suÆ ient to ensure inputonsuming derivations, by he king for partial instantiation of the input positions using
a DELAY : : : UNTIL NONVAR : : : de laration. For the other predi ates, it must be ensured
that the input positions are ground using a DELAY : : : UNTIL GROUND : : : de laration. Note
An ex eption, on erning programs we annot verify using the methods of this thesis, is dis ussed
in Subse tion 11.1.9.
2
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that a ording to its spe i ation, Godel does not guarantee a (default) left-to-right sele tion rule, and therefore delay de larations are ru ial for termination. Note also that
a groundness test is usually more expensive than a test for partial instantiation. To the
best of our knowledge, there has never been a systemati treatment of the question of
when GROUND de larations are needed, and when NONVAR de larations are suÆ ient.

6.6 Dis ussion
We have identi ed the lass of programs for whi h all input- onsuming derivations are
nite. Predi ates an be shown to be in that lass using the notions of level mapping
and a eptable lause in a very similar way to methods for LD-derivations [DD94, DD98,
EBC99℄.
We have onsidered input- onsuming derivations rather than, say, a parti ular kind
of delay onstru t. This abstra t view should make it possible to in orporate the results
of this hapter into various more omprehensive methods for proving termination. One
advantage is that in this hapter, we do not impose the restri tion that programs must
be input-linear. This restri tion, as we will see in the next hapter, is ne essary so that
blo k de larations an ensure input- onsuming derivations. Hen e if input- onsuming
derivations an be ensured without imposing this restri tion, say by using guards as in
(F)GHC [Ued86℄, then the results of this hapter ould be applied to show termination.
Note also that the method presented in this hapter an be used to show termination
of parallel exe utions [CC94, Ti 91℄. In formalisations of parallel exe utions, one important question is whi h atoms should be allowed to be sele ted in parallel. This question
has several aspe ts, one of whi h is termination. Con erning this aspe t, we an state
that performing input- onsuming derivation steps in parallel, rather than onse utively,
does not a e t the termination behaviour of a program.
This hapter losely follows Etalle et al. [EBC99℄. They have a statement analogous
to Theorem 6.4, but they also show a onverse statement. It says that if for a predi ate
p, all LD-derivations for a well moded query p(s; t) terminate, then there is a level
mapping su h that the lauses de ning p are well-a eptable. It would be interesting
to show a similar result for arbitrary input- onsuming derivations, but presumably this
must be diÆ ult, sin e our de nition of a eptability is mu h more restri tive.
Unlike most other approa hes to termination [AP94a, Bez93, DVB92, DD98, EBC99,
LS97, MK97℄, we do not rely on the idea that the size of an atom an be pinned down
when the atom is sele ted. We show that under ertain onditions, it is enough to rely
on a relative de rease in the size of the sele ted atom, even though this size annot
be pinned down. More pre isely, we exploit the fa t that an atom in a query annot
pro eed inde nitely unless it is repeatedly fed by some other atom o urring earlier in
the query. This implies that every derivation for the query is nite.

Chapter 7

Ensuring Input-Consuming
Derivations
In this hapter, we show how blo k de larations an be used to ensure that derivations
are input- onsuming. To this end, we must introdu e further orre tness properties in
the style of the properties introdu ed in Chapter 5.

7.1 The Simpli ity of blo k De larations
The blo k de larations de lare that ertain arguments of an atom must be non-variable
before that atom an be sele ted. InsuÆ iently instantiated atoms are delayed. As
demonstrated in SICStus Prolog [SIC98℄, blo k de larations an be eÆ iently implemented: the test whether arguments are non-variable has a negligible impa t on performan e. Therefore blo k de larations or similar onstru ts are widely used.
It is a distin tive feature of this work that we onsider blo k de larations, as opposed to delay de larations whi h an he k for the instantiation of a subterm of an
argument [HL94℄, or delay de larations that he k for groundness.
One would expe t that blo k de larations are suÆ iently powerful to ensure that
derivations are input- onsuming. Consider the lause head append([X|Xs℄,Ys,[X|Zs℄)
(Figure 10 on page 57) and assume that the mode is append(I ; I ; O ). If we want to
resolve an atom append(s; t; u) in a query, then we should he k rst whether s is nonvariable, be ause otherwise the derivation step would not be input- onsuming. However,
we will see that the te hni al details are quite subtle.
As mentioned on page 58, we believe that the most important purpose of delay
de larations is to ensure input- onsuming derivations. Most works about delay de larations do not expli itly state what their purpose is [AL95, Lut93, MT95, MK97, Nai92℄.
Moreover, at least Luttringhaus-Kappel [Lut93℄ onsiders delay de larations that are
used for a purpose that goes far beyond ensuring that derivations are input- onsuming.
Namely, they are used to ensure that an atom is only sele ted when it is bounded with
respe t to some norm (this is done to ensure termination).
This hapter is organised as follows. The next se tion introdu es some terminology related to blo k de larations. Se tion 7.3 introdu es permutation simply typed
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programs, whi h are a lass of programs for whi h blo k de larations an ensure inputonsuming derivations. Se tion 7.4 introdu es permutation robustly typed programs,
whi h are an extension of the previous lass for whi h blo k de larations an still ensure
input- onsuming derivations. Se tion 7.5 gives a summary and omparison of all the
orre tness properties for programs introdu ed in this thesis.

7.2 Terminology Related to blo k De larations
A blo k de laration [SIC98℄ for a predi ate p=n is a (possibly empty) set of atoms ea h
of whi h has the form p(b1 ; : : : ; bn ), where bi 2 f?; -g for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. A program
onsists of a set of lauses and a set of blo k de larations, one for ea h predi ate de ned
by the lauses. If P is a program, then an atom p(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) is sele table in P if for
ea h atom p(b1 ; : : : ; bn ) in the blo k de laration for p, there is some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng su h
that ti is non-variable and bi = -.
A delay-respe ting derivation for a program P is a derivation where the sele ted
atom is always sele table in P . We say that it ounders if it ends with a non-empty
query where no atom is sele table.

7.3 Permutation Simply Typed Programs
To ensure that derivations are input- onsuming, one would expe t that there should be
blo k de larations su h that an atom an only be sele ted when its input arguments
are non-variable. The following example however shows that this is not suÆ ient.

Example 7.1 Consider the following version of delete(O ; I ; O ).
:- blo k delete(?,-,-).
delete(X,[X|Z℄,Z).
delete(X,[U|[H|T℄℄,[U|Z℄) :- delete(X,[H|T℄,Z).

Then we have the following delay-respe ting but not input- onsuming derivation
delete(A; [1jL℄; R) ; delete(A; [H0 jL0 ℄; R0 ) ; delete(A; [H00 jL00 ℄; R00 ) ; : : :

Note that although delete(A; [1jL℄; R) is not a well typed query, it may o ur in a well
typed query, say delete(B; [2℄; L); delete(A; [1jL℄; R). This version of delete is part of
the most spe i program [MNL90℄ orresponding to the program in Figure 9 on page 57,
proposed [Nai92℄ to prevent looping for permute(O ; I ). However, it does not work. The
query permute(A; [1℄) indeed terminates, but permute(A; [1; 2℄) still loops.
/
Thus to ensure that derivations are input- onsuming, we will require that ea h input
argument in ea h lause head is at. This ondition is violated by the lause head
delete(X,[U|[H|T℄℄,[U|Z℄), but it is met for the program in Figure 9 on page 57.
The next example shows however that requiring at terms in lause heads is still
not enough.
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Example 7.2 Consider the following program in mode p(I ; O ).
:- blo k p(-,?).
p(g(Y),Y).

Then p(g(X); 3) ; 2 is a delay-respe ting but not input- onsuming derivation, sin e X
be omes instantiated to 3.
/
The easiest solution is to require that the output positions in a query are always lled
with variables. In mode p(I ; O ), the query p(g(X),3) should not arise, sin e its output
is already instantiated. We will now present this solution, although it has ertain
limitations. In Se tion 7.4, we will see how these limitations an partly be over ome.
We rst de ne permutation simply-modedness, whi h is a generalisation of simplymodedness [AE93, AL95℄, just as for the other orre tness properties. In a permutation
simply moded query, the output positions are lled with variables.

De nition 7.1 [permutation simply moded℄ Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a
query and  a permutation on f1; : : : ; ng. Then Q is -simply moded if it is -ni ely
moded and t1 ; : : : ; tn is a ve tor of variables. The lause p(t0 ; sn+1 ) Q is -simply
moded if it is -ni ely moded and t1 ; : : : ; tn is a ve tor of variables.
A permutation simply moded query ( lause, program) and a simply moded
query ( lause, program) orresponding to a query ( lause, program) are de ned in
analogy to De nition 5.2.
/
We quote the following persisten e property for simply-modedness.

Lemma 7.1 [AE93, Lemma 27℄ Let Q be a simply moded query and C a simply moded
lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Then every LD-resolvent of Q and C is simply
moded.
We ombine permutation simply-modedness with permutation well-typedness, adding
an extra ondition on erning the lause heads.

De nition 7.2 [permutation simply typed℄ A query is -simply typed if it is
-simply moded and -well typed. A lause p(t0 ; sn+1 ) p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) is
-simply typed if it is -simply moded and -well typed, and t0 has a variable in ea h
position of variable type and a at type- onsistent term in ea h position of non-variable
type.
A permutation simply typed query ( lause, program) and a simply typed query
( lause, program) orresponding to a query ( lause, program) are de ned in analogy
to De nition 5.2.
/
Note that sin e the ve tor of output arguments of a permutation simply typed query is
a linear ve tor of variables, permutation simply typed queries are type- onsistent.

Example 7.3 The permute program (Figure 9 on page 57), for any of the types in Example 5.7, is simply typed for mode fpermute(I ; O ); delete(I ; O ; I )g, and permutation
simply typed for mode fpermute(O ; I ), delete(O ; I ; O )g.
/

7.3.

PERMUTATION SIMPLY TYPED PROGRAMS

:- blo k qui ksort(-,-).
qui ksort([℄,[℄).
qui ksort([X|Xs℄,Ys) :append(As2,[X|Bs2℄,Ys),
part(Xs,X,As,Bs),
qui ksort(As,As2),
qui ksort(Bs,Bs2).
:- blo k append(-,?,-).
append([℄,Y,Y).
append([X|Xs℄,Ys,[X|Zs℄) :append(Xs,Ys,Zs).
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:- blo k part(?,-,?,?),
part(-,?,-,?),
part(-,?,?,-).
part([℄,_,[℄,[℄).
part([X|Xs℄,C,[X|As℄,Bs):leq(X,C),
part(Xs,C,As,Bs).
part([X|Xs℄,C,As,[X|Bs℄):grt(X,C),
part(Xs,C,As,Bs).
:- blo k leq(?,-), leq(-,?).
leq(A,B) :- A =< B.
:- blo k grt(?,-), grt(-,?).
grt(A,B) :- A > B.

Figure 14: The qui ksort program

Example 7.4 Figure 14 shows a version of qui ksort.
Assume the
type fqui ksort(nl; nl), append(nl; nl; nl), leq(num; num), grt(num; num);
part(nl; num; nl; nl)g.
The program is permutation simply typed for mode
fqui ksort(I ; O ); append(I ; I ; O ); leq(I ; I ); grt(I ; I ); part(I ; I ; O ; O )g. It is
not permutation simply typed for mode fqui ksort(O ; I ); append(O ; O ; I ); leq(I ; I );
grt(I ; I ); part(O ; I ; I ; I )g, be ause of the non-variable term [X|Bs2℄ in an output
position.
As an aside, note that this program uses auxiliary predi ates leq and grt to realise
blo k de larations on the built-ins =< and >. Built-ins will be dis ussed in Se tions 9.4
and 10.1.
/
Example 7.5 Figure 15 shows a program that onverts binary trees into lists or vi e
versa. The type of the program is ftreeList(tree; list), append(list; list; list)g. It is
permutation simply typed for mode ftreeList(I ; O ); append(I ; I ; O )g. However it is
not permutation simply typed for mode ftreeList(O ; I ); append(O ; O ; I )g, be ause of
the non-variable term [Label|RList℄ in an output position.
/
The persisten e properties stated in Lemmas 5.3 and 5.10 are independent of the sele tion rule. We show a similar persisten e property for permutation simply typed
programs. However this property only holds if the derivation step is input- onsuming,
sin e otherwise output positions of the resolvent might be ome non-variable. In the
following lemma, it is not a tually assumed that the derivation step is input- onsuming.
It is only assumed that the input arguments of the sele ted atom are an instan e of the
input arguments of the lause head. While this is trivially ne essary for a derivation
step to be input- onsuming, point (d) of the lemma states that it is also suÆ ient.
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:- blo k treeList(-,-).
treeList(leaf,[℄).
treeList(node(L,Label,R),List) :append(LList,[Label|RList℄,List),
treeList(L,LList),
treeList(R,RList).

:- blo k append(-,?,-).
append([℄,Y,Y).
append([X|Xs℄,Ys,[X|Zs℄) :append(Xs,Ys,Zs).

Figure 15: Converting trees to lists or vi e versa

Lemma 7.2 Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a -simply typed query and C =
pk (v0 ; um+1 ) q1 (u1 ; v1 ); : : : ; qm (um ; vm ) a -simply typed, input-linear lause where
vars(C ) \ vars(Q) = ;. Suppose for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, pk (sk ; tk ) and pk (v0 ; um+1 )
are uni able and sk is an instan e of v0 . Then there is an MGU  = 1 2 of pk (sk ; tk )
and pk (v0 ; um+1 ) su h that
a. v0 1 = sk and dom(1 )  vars(v0 ),
b. tk 2 = um+1 1 and dom(2 )  vars(tk ),
. dom()  vars(tk ) [ vars(v0 ),
d. dom() \ vars(sk ) = ;, that is, the derivation step is input- onsuming,
e. dom() \ vars(t1 ; : : : ; tk 1 ; v1 ; : : : ; vm ; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn ) = ;,
f. the resolvent of Q and C with sele ted atom pk (sk ; tk ) is Der(; ; k)-simply typed.
Proof.

Claim (a) follows from the assumption that sk is an instan e of v0 .

Sin e tk is a linear ve tor of variables, there is a substitution 2 su h that dom(2 ) 
vars(tk ) and tk 2 = um+1 1 , whi h shows (b).

Sin e Q is -ni ely moded, we have vars(tk ) \ vars(sk ) = ;, and therefore vars(tk ) \
vars(v0 1 ) = ;. Thus it follows by (b) that  = 1 2 is an MGU of pk (sk ; tk ) and
pk (v0 ; um+1 ). Claim ( ) follows from (a) and (b). Claim (d) follows from ( ) beause vars(tk ) \ vars(sk ) = ;. Claim (e) follows from ( ) be ause of the linearity of
(t1 ; : : : ; tn ; v0 ; : : : ; vm ).
By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.10, the resolvent is Der(; ; k)-ni ely moded and Der(; ; k)well typed. By (e), the ve tor of the output arguments of the resolvent is a linear ve tor
of variables, and hen e (f) follows.
2
The following lemma states a persisten e property similar to Lemma 7.2 (f) but for
LD-resolvents only. Note that in this ase, it is not ne essary to require an inputlinear lause. However, be ause of this weaker assumption, the lemma is not a tually a
orollary of Lemma 7.2.

Lemma 7.3 Every LD-resolvent of a simply typed query Q and a simply typed lause
C , where vars(C ) \ vars(Q) = ;, is simply typed.
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By Lemma 7.1, the resolvent is simply moded. By Lemma 5.10, the resolvent
is well typed. Therefore the resolvent is simply typed.
2
Proof.

The next lemma says that in an input- onsuming derivation for a permutation simply
typed program and query, it an be assumed without loss of generality that the output
positions in ea h query are lled with variables that o ur in the initial query or in some
lause body used in the derivation. This is used to prove Theorem 8.3.

Lemma 7.4 Let P be a permutation simply typed, input-linear program, and Q0 a
permutation simply typed query. Let 0 = ; and  = hQ0 ; 0 i; hQ1 ; 1 i; : : : be an inputonsuming derivation of P [ fQ0 g. Then for all i  0, if x is a variable o urring in an
output position in Qi , then xi = x.
Proof.
The proof is by indu tion on the position i in the derivation. The base ase
i = 0 is trivial sin e 0 = ;. Now suppose the result holds for some i and Qi+1 exists.
By Lemma 7.2 (f), Qi i is permutation simply typed. Thus the result follows for i + 1
by Lemma 7.2 (e) and the indu tive hypothesis.
2
For permutation simply typed programs, blo k de larations an be used to ensure inputonsuming derivations. However, before we show this, we rst introdu e a generalisation
of permutation simply typed programs.

7.4 Permutation Robustly Typed Programs
Examples 7.4 and 7.5 suggest that De nition 7.2 is sometimes too restri tive. Both
programs have an atom using append in a lause body where the se ond argument of
that atom is non-variable. This means that these programs are not permutation simply
typed when append is used in mode append(O ; O ; I ).
It has been a knowledged previously by Apt and Etalle [AE93℄ that it is diÆ ult to
reason about queries where non-variable terms in output positions are allowed, but on
the other hand, there are natural programs where this o urs. These authors assume
that output positions in a query are always lled with variables, but onsider allowing
for non-variable terms as a dire tion for future work.
We de ne permutation robustly-typedness, whi h is a arefully rafted extension of
permutation simply-typedness, allowing for non-variable but at terms in ertain output
positions. The de nition is more ompli ated than the de nitions of previous orre tness
properties. The diÆ ulty in designing su h a on ept is in ensuring that a persisten e
property analogous to Lemmas 5.3, 5.8, 5.10 and 7.2 holds. In parti ular, the de nition
is su h that permutation robustly typed queries are type- onsistent, whi h is important
so that we an apply the results of Chapter 6.
In the sequel, we asso iate a label free or bound with ea h argument position of
ea h predi ate. The intuition behind these labels is as follows: an atom should be
sele table only when it is non-variable in its bound input positions. Moreover, a query
may ontain a non-variable term in an output position only if the position is bound.

De nition 7.3 [free-bound-labelling℄ Let P be a permutation well typed program. A
free-bound-labelling is a fun tion assigning a label free or bound to ea h argument
position of ea h predi ate p, su h that
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 all positions of variable type are free,
 if there is a lause in P de ning p whose head has a non-variable term in an input
position, then this input position is bound.

We denote the proje tion of a ve tor of arguments r onto its free positions as rf , and
onto its bound positions as rb .
/
We assume that a free-bound-labelling is asso iated with ea h program, without making
this expli it. As with assigning the mode and the type to a predi ate, we do not propose
a method of de iding whi h positions should be free or bound. In all our examples
however, the hoi e is simple:

 an input position of p is bound if and only if there is some lause de ning p whose
head has a non-variable term in that position,

 an output position of p is bound if and only if there is some lause body ontaining
an atom using p, whi h has a non-variable term in that position.

Note in parti ular that the onditions of the above de nition an only be met if ea h
lause head has a variable in ea h input position of variable type. By De nition 7.2,
this requirement is learly met by permutation simply typed programs.

De nition 7.4 [permutation robustly typed℄ Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a
query and  a permutation on f1; : : : ; ng. Then Q is -robustly typed if it is -ni ely
moded and -well typed, tf1 ; : : : ; tfn is a ve tor of variables, and tb1 ; : : : ; tbn is a ve tor of
at type- onsistent terms.
The lause p(t0 ; sn+1 ) Q is -robustly typed if it is -ni ely moded and -well
typed, and
1. tf0 ; : : : ; tfn is a ve tor of variables, and tb0 ; : : : ; tbn is a ve tor of at type- onsistent
terms,
2. if a position in sbn+1 of type  is lled with a variable x, then x also lls a position
of type  in tb0 ; : : : ; tbn .
A permutation robustly typed query ( lause, program) and a robustly typed
query ( lause, program) orresponding to a query ( lause, program) are de ned in
analogy to De nition 5.2.
/
Permutation robustly typed programs are an extension of permutation simply typed
programs. Consequently, De nition 7.2 oin ides with De nition 7.4 in the ase that
all output positions are free, and all input positions of variable type are free. Note that
a permutation simply typed program is also permutation robustly typed with respe t
to a free-bound-labelling where the input positions are labelled as explained just after
De nition 7.3.

Example 7.6 Re all that we assume for all examples that an input position of a predi ate p is bound if and only if there is some lause de ning p whose head has a nonvariable term in that position.
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Consider again Example 7.3. The permute program (Figure 9 on page 57) is permutation simply typed in both modes and hen e permutation robustly typed, assuming
that all output positions are free.
Consider the qui ksort program (Figure 14 on page 87) with the type given in
Example 7.4. This program is permutation robustly typed in mode fqui ksort(O ; I );
append(O ; O ; I ); leq(I ; I ); grt(I ; I ); part(O ; I ; I ; I )g, assuming the se ond position
of append is the only bound output position. Note in parti ular that Condition 2
of De nition 7.4 is met for the re ursive lause of append: the variable Ys lls an
output position of the head and also an output position of the body. The program is
also permutation robustly typed in mode fqui ksort(I ; O ); append(I ; I ; O ); leq(I ; I );
grt(I ; I ); part(I ; I ; O ; O )g, assuming that all output positions are free.
Similarly, the treeList program (Figure 15 on page 88) is permutation robustly
typed in mode ftreeList(O ; I ); append(O ; O ; I )g assuming the se ond position of
append is the only bound output position. It is also permutation robustly typed in
mode ftreeList(I ; O ); append(I ; I ; O )g assuming that all output positions are free.
/
In Lemma 7.2, we showed a persisten e property of permutation simply-typedness.
There we did not a tually assume that the derivation step is input- onsuming, but only
that the input arguments of the sele ted atom are an instan e of the input arguments of
the lause head. The following example shows that for permutation robustly-typedness,
this is not suÆ ient.

Example 7.7 Consider append(I ; I ; O ) (Figure 10 on page 57) and assume that all
positions are bound. Then the query
append([℄; [℄; Bs); append([℄; Bs; [CjCs℄)

is (permutation) robustly typed. Suppose we want to resolve the se ond atom using the
rst lause for append. The ve tor ([℄; Bs) is an instan e of ([℄; Y), and yet the MGU
of append([℄; Bs; [CjCs℄) and append([℄; Y; Y) binds Bs to [CjCs℄, and hen e the derivation
step would not be input- onsuming.
/
We now state a simple proposition whi h is illustrated in Figure 16. If we read p(s; t)
as a sele ted atom and p(v; u) as a lause head, the proposition states a ne essary
ondition for a derivation step to be input- onsuming.

Proposition 7.5 Let p(s; t) and p(v; u) be two atoms that are uni able with MGU ,
and suppose that dom() \ vars(s) = ;. If in some position, u is lled with a variable
x and t is lled with a non-variable term, and x also has a dire t o urren e in v in
position i, then s is non-variable in position i.
The following lemma shows a persisten e property of permutation robustly-typedness.

Lemma 7.6 Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a -robustly typed query, let k 2
f1; : : : ; ng, and C = pk (v0 ; um+1 ) q1(u1 ; v1 ); : : : ; qm (um ; vm ) a -robustly typed,
input-linear lause where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Suppose that pk (sk ; tk ) and
pk (v0 ; um+1 ) are uni able and
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Figure 16: Illustrating Proposition 7.5
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Figure 17: Data ow in the uni ation
1. sk is an instan e of v0 , and
2. if a variable x lls positions i in v0b and j in ubm+1 , and position j in tbk is nonvariable, then position i in sbk is also non-variable.
Then there is an MGU  of pk (sk ; tk ) and pk (v0 ; um+1 ) su h that
a. dom() \ vars(sk ) = ;, that is, the derivation step is input- onsuming,
b. the resolvent of Q and C with sele ted atom pk (sk ; tk ) is Der(; ; k)-robustly
typed.
Proof. We show how  is omputed, where we onsider three stages. In the rst, sk
and v0 are uni ed. In the se ond, the output positions are uni ed where the bindings
go from C to Q. In the third, the output positions are uni ed where the bindings go
from Q to C . Figure 17 illustrates whi h variables are bound in ea h stage. The rst
three parts of the proof orrespond to the three stages of the uni ation.

1: (unifying sk and v0 ). Sin e by assumption 1, sk is an instan e of v0 , there is a
(minimal) substitution 1 su h that v0 1 = sk . We show that the following statements
hold:

Part

S1a dom(1 ) \ vars(sk ) = ;.

S1b dom(1 ) \ vars(v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tn ) = ;.
S1 Let x be a variable o urring dire tly in a position of type  in ubm+1 1 , su h
that tbk is non-variable in this position. Then x 2= vars(sk ). Moreover, x an only
o ur in v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tn in a bound position of type  , and the o urren e
must be dire t.
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S1d vars(um+1 1 ) \ vars(tk ) = ;.
S1a holds by the onstru tion of 1 .
S1b holds sin e by De nition 7.4 and the assumption that C is input-linear, we have
that v0 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tn is linear.
Let x be a variable o urring dire tly in a position of type  in ubm+1 1 , su h that tbk
is non-variable in this position. Let y be the variable in the same position in ubm+1 .
Suppose that y 2 vars(v0 ). Then by De nition 7.4, y o urs dire tly in v0b , say in
position i, and by assumption 2, sbk is non-variable in position i. Thus y1 is not a
variable, whi h is a ontradi tion. Therefore y 62 vars(v0 ). Hen e y 62 dom(1 ) and
thus x = y and x 2= vars(sk ). Furthermore it follows by De nition 7.4 that x an only
o ur in v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tn in a bound position of type  , and the o urren e must
be dire t. Thus S1 holds.
Sin e Q is permutation ni ely moded, vars(sk ) \ vars(tk ) = ; and hen e vars(ran(1 )) \
vars(tk ) = ;. Thus S1d holds.
Part 2: (unifying tk and um+1 1 in ea h position where either the argument in tk is
a variable, or the arguments in tk and um+1 1 are both non-variable). Note that this
in ludes all positions in tfk and ufm+1 1 , but may also in lude positions in tbk and ubm+1 1 .
Sin e, by S1b, tk 1 = tk , Part 2 overs pre isely the output positions where the binding
\goes from um+1 1 to tk 1 " (see Figure 17). We denote by tfk+ the proje tion of tk onto
the positions where the argument in tk is a variable, or the arguments in tk and um+1 1
are both non-variable, and by tbk the proje tion onto all other positions, and likewise
for um+1 1 .
By S1d, vars(ufm++1 1 ) \ vars(tfk+) = ;. Thus there is a minimal substitution 0 su h
that tfk+0 = ufm++1 1 . Let 2 = 1 0 . Then by S1b and S1d, tfk+ 2 = ufm++1 2 . We show
the following statements:

S2a dom(2 ) \ vars(sk ) = ;.
S2b dom(2 ) \ vars(v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1 ; tbk ; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn ) = ;.
S2 Let x be a variable o urring dire tly in a position of type  in ubm+1 2 .1 Then
x 2= vars(sk ), and x an only o ur in v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1 ; tbk ; tk+1; : : : ; tn in
a bound position of type  , and the o urren e must be dire t.
S2d vars(um+1 2 ) \ vars(tbk ) = ;.
Sin e vars(sk ) \ vars(tk ) = ;, we have dom(0) \ vars(sk ) = ;. This and S1a imply
S2a.
S2b holds be ause S1b holds and (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tn ) is linear.
1

By de nition of the supers ript notation b we have that tbk is non-variable in this position.
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By S1d, dom(0 ) \ vars(ubm+1 1 ) = ;. This together with S1 implies S2 . Furthermore,
be ause of the linearity of tk , S2d follows.
3: (unifying tbk and ubm+1 2 ). By S1d, dom(0 ) \ vars(ubm+1 1 ) = ;, and thus
um+1 2 = ubm+1 1 . Therefore, by the de nition of the supers ript b in Part 2, ubm+1 2
is a ve tor of variables. By S2d, vars(ubm+1 2 ) \ vars(tbk ) = ;, so that there is a
minimal substitution 00 su h that ubm+1 2 00 = tbk . Let 3 = 2 00. Then, by S2b, we
have ubm+1 3 = tbk 3 . We show the following statements:
Part

b

S3a dom(3 ) \ vars(sk ) = ;.
S3b (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1 ; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn )3 is linear and has at type- onsistent
terms in all bound positions and variables in all free positions.
By S2 , dom(00 ) \ vars(sk ) = ;. This and S2a imply S3a.
Suppose x is a variable in ubm+1 2 o urring in a position i of type  , and x also o urs in
(v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1 ; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn ). By S2 , the latter o urren e of x is in a bound
position of type  , and the only o urren e of x in (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1 ; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn ).
Let I be the set of positions where x o urs in ubm+1 2 , and let T be the set of terms
o urring in tbk in positions in I . Then T is a set of variable-disjoint, at terms.
Therefore their most general ommon instan e x00 is a at term and x00 is typeonsistent with respe t to  . Moreover, sin e (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1 ; tbk ; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn )
is linear, vars(x00) \ vars(v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn ) = ; and hen e it follows
that (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; t1 ; : : : ; tk 1; tk+1 ; : : : ; tn )00 is linear and type- onsistent. This and S2b
imply S3b.
Part 4: De ning  = 3 it follows that pk (sk ; tk ) = pk (v0 ; um+1 ) . By S3a, sk  = sk ,
whi h shows (a). By S3b and Lemmas 5.3 and 5.10, the resolvent of Q and C is
Der(; ; k)-robustly typed, whi h shows (b).
2

From Lemma 7.6, we an on lude that permutation robustly typed programs are typeonsistent with respe t to input- onsuming derivations. Of ourse, this holds in parti ular for permutation simply typed programs.

Lemma 7.7 Every permutation robustly typed program is type- onsistent with respe t
to input- onsuming derivations.
Proof. Let P be a permutation robustly typed program and Q a permutation robustly
typed query. Trivially, assumption 1 in Lemma 7.6 is ne essary for a derivation step to
be input- onsuming. By Proposition 7.5, assumption 2 in Lemma 7.6 is also ne essary
for a derivation step to be input- onsuming. Hen e by Lemma 7.6 (b), any inputonsuming derivation of P [fQg ontains only permutation robustly typed queries. By
De nition 7.4, every permutation robustly typed query is type- onsistent, and hen e P
is type- onsistent with respe t to input- onsuming derivations.
2
We de ne input sele tability. We will see that in a program with input sele tability, an
atom is sele table only if it meets assumptions 1 and 2 in Lemma 7.6.
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:- blo k permute(-,-).
permute([℄,[℄).
permute([U|X℄,Y) :permute(X,Z),
delete(U,Y,Z).
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:- blo k delete(?,-,-).
delete(X,[X|Z℄,Z).
delete(X,[U|Y℄,[U|Z℄) :delete(X,Y,Z).

Figure 18: The permute program with blo k de larations

De nition 7.5 [input sele tability℄ Let P be a permutation robustly typed program.
P has input sele tability if for every permutation robustly typed query Q, an atom
in Q is sele table in P if and only if it is non-variable in all bound input positions. /
Input sele tability is similar to the ondition that \the delay de larations imply mat hing" [AL95℄.
For a program to have input sele tability, the blo k de larations must be su h that
an atom whose free output positions are all variable is sele table if and only if all bound
input positions are non-variable.

Example 7.8 Figure 18 shows the permute program of Figure 9 on page 57, with
blo k de larations added. Here we only onsider delete. Let us rst assume mode
delete(I ; O ; I ), with a free-bound-labelling delete(free; free; bound) as explained on
page 90. Then the blo k de larations ensure input sele tability. Now assume mode
delete(O ; I ; O ) with a free-bound-labelling delete(free; bound; free). For this mode,
the blo k de larations also ensure input sele tability. Hen e the blo k de larations
ensure input sele tability with respe t to two di erent modes.

/

The following proposition states that input sele tability ensures that every sele table
atom meets assumptions 1 and 2 in Lemma 7.6.

Proposition 7.8 Let P be a permutation robustly typed, input-linear program with
input sele tability, Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a -robustly typed query, k 2
f1; : : : ; ng, and C = pk (v0 ; um+1 ) B a lause in P . Suppose that pk (sk ; tk ) is
sele table and pk (sk ; tk ) and pk (v0 ; um+1 ) are uni able. Then assumptions 1 and 2 in
Lemma 7.6 are ful lled.
Proof. Sin e p(sk ; tk ) is sele table in P , it follows that sk is non-variable in all bound
positions. By De nition 7.4, v0 is a linear ve tor having at terms in all bound positions,
and variables in all other positions. Thus assumption 1 is ful lled. Assumption 2 is
ful lled sin e sk is non-variable in all bound positions.
2
The following theorem is a onsequen e of Proposition 7.8 and Lemma 7.6.

Theorem 7.9 Let P be a permutation robustly typed, input-linear program with input
sele tability, and Q a permutation robustly typed query. Then every delay-respe ting
derivation of P [ fQg is input- onsuming.
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Note that the onverse is not true. There ould be input- onsuming derivation steps
whi h are not delay-respe ting.
The following example illustrates why it is an advantage that the sele ted atom only
has to be non-variable in the bound input positions.

Example 7.9 Consider the blo k de laration for append in Figure 15 (page 88). Given
that the usual modes for append are append(I ; I ; O ) and append(O ; O ; I ), one might
expe t a general theory to say that an atom using append should be sele table if either
the rst two arguments or the third argument are non-variable. This would orrespond
to the blo k de laration
:- blo k append(-,?,-), append(?,-,-).

However, the simpler blo k de laration is justi ed sin e by De nition 7.3, we may
assume that for the mode append(I ; I ; O ), the se ond position is free. The simpler
blo k de laration is the one usually given [HL94, L
ut93, MT95℄, but to the best of our
knowledge, its adequa y has never been explained on su h an abstra t level.
/
The next example illustrates why in De nition 7.5, input sele tability is de ned with
respe t to atoms in permutation robustly typed queries.

Example 7.10 Consider append(O ; O ; I ) where the se ond position is the only bound
output position, as in qui ksort(O ; I ) (Figure 14 on page 87) or treeList(O ; I )
(Figure 15 on page 88). The program for append has input sele tability. Q =
append(A,[B|Bs℄,[1℄) is a permutation robustly typed query, and its atom is sele table. The atom append([℄,[℄,C) is also sele table, although its input position is
variable. This does not ontradi t De nition 7.5, sin e the rst position is free, and thus
this atom annot o ur in a permutation robustly typed query with respe t to mode
append(O ; O ; I ).
/
Looking at De nition 7.4, one is tempted to think that it is best to asso iate the label
bound with all output positions, be ause that would make the de nition less restri tive. However, we require a program to have input sele tability in ea h of its modes.
Sin e input sele tability is de ned with respe t to atoms in permutation robustly typed
queries, and permutation robustly typed queries are de ned with respe t to given free
and bound positions, it turns out that the hoi e of free and bound positions onstrains
the possible set of modes. This is illustrated in the following example.

Example 7.11 Consider append(O ; O ; I ), where both output positions are bound, and
the blo k de laration is as in Figure 15 (page 88). Note that this blo k de laration is
intended to allow for the urrent mode append(O ; O ; I ), but also alternatively for mode
append(I ; I ; O ). Now onsider the query
append(Cs; Ds; [1; 2; 3℄); append([AjAs℄; [BjBs℄; Cs)

This query is robustly typed with respe t to the urrent mode append(O ; O ; I ). The
se ond atom is sele table although it is variable in its only bound input position. Therefore the program does not have input sele tability. This ould be re ti ed by repla ing
the blo k de laration with
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-simply typed
Def. 7.2 (page 86)
termination,
error-freedom,
uni ation-freedom
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-simply moded
Def. 7.1 (page 86)
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-robustly typed
Def. 7.4 (page 90)
termination
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2

-ni ely moded
Def. 5.2 (page 65)
o ur- he k freedom
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R

-well moded
Def. 5.4 (page 68)
|
5

-well typed
Def. 5.5 (page 69)
non- oundering

Figure 19: The orre tness properties
:- blo k append(?,?,-).

but then the program ould not be used in mode append(I ; I ; O ) anymore. However,
we have not en ountered a ase where a \natural" mode of a program was ruled out
be ause of this problem.
/

7.5 Summary of the Corre tness Properties
We now give an overview of the orre tness properties for programs and queries that are
used in this thesis. Figure 19 shows all the properties. An arrow stands for impli ation.
In ea h box, we quote the de nition of the property and state the main purpose for
whi h it is used, apart from the obvious purpose of de ning other properties.
The arrows 1{4 orrespond to impli ations by de nition. As stated in Proposition 5.13, permutation well-modedness is permutation well-typedness for the spe ial
ase that the only type is the type all ground. Moreover, permutation simply-typedness
is permutation robustly-typedness for the spe ial ase that all output positions, and exa tly the input positions of variable type, are free.

Chapter 8

Termination and blo k
De larations
In this hapter, we onsider termination of logi programs with blo k de larations.
In Se tion 6.5, we said that often, assuming input- onsuming derivations is not sufient to ensure termination. We now make an additional assumption, namely that
derivations are left-based. These are derivations where (allowing for some ex eptions
explained in the next se tion) the leftmost sele table atom is sele ted in ea h step. This
is intended to model derivations in the ommon implementations of Prolog with blo k
de larations [SIC98℄. Sin e \leftmost" obviously refers to the textual order of atoms in
a query, we annot make the simplifying assumption in this hapter that the textual order is always identi al to the produ er- onsumer order, as dis ussed in Subse tion 5.3.2.
That is, whenever we use one of the orre tness properties su h as permutation ni elymodedness, we annot assume that the permutations are always the identity.

8.1 Two Approa hes to the Termination Problem
Our rst approa h to the termination problem is fo used on spe ulative output bindings [Nai92℄, that is, output bindings made before it is known that a solution exists.
This is a well-known sour e of non-termination asso iated with delay de larations. We
present two omplementing methods for dealing with this problem and thus proving (or
ensuring) termination. Whi h method must be applied depends on the program and
on the mode being onsidered. The rst method exploits the fa t that a program does
not use any spe ulative bindings, by ensuring that no atom ever delays for all left-based
derivations. The se ond method exploits the fa t that a program does not make any
spe ulative bindings. This approa h builds on previous heuristi s [Nai85, Nai92℄ and
relies on onditions whi h are easy to he k. However, it is quite limited.
The se ond approa h to the termination problem builds on Chapter 6 but assumes
that derivations are not only input- onsuming, but also left-based. The question is:
what shall we do about predi ates that are not atom-terminating? A good intuitive
explanation for the problem these predi ates pose is that they may loop when alled with
insuÆ ient input. For example, onsider the permute program as shown in Figure 20.
For permute(O ; I ) the query permute(A,[1|B℄) has insuÆ ient input and may loop.
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:- blo k permute(-,-).
permute([℄,[℄).
permute([U|X℄,Y) :delete(U,Y,Z),
permute(X,Z).

:- blo k delete(?,-,-).
delete(X,[X|Z℄,Z).
delete(X,[U|Y℄,[U|Z℄) :delete(X,Y,Z).

Figure 20: Pla ing re ursive alls last for permute
However, the query permute(A,[1,2℄) has suÆ ient input and terminates. The idea
for proving termination is that, for su h predi ates, alls with insuÆ ient input must
never arise. This an be ensured by appropriate ordering of atoms in the lause bodies,
as demonstrated in Figure 20 (in ontrast to Figure 18 on page 95). This may a tually
work in several modes, provided not too many predi ates have this undesirable property.
Both approa hes impli itly rely on termination of LD-derivations, in that they translate the termination problem for a program with delay de larations to the same problem
for a orresponding program exe uted left-to-right. It is assumed that, for the orresponding program, termination an be shown using some existing te hnique [Apt97,
AP90, DD94, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99, LS96, LS97℄. For the example programs
we give, ex ept for the program in Figure 13 on page 81, Lindenstrauss has on rmed
to us that the TermiLog system [LSS97℄ an automati ally prove termination for the
orresponding programs assuming LD-derivations.
This hapter is organised as follows. The next se tion de nes left-based derivations. Se tion 8.3 presents the rst approa h. Se tion 8.4 presents the se ond approa h.
Se tion 8.5 dis usses the results of this hapter and ompares the two approa hes.

8.2 Left-Based Derivations
We now attempt to formalise derivations in most existing Prolog implementations. Some
authors have onsidered a sele tion rule stating that in ea h derivation step, the leftmost
sele table atom is sele ted. Boye laims that several modern Prolog implementations
and even Godel [HL94℄ use this sele tion rule [Boy96, page 123℄. Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄
have interpreted Naish's [Nai86, Nai92℄ notion of a \default left-to-right" sele tion rule
in this way. Naish has not spe i ed pre isely what a default left-to-right sele tion rule
is, but he is aware of the fa t that the sele tion rule of most Prolog implementations
does not state that the leftmost sele table atom is always sele ted.1
As an aside, Apt and Luitjes also laim that Luttringhaus-Kappel [Lut93℄ has onsidered this sele tion rule, but this is de nitely not the ase, sin e Luttringhaus-Kappel
onsiders arbitrary delay-respe ting derivations.
Prolog implementations do not usually guarantee the order in whi h two simultaneously woken atoms are sele ted. In the following, we de ne waiting atoms, whi h are
the atoms that were previously delayed, together with all their des endants. We spe ify
that waiting atoms are always preferred over other atoms, but we do not spe ify the
relative sele tion order of two waiting atoms.
1

Personal ommuni ation.
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De nition 8.1 [waiting atom, left-based derivation℄ Let P be a program and let
Q0 ; : : : ; Qi : : : be a delay-respe ting derivation, where Qi = R1 ; R2 , and R1 ontains
no atom that is sele table in P . Then every des endant of every atom in R1 is waiting.
A delay-respe ting derivation Q0 ; Q1 : : : is left-based if in ea h Qi , an atom whi h is
not waiting is sele ted only if there is no sele table atom to the left of it in Qi .
/
Example 8.1 Consider the following program:
:- blo k a(-).
a(1).

:- blo k b(-)
b(X) :- b2(X).

(1).

b2(1).

d.

The following is a left-based derivation. Waiting atoms are overlined. The sele ted
atom in ea h step is underlined, as in previous examples.
a(X); b(X); (X); d

; a(1); b(1); d ; a(1); b2(1); d ; a(1); d ; d ; 2:

Note that b(1) and b2(1) are waiting and sele table, and therefore they an be sele ted
although there is the sele table atom a(1) to the left. In ontrast, d is never waiting
and an only be sele ted in the last step. The following is another left-based derivation.
Here, the leftmost sele table atom is sele ted in ea h step.
a(X); b(X); (X); d

; a(1); b(1); d ; b(1); d ;

b2(1); d

; d ; 2:
/

We do not believe that it would be useful or pra ti al to try to spe ify the sele tion
rule of existing Prolog implementations more pre isely. Our experiments suggest that
it depends on the order in whi h variables are bound when two terms are uni ed, whi h
is learly an artefa t of the implementation. We are on dent however that derivations
in most Prolog implementations are left-based. To the best of our knowledge, this
has not been formalised previously, although Naish has onsidered su h derivations
informally [Nai86, Nai92℄.
We an state the following simple lemma about left-based derivations.

Lemma 8.1 Let P be a program and  a left-based derivation su h that in ea h query
in  , the leftmost atom is sele table in P . Then  is an LD-derivation.
Proof.
Let  = Q0 ; Q1 ; : : :. We show by indu tion that for all i  0, Qi ontains no
waiting atom, and the leftmost atom in Qi is sele ted in the step Qi ; Qi+1 .
In Q0 , no atom is waiting, and hen e the leftmost atom is sele ted. Now suppose that
for some i > 0, Qi ontains no waiting atom. Then, sin e the leftmost atom of Qi is
sele table, it is sele ted. Moreover, no atom in Qi+1 is waiting.
2

8.3 Termination and Spe ulative Bindings
In this se tion, we present two omplementing methods for showing termination. These
are explained in the following example.
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Example 8.2 Consider the permute program (Figure 18 on page 95). The derivation
in Example 6.2 loops be ause delete produ es a spe ulative output binding [Nai92℄: The
output variable Z0 is bound before it is known that this binding will never have to be
undone. Assuming left-based derivations, termination in both modes an be ensured by
swapping the two body atoms of the re ursive lause for permute. The modi ed program
is shown in Figure 20 on page 99. This te hnique has been des ribed as pla ing re ursive
alls last [Nai92℄. To explain why the program terminates, we have to apply a di erent
reasoning for the di erent modes.
In mode permute(O ; I ), the atom that produ es the spe ulative output o urs textually before the atom that onsumes it. This means that the onsumer waits until
the produ er has ompleted, that is, undone the spe ulative binding. The program
does not use spe ulative bindings. In mode permute(I ; O ), delete is used in mode
delete(I ; O ; I ), and in this mode it does not make spe ulative bindings.
Observe that in mode permute(O ; I ), termination for this example depends on
derivations being left-based, and therefore any method whi h abstra ts from the textual
order must fail.
/
The methods presented in this se tion an be used to prove termination for permute
(Figure 20 on page 99), treeList (Figure 15 on page 88), plus one (Figure 13 on
page 81), and delete as de ned in Example 7.1. However, they do not work for
qui ksort (Figure 14 on page 87) and nqueens (whi h will be shown in Figure 22
on page 106).

8.3.1 Termination by not Using Spe ulative Bindings
In LD-derivations, spe ulative bindings are never used [Nai92℄. By Lemma 8.1, a leftbased derivation is an LD-derivation, provided the leftmost atom in ea h query in the
derivation is always sele table. Moreover, by De nition 5.5, the leftmost atom in a well
typed query is always non-variable in its input positions of non-variable type. This
implies the following theorem.

Theorem 8.2 Let Q be a well typed query and P a well typed program su h that
an atom is sele table in P whenever its input positions of non-variable type are nonvariable. Then every left-based derivation of P [ fQg is an LD-derivation.
We now give two examples of programs where by Theorem 8.2, we an use any method
for LD-derivations [DD94℄ to show termination for any well typed query.

Example 8.3 Consider permute(O ; I ) (Figure 20 on page 99) with either of the types
given in Example 5.7. This program is well typed.
/
Example 8.4 Consider the delete program in Example 7.1. Assuming either of the
types given in Example 5.7, this program is well typed. Moreover, this is a program for
whi h Se tion 8.4 is not appli able, be ause the program is not permutation robustly
typed.
/
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8.3.2 Termination by not Making Spe ulative Bindings
Some programs and queries have the property that there annot be any failing derivations [PR99℄. Bossi and Co o [BC99℄ have de ned a lass of su h programs alled
noFD, assuming LD-derivations. We de ne non-spe ulative programs, whi h is a similar on ept. The de nition is based on permutation simply typed programs.

De nition 8.2 [non-spe ulative℄ A program P is non-spe ulative if it is permutation
simply typed, input-linear, and every simply typed atom using a predi ate in P is
uni able with some lause head in P .
/
Note that unlike noFD programs, non-spe ulative programs must be input-linear. Thus
in parti ular, they must not use the equality predi ate in mode =(I ; I ), that is, they
must not use equality tests.

Example 8.5 We give some examples of non-spe ulative programs. Both versions of
the permute program (Figure 18 on page 95 and Figure 20 on page 99), assuming
either of the types given in Example 5.7, are non-spe ulative in mode fpermute(I ; O );
delete(I ; O ; I )g. Every simply typed atom is uni able with at least one lause head.
Both versions are not non-spe ulative in mode fpermute(O ; I ); delete(O ; I ; O )g,
be ause delete(A,[℄,B) is a simply typed atom whi h is not uni able with any lause
head.
The program treeList (Figure 15 on page 88) is non-spe ulative in the mode
ftreeList(I ; O ); append(I ; I ; O )g. It is not non-spe ulative in mode ftreeList(O ; I );
append(O ; O ; I )g be ause it is not permutation simply typed (see Example 7.5).
Now onsider the plus one program (Figure 13 on page 81) and suppose all arguments have type f0; su (0); su (su (0)); : : :g. Then the program is non-spe ulative.
We will see later that this gives us an alternative way of proving termination for this
program.
/
A delay-respe ting derivation for a non-spe ulative program P with input sele tability
and a permutation simply typed query annot fail.2 However it ould still be in nite.
The following theorem says that this an only happen if the simply typed program
orresponding to P has an in nite LD-derivation for this query.

Theorem 8.3 Let P be a non-spe ulative program with input sele tability and P 0 a
simply typed program orresponding to P . Let Q be a permutation simply typed query
and Q0 a simply typed query orresponding to Q. If there is an in nite delay-respe ting
derivation of P [ fQg, then there is an in nite LD-derivation of P 0 [ fQ0 g.
Proof.
For simpli ity assume that Q and ea h lause body in P do not ontain two
identi al atoms. Let Q0 = Q, 0 = ; and
 = hQ0 ; 0 i; hQ1 ; 1 i; : : :
2

It an also not ounder, as we will see in Se tion 9.3.
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be a delay-respe ting derivation of P [ fQg. The idea is to onstru t an LD-derivation
 0 of P 0 [ fQ0 g su h that whenever  uses a lause C , then  0 uses the orresponding
lause C 0 in P 0 . It will then turn out that if  0 is nite,  must also be nite.
We all an atom a resolved in  at i if a o urs in Qi but not in Qi+1 . We all a
resolved in  if for some i, a is resolved in  at i. Let Q00 = Q0 and 00 = ;. We
onstru t an LD-derivation

 0 = hQ00 ; 00 i; hQ01 ; 10 i; : : :
of P 0 [ fQ0 g showing that for ea h i  0 the following hold:
S1(i) If q(u; v) is an atom in Q0i that is not resolved in  , then vars(vi0 ) \ dom(j ) = ;
for all j  0.
S2(i) Let x be a variable su h that, for some j  0, xj = f (: : :). Then xi0 is either a
variable or xi0 = f (: : :).
We rst show S1(0) and S2(0). Let q(u; v) be an atom in Q00 that is not resolved in  .
Sin e 00 = ;, it follows that v00 = v. Furthermore, by Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 and sin e
q(u; v) is not resolved in  , we have vj = v for all j . Thus S1(0) holds. S2(0) holds
be ause 00 = ;.
Now assume that for some i, hQ0i ; i0 i is de ned, Q0i is not empty, and S1(i) and S2(i) hold.
Let p(s; t) be the leftmost atom of Q0i . We de ne a derivation step hQ0i ; i0 i; hQ0i+1 ; i0+1 i
with p(s; t) as the sele ted atom, and show that S1(i + 1) and S2(i + 1) hold.
1: p(s; t) is resolved in  at l for some l. Consider the simply typed lause
C 0 = h B 0 orresponding to the uniquely renamed lause (using the same renaming)
used in  to resolve p(s; t). Sin e p(s; t) is resolved in  at l, and  is delay-respe ting
and P has input sele tability, it follows that p(s; t)l is non-variable in all bound input
positions. Thus ea h bound input position of p(s; t) must be lled by a non-variable
term or a variable x su h that xl = f (: : :) for some f . Moreover, p(s; t)i0 must have
non-variable terms in all bound input positions sin e Q0i i0 is well typed. Thus it follows
by S2(i) that in ea h bound input position, p(s; t)i0 has the same top-level fun tor as
p(s; t)l , and sin e h has at terms in the bound input positions, there is an MGU 0i
of p(s; t)i0 and h. We use C 0 for the step hQ0i ; i0 i; hQ0i+1 ; i0+1 i.
We must show S1(i + 1) and S2(i + 1). Consider an atom q(u; v) in Q0i other than
p(s; t). By Lemma 7.2 (e), vars(vi0 ) \ dom(0i ) = ;. Thus for the atoms in Q0i+1 that
o ur already in Q0i , S1 is maintained. Now onsider an atom q(u; v) in B 0 whi h is not
resolved in  . By Lemma 7.4, vi0+1 = v. Sin e q(u; v) is not resolved in  , for all j > l
we have that q(u; v) o urs in Qj and thus by Lemma 7.4, vj = v. Thus S1(i + 1)
follows. S2(i + 1) holds be ause of S2(i) and sin e p(s; t) is resolved using the same
lause head as in  .
Case

2: p(s; t) is not resolved in  . Sin e P 0 is non-spe ulative, there is a (uniquely
renamed) lause C 0 = h B 0 in P 0 su h that h and p(s; t)i0 have an MGU 0i . We use
C 0 for the step hQ0i ; i0 i; hQ0i+1 ; i0+1 i.
Case
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We must show S1(i +1) and S2(i +1). Consider an atom q(u; v) in Q0i other than p(s; t).
By Lemma 7.2 (e), vars(vi0 ) \ dom(0i ) = ;. Thus for the atoms in Q0i+1 that o ur
already in Q0i , S1 is maintained. Now onsider an atom q(u; v) in B 0. Clearly q(u; v) is
not resolved in  , sin e it does not even o ur in  . Sin e vars(C 0 ) \ vars(Qj j ) = ; for
all j and sin e by Lemma 7.4, we have vi0+1 = v, S1(i + 1) follows.
By S1(i), we have vars(ti0 ) \ dom(j ) = ; for all j . By Lemma 7.2 ( ), we have
dom(0i )  vars(ti0 ) [ vars(C 0 ). Thus we have dom(0i ) \ dom(j ) = ; for all j .
Moreover, S2(i) holds, and so S2(i + 1) follows.
Sin e this onstru tion an only terminate when the query is empty, either Q0n is empty
for some n, or  0 is in nite.
Thus we show that if  0 is nite, then every atom resolved in  is also resolved in  0 . So
let  0 be nite of length n. Assume for the sake of deriving a ontradi tion that j is the
smallest number su h that the atom a sele ted in hQj ; j i; hQj +1 ; j +1 i is never sele ted
in  0 . Then j 6= 0 sin e Q0 and Q00 are permutations of ea h other and all atoms in Q00 are
eventually sele ted in  0 . Thus there must be a k < j su h that a does not o ur in Qk
but does o ur in Qk+1. Consider the atom b sele ted in hQk ; k i; hQk+1 ; k+1 i. Then by
the assumption that j was minimal, b must be the sele ted atom in hQ0i ; i0 i; hQ0i+1 ; i0+1 i
for some i  n. Hen e a must o ur in Q0i+1 , sin e the lause used to resolve b in  0 is
a simply typed lause orresponding to the lause used to resolve b in  . Thus a must
o ur in Q0n , ontradi ting that  0 terminates with the empty query.
Thus if  0 is nite, then  is also nite, or equivalently, if  is in nite, then  0 is also
in nite.
2
As stated on page 99, for permute(I ; O ) (Figure 20 on page 99), treeList(I ; O ) (Figure 15 on page 88) and plus one(I ) (Figure 13 on page 81), the orresponding simply
typed programs terminate for simply typed queries, assuming LD derivations. By Theorem 8.3 it follows that the former programs terminate for permutation simply typed
queries, assuming delay-respe ting derivations.3
All of these examples an also be shown to terminate using Chapter 6. We now give
a program for whi h this is not the ase.

Example 8.6 Consider the program in Figure 21, where the mode is fis list(I );
equal list(I ; O )g and the type is fis list(list); equal list(list; list)g. The program is permutation simply typed (the se ond lause is h2; 1i-simply typed) and nonspe ulative, and all LD-derivations for the orresponding simply typed program terminate. Hen e it follows that all delay-respe ting derivations of a permutation simply
typed query and this program terminate. While we onje ture that is list is also
atom-terminating, the method of Chapter 6 annot show this ( ompare this to the
dis ussion about qui ksort(I ; O ) on page 81).
This example is learly a ontrived one, whi h is partly be ause it has been designed
to be as simple as possible. We are not aware of a more natural example, but this
example suggests that the method presented in this subse tion might be useful whenever
the method of Chapter 6 fails to prove that a predi ate is atom-terminating.
/
3

In the ase of plus one, we would have to add blo k de larations to ensure input sele tability.
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:- blo k is_list(-).
is_list([℄).
is_list([X|Xs℄):is_list(Ys),
equal_list(Xs,Ys).
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:- blo k equal_list(-,?).
equal_list([℄,[℄).
equal_list([X|Xs℄,[X|Ys℄):equal_list(Xs,Ys).

Figure 21: The is list program
Note that any program that uses tests annot be non-spe ulative. In the qui ksort
program (Figure 14 on page 87), the atoms leq(X,C) and grt(X,C) are tests. These
tests are exhaustive, that is, at least one of them su eeds [BC99℄. We are on dent
that the result of this subse tion ould be generalised to allow for su h tests. We have
not attempted this generalisation be ause on the whole, the method presented in the
next se tion seems more useful. Pedres hi and Ruggieri however onsider a more general
notion of \non-failure", whi h allows for programs su h as qui ksort [PR99℄.

8.4 Termination and Atom-Terminating Predi ates
We now present an alternative method for showing termination whi h over omes some
of the limitations of the methods presented in the previous se tion. In parti ular, the
method an be used for qui ksort (Figure 14 on page 87) and nqueens (Figure 22)
as well as permute (Figure 20 on page 99) and treeList (Figure 15 on page 88). We
expe t the method presented here to be more useful, although, as Examples 8.4 and 8.6
show, it does not subsume the methods of the previous se tion.
In this se tion, two te hniques are ombined. On the one hand, we use Chapter 6
to show that ertain predi ates are atom-terminating. On the other hand, we redu e
the problem of proving termination for a program with blo k de larations to the same
problem for a orresponding program without blo k de larations, as in the previous
se tion. It is assumed that termination for the orresponding program has been shown
using some existing method for LD-derivations [DD94℄.
Let us now illustrate the limitations of the previous se tion. For permute(O ; I )
(Figure 20 on page 99), termination ould be ensured by applying the heuristi of
pla ing re ursive alls last [Nai92℄. The following example however shows that even this
version of permute(O ; I ) an ause a loop depending on how it is alled within some
other program.

Example 8.7 Figure 22 shows a program for the n-queens problem. Here blo k de larations are used to implement the test-and-generate paradigm. We have already seen
a fragment of this program in Figure 12 on page 80, however with a di erent order of
atoms in the rst lause.
Assuming mode fnqueens(I ; O ); sequen e(I ; O ); safe(I ); permute(O ; I ); <(I ; I ),
is(O ; I ); safe aux(I ; I ; I ); no diag(I ; I ; I ); =\=(I ; I )g and type fnqueens(int; il);
sequen e(int; il);
safe(il);
permute(il; il);
<(int; int);
is(int; int);
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:- blo k nqueens(-,?).
nqueens(N,Sol) :sequen e(N,Seq),
safe(Sol),
permute(Sol,Seq).
:- blo k sequen e(-,?).
sequen e(0,[℄).
sequen e(N,[N|Seq℄):0 < N,
N1 is N-1,
sequen e(N1,Seq).
:- blo k safe(-).
safe([℄).
safe([N|Ns℄) :safe_aux(Ns,1,N),
safe(Ns).
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:- blo k safe_aux(-,?,?), safe_aux(?,-,?),
safe_aux(?,?,-).
safe_aux([℄,_,_).
safe_aux([M|Ms℄,Dist,N) :no_diag(N,M,Dist),
Dist2 is Dist+1,
safe_aux(Ms,Dist2,N).
:- blo k no_diag(-,?,?), no_diag(?,-,?),
no_diag(?,?,-).
no_diag(N,M,Dist) :Dist =\= N-M,
Dist =\= M-N.
:- blo k permute(-,-).
permute([℄,[℄).
permute([U|X℄,Y) :delete(U,Y,Z),
permute(X,Z).
:- blo k delete(?,-,-).
delete(X,[X|Z℄,Z).
delete(X,[U|Y℄,[U|Z℄) :delete(X,Y,Z).

Figure 22: A program for n-queens
safe aux(il; int; int); no diag(int; int; int); =\=(int; int)g, the rst lause is h1; 3; 2irobustly typed. Moreover, the query nqueens(4,Sol) terminates.
If however in the rst lause, the atom order is hanged by moving sequen e(N,Seq)
to the end, then nqueens(4,Sol) loops. This is be ause resolving sequen e(4,Seq)
with the se ond lause for sequen e makes a binding (whi h is not spe ulative) whi h
triggers the all permute(Sol,[4|T℄). This all results in a loop sin e permute(O ; I ) is
not atom-terminating. Note that [4|T℄, although non-variable, is insuÆ iently instantiated for permute(Sol,[4|T℄) to be orre tly typed in its input position: permute is

alled with insuÆ ient input.
Note that in this example, unlike in the qui ksort program (Figure 14 on page 87),
there are no blo k de larations for the built-ins <, is and =/=. In Se tion 10.1, we will
see why it is not ne essary to have blo k de larations here.
/

To ensure termination, atoms in a lause body that loop when alled with insuÆ ient
input should be pla ed so that all atoms whi h produ e the input for these atoms
o ur textually earlier. Note that this explains in parti ular why in the se ond lause
for permute in the above example, the re ursive all to permute must be pla ed last.
In Chapter 6, we have seen that atom-terminating predi ates do not loop for inputonsuming derivations, whi h means in parti ular, they do not loop when alled with
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insuÆ ient input.
This se tion assumes permutation robustly typed programs. By Theorem 7.9, delayrespe ting derivations for permutation robustly typed, input-linear programs with input
sele tability are input- onsuming.
A query is alled well fed if ea h atom is atom-terminating or o urs in su h a
position that all atoms whi h \feed" the atom o ur earlier.

De nition 8.3 [well fed℄ Let P be a permutation robustly typed program. For a
-robustly typed query p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ), an atom pi (si ; ti ) is well fed if all
predi ates q with pi w q are atom-terminating, or (j ) < (i) implies j < i for all j . A
-robustly typed query ( lause) is well fed if all of its (body) atoms are well fed. P is
well fed if all of its lauses are well fed.
/
Of ourse, sin e it is unde idable whether a predi ate is atom-terminating, we must
assume it to be not atom-terminating if it has not been shown to be atom-terminating. In Example 6.5, we have seen the situation that a predi ate p is atom-terminating
but some predi ate q with p A q is not atom-terminating. To simplify the proof of
Theorem 8.5, we want to ex lude this pathologi al situation. This is re e ted in the
above de nition by the requirement \all predi ates q with pi w q are atom-terminating",
rather than just \pi is atom-terminating".

Example 8.8 The programs mentioned in Example 7.6 are well fed in the given modes.
The nqueens program (Figure 22 on page 106) is well fed in the mode given in Example 8.7. The program is not well fed in mode fnqueens(O ; I ); sequen e(O ; I ); safe(I );
permute(I ; O ); <(I ; I ), is(O ; I ); safe aux(I ; I ; I ); no diag(I ; I ; I ); =\=(I ; I )g, be ause
it is not permutation ni ely moded in this mode: in the se ond lause for sequen e, N1
o urs twi e in an output position.
/
The property of being well fed is persistent under resolution.

Lemma 8.4 Every resolvent of a well fed query Q and an input-linear well fed lause
C , where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ; and the derivation step is input- onsuming, is well fed.
Proof. By Lemma 7.6 (b), the resolvent is permutation robustly typed. The ondition
on the permutation in De nition 8.3 an be he ked by inspe ting De nition 5.1. 2
The following theorem redu es the problem of showing termination of left-based derivations for a well fed program to showing termination of LD-derivations for a orresponding
robustly typed program.

Theorem 8.5 Let P be an input-linear, well fed program with input sele tability, and
Q a well fed query. Let P 0 and Q0 be a robustly typed program and query orresponding
to P and Q, respe tively. If every LD-derivation of P 0 [ fQ0 g is nite, then every leftbased derivation of P [ fQg is nite.
Proof. In this proof, all an atom p(s; t) riti al if it is not the ase that all predi ates
q with p w q are atom-terminating. Let Q0 = Q, 0 = ; and
 = hQ0 ; 0 i; : : : ; hR1 ; 1 i; hQ1 ; 1 i; : : : ; hR2 ; 2 i; hQ2 ; 2 i : : :
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be a left-based derivation, where R1 ; R2 ; : : : are the queries in  where a riti al atom
is sele ted.
1: We show for ea h i  0: If Ri exists, then in ea h query in hQ0 ; 0 i; : : : ; hRi ; i i,
the riti al atoms are not waiting, and for ea h l  i, the leftmost riti al atom in Rl is
sele ted in the step hRl ; l i; hQl ; l i. The proof is by indu tion on i.

Part

Case

1: Base ase. The ase i = 0 is trivial sin e R0 does not exist.

2: Indu tive step. Suppose the statement holds for some i  0.
Case 2a: If Ri+1 does not exist, the statement follows trivially for i + 1.
Case 2b: Now suppose that Ri+1 exists. Let Qi = a1 ; : : : ; an and suppose Qi i is
-robustly typed, and k is the smallest number su h that ak is riti al.
Let (F; ak ) be the subquery of Qi ontaining all aj with (j )  (k). By Lemma 8.4,
Qi i is well fed, and thus j  k for all aj in (F; ak ). By Proposition 5.11
Case

(F; ak )i is permutation well typed.

(1)

~ ~i in hQi ; i i; : : : ; hRi+1 ; i+1 i and assume that no riti al
Consider an arbitrary hQ;
~ ~i in  is waiting. Note that sin e Q~ ontains ak , it
atom in the query pre eding hQ;
~
follows that Q ontains at least one des endant of (F; ak ). By (1) and Lemma 5.10, Q~
ontains, in parti ular, at least one des endant a of (F; ak ) su h that a~ is sele table,
and moreover, either a = ak or a o urs to the left of ak in Q~ . Therefore no riti al
~ ~i is waiting.
atom in hQ;
Suppose that Ri+1 i+1 ontains a des endant a of (F; ak ) su h that ai+1 is sele table,
and a 6= ak . Then, sin e by the previous paragraph, ak is not waiting in Ri+1 , it follows
that ak annot be sele ted in hRi+1 ; i+1 i; hQi+1 ; i+1 i, whi h ontradi ts the de nition
of Ri+1 . Thus it follows that

Ri+1 ontains no des endant of F ,

(2)

and so ak i+1 is sele table. Moreover, no riti al atom in Ri+1 i+1 is waiting, and so
the sele ted atom in hRi+1 ; i+1 i; hQi+1 ; i+1 i is ak .
2: For all i > 0 su h that Ri exists, let Ci be the uniquely renamed lause used
in the step hRi ; i i; hQi ; i i, and let Ci0 be a robustly typed lause orresponding to Ci
(using the same renaming). Let Q00 = Q0 and 00 = ;. We onstru t an LD-derivation
Part

 0 = hQ00 ; 00 i; : : : ; hR10 ; 10 i; hQ01 ; 10 i; : : : ; hR20 ; 20 i; hQ02 ; 20 i : : : ;
where R10 ; R20 ; : : : are the queries in  0 where a riti al atom is sele ted, su h that for
all i > 1, Ci0 is the lause used in hRi0 ; i0 i; hQ0i ; i0 i. Sin e  0 is nite by assumption, this
implies that  is nite. We show the following statements for all i  0 su h that Qi
exists:
S1(i) The riti al atoms of Qi and Q0i are identi al and o ur in the same order.
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S2(i) i = i0 i for some substitution i .
S3(i) Let Qi = a1 ; : : : ; an and assume that Qi i is -robustly typed, and let ak be a
riti al atom (k 2 f1; : : : ; ng). By S1(i) we an write Q0i = (F 0 ; ak ; I 0 ) for some F 0
and I 0 . For every a in F 0 , for every aj (j 2 f1; : : : ; ng) that is a des endant of a
in  , we have (j ) < (k).
The proof is by indu tion on i.
1: Base ase. S1(0) follows from De nition 8.3. S2(0) holds sin e 0 = 00 = ;.
For S3(0), note that Q00 = (Q0 ) and hen e F 0 ontains exa tly the atoms aj with
(j ) < (k).
Case

2: We now assume that S1(i){S3(i) hold for some i  0 and that Qi+1 exists, and
onstru t
hQ0i ; i0 i; : : : ; hRi0+1 ; i0+1 i; hQ0i+1 ; i0+1i

Case

so that S1(i + 1){S3(i + 1) hold.
As in Part 1, let Qi = a1 ; : : : ; an , suppose that Qi i is -robustly typed, let k be the
smallest number su h that ak is riti al, and (F; ak ) be the subquery of Qi ontaining all
aj with (j )  (k). By S1(i), Q0i = (F 0 ; ak ; I 0 ) for some F 0 and I 0 , where F 0 ontains
only atom-terminating atoms. By S3(i), for every a in F 0 , for every aj (j 2 f1; : : : ; ng)
that is a des endant of a in  , we have (j ) < (k), and therefore aj is in F . Thus it
follows by (2) in Part 1 that

Ri+1 ontains no des endants of F 0 .

(3)

Let Ri0 +1 = ak ; I 0 . By (3) and sin e by S2(i), i0 is more general than i , it is possible
to onstru t an LD-derivation hQ0i ; i0 i; : : : ; hRi0 +1 ; i0+1 i, su h that if C~ is the uniquely
renamed lause used to resolve an atom in  , then a robustly typed lause C~ 0 orresponding to C~ (using the same renaming) is used in hQ0i ; i0 i; : : : ; hRi0 +1 ; i0+1 i. Furthermore
i0+1 is more general than i+1 . Hen e Ci0+1 an be used in hRi0 +1 ; i0+1 i; hQ0i+1 ; i0+1 i.
Sin e in the lause body of Ci0+1 , the riti al atoms o ur in the same order as in Ci+1 ,
S1(i +1) holds. Sin e i0+1 is more general than i+1 , it follows that i0+1 is more general
than i+1 , so S2(i + 1) holds. For the riti al atoms in Qi+1 whi h o ur in the lause
body of Ci0+1 , S3(i + 1) follows from De nition 8.3. For the riti al atoms in Qi+1 whi h
o ur already in Ri+1 , S3(i + 1) follows from S3(i).
By De nition 7.4, Q is permutation well typed, type- onsistent and permutation ni ely
moded. By Lemma 7.7, P is type- onsistent with respe t to input- onsuming derivations. By Theorem 7.9,  is input- onsuming. Hen e by Theorem 6.3,  ould be in nite
only if there are in nitely many steps where a riti al atom is resolved.4 Sin e  0 is nite,  annot have in nitely many steps where a riti al atom is resolved, and thus 
is nite.
2
Re all that as dis ussed on page 63, Theorem 6.3 generalises to permutation well typed and permutation ni ely moded programs and queries.
4
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Example 8.9 Consider the qui ksort program (Figure 14 on page 87) with the type
given in Example 7.4. As stated in Example 8.8, this program is well fed in mode
fqui ksort(I ; O ); append(I ; I ; O ); leq(I ; I ); grt(I ; I ); part(I ; I ; O ; O )g. In parti ular, the append atom in the body of the re ursive lause for qui ksort is well fed sin e
it is atom-terminating (see Example 6.4). All other body atoms in the program are well
fed be ause of their textual position.
As stated on page 99, the robustly typed program orresponding to this program
terminates for all robustly typed queries, assuming LD-derivations. By Theorem 8.5
it follows that the qui ksort program of Figure 14 terminates for all well fed queries,
assuming left-based derivations.
Now onsider the mode fqui ksort(O ; I ); append(O ; O ; I ); leq(I ; I ); grt(I ; I );
part(O ; I ; I ; I )g. The qui ksort program is also well fed with respe t to this mode.
The two re ursive alls in the se ond lause for qui ksort are well fed be ause of
their textual position. All other atoms are well fed be ause they are atom-terminating.
For part, this an be shown using Theorem 6.4, where the level mapping of an atom
part(l; ; s; b) is de ned as the sum of the list lengths of s and b. As for the rst mode,
we an on lude that the program terminates for all well fed queries, assuming left-based
derivations.
/
Example 8.10 Consider the nqueens program (Figure 22 on page 106). We have seen
in Example 6.4 that no diag, safe aux and safe are atom-terminating.
The lause de ning nqueens is h1; 3; 2i-robustly typed. The se ond atom is well fed
sin e it is atom-terminating. The rst atom is well fed sin e for  = h1; 3; 2i, (j ) < (1)
implies j < 1 for all j . The third atom is well fed sin e (j ) < (3) implies j < 3 for
all j .
As stated on page 99, the robustly typed program orresponding to this program
terminates for all robustly typed queries, assuming LD-derivations. By Theorem 8.5
it follows that the nqueens program of Figure 22 terminates for all well fed queries,
assuming left-based derivations.
A ording to the produ er- onsumer order, safe(Sol) o urs textually too early.
However, this is the idea of the test-and-generate paradigm: the test safe(Sol) omes
before the generator permute(Sol,Seq). This way, safe(Sol) is always sele ted as
early as possible and therefore \non-solutions" to the n-queens problem are dete ted
early.
Our method an only show termination for the mode given in Example 8.7, but
not for the mode nqueens(O ; I ), although the program a tually terminates for that
mode (provided the blo k de larations are modi ed to allow for both modes). The
reason that our method fails is not some insigni ant detail of our de nitions that ould
easily be re ti ed. One an de nitely say that the modes in this program \go wrong":
every all to sequen e(O ; I ) triggers alls to sequen e(I ; O ). The onsequen e is that
nqueens(O ; I ) runs in exponential time although it ould run in quadrati time.
To the best of our knowledge, no method previously proposed an prove termination
for this program, whi h is a lassi al example of a program using oroutining.
/
Similarly, we an show termination for permute (Figure 20 on page 99) and treeList
(Figure 15 on page 88). We are assuming here that all built-ins have input sele tability.
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Built-ins will be dis ussed in Se tion 9.4. In Se tion 10.1, we will see why in some ases,
it is not ne essary to have blo k de larations for the built-ins.

8.5 Dis ussion
In this hapter, we have presented two approa hes to proving termination for programs
with blo k de larations.
The rst approa h is fo used on spe ulative output bindings, whi h have long been
re ognised as a sour e of non-termination in programs with delay de larations [Nai92℄.
The approa h onsists of two omplementing methods based on not using and not
making spe ulative bindings, respe tively. For permute (Figure 20 on page 99) and
treeList (Figure 15 on page 88), it turns out that in one mode, the rst method
applies, and in the other mode, the se ond method applies. This approa h is simple
to understand and to apply, and it represents the rst work on termination we have
published [SHK99b℄.
The se ond approa h builds on Chapter 6. We require programs to be permutation
robustly typed, a property whi h ensures that derivations are input- onsuming. In the
next step, we identify predi ates that are atom-terminating. Atom-terminating atoms
an be pla ed in lause bodies anywhere. The other atoms must be pla ed suÆ iently
late, so that their input is suÆ iently instantiated when they are alled. Provided that
the orresponding robustly typed program terminates for all LD-derivations, this then
implies that the original program terminates for all left-based derivations.
On the whole, the se ond approa h is more useful. It an be used to show termination for qui ksort (Figure 14 on page 87) and nqueens (Figure 22 on page 106),
where the rst approa h fails. In the original paper where this approa h was rst
presented [SHK98℄, it was not yet based on the results of Chapter 6 in their present
general form. In this thesis, the approa h follows the idea that one should abstra t
from the details of parti ular delay onstru ts wherever possible, and instead onsider
input- onsuming derivations.
On the other hand, as Examples 8.4 and 8.6 show, the se ond approa h does not
formally subsume the rst. Example 8.6 suggests in parti ular that the method of
Subse tion 8.3.2 might be useful whenever the method of Chapter 6 fails to prove that
a predi ate is atom-terminating, although it a tually is. Of ourse, it would ultimately
be desirable to have a more powerful method for proving that a predi ate is atomterminating, but we onsider this to be a diÆ ult problem.

Chapter 9

Further Aspe ts of Veri ation
So far, we have studied termination of non-standard derivations. Following work by Apt
and others [AE93, AL95℄, we now investigate four other aspe ts of veri ation: programs
should only require mat hing instead of the full uni ation pro edure wherever possible;
the omission of the o ur- he k should be safe; programs should not ounder; and there
should be no type or instantiation errors with the use of built-ins.
Our results on uni ation freedom, o ur- he k freedom and ounder freedom are
generalisations of previous work [AE93, AL95℄. Our work on built-ins is aimed mainly
at arithmeti built-ins. We exploit the fa t that for numbers, being non-variable implies
being ground, and show how to prevent instantiation and type errors.
This hapter is organised as follows. Se tion 9.1 shows when programs are uni ation free. Se tion 9.2 shows when the o ur- he k an safely be omitted. Se tion 9.3
shows when programs do not ounder. Se tion 9.4 is about errors related to built-ins.
Se tion 9.5 on ludes.

9.1 Uni ation Free Programs
A program is uni ation free if uni ation an be repla ed by mat hing. Knowing that
a program has this property an improve the eÆ ien y of the ompiled ode. Apt and
Etalle [AE93℄ show uni ation freedom for LD-derivations. They assume simply moded
and well typed programs and rely on the sele ted atom always being orre tly typed in
its input positions.
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When we generalise these results to arbitrary input- onsuming derivations, we must
take into a ount that the sele ted atom may not be suÆ iently instantiated to be
orre tly typed in its input positions. Nevertheless, we will now see that permutation
simply typed programs are uni ation free. We rst re all some de nitions [AE93℄.

De nition 9.1 [mat h, left-right disjoint℄ Given two ve tors of terms s = s1 ; : : : ; sn
and t = t1 ; : : : ; tn we use fs = tg as abbreviation for the set of equations fs1 =
t1 ; : : : ; sn = tn g. Consider a set of equations E = fs = tg. A substitution  su h that
dom()  vars(s) and s = t, or dom()  vars(t) and t = s, is a mat h for E .
Furthermore, E is left-right disjoint if vars(s) \ vars(t) = ;.
/
The following is a spe ial ase of iterated mat hing [AE93℄.

De nition 9.2 [double mat hing℄ Let E be a left-right disjoint set of equations. E is
solvable by double mat hing if the following holds: if E is uni able, then there are
sets of equations E1 and E2 and substitutions 1 and 2 su h that

 E = E1 [ E2 ,
 E2 1 is left-right disjoint, and
 1 is a mat h for E1 and 2 is a mat h for E21.
/
We now de ne programs that are uni ation free for input- onsuming derivations, as
opposed to LD-derivations as assumed by Apt and Etalle [AE93℄.

De nition 9.3 [uni ation free for input- onsuming derivations℄ Let  be a derivation.
Let p(s)1 be a sele ted atom in  and p(t) the head of the lause used to resolve p(s).
Then the set of equations s = t is su essfully onsidered in  .
Let P be a program and Q a query. Suppose that all sets of equations su essfully onsidered in all input- onsuming derivations of P [ fQg are solvable by double
mat hing. Then P [fQg is uni ation free for input- onsuming derivations. /
Note that unlike Apt and Etalle, we say that a set of equations is su essfully onsidered, rather than just onsidered. This is be ause an atom an only be resolved if the
uni ation with the lause head is su essful. In our notion of derivation, there is no
su h thing as \trying" to unify an atom with a lause head unsu essfully.
In the sequel, sin e we only onsider input- onsuming derivations, we will simply
say \uni ation free" instead of \uni ation free for input- onsuming derivations".
Apt and Etalle [AE93℄ exploit the fa t that many programs have generi expressions
in their input positions. A generi expression for a type T is a term t su h that if s is
a term of type T and s is uni able with t, then s is an instan e of t. In a permutation
simply typed program, the input positions of ea h lause head are lled with generi
expressions, sin e they are lled with variables in positions of variable type and at
type- onsistent terms in positions of non-variable type.
1

Note that s is a ve tor of terms. We do not are about input or output positions at this point.
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Theorem 9.1 Let P be a permutation simply typed, input-linear program and Q a
permutation simply typed query. Then P [ fQg is uni ation free.

Consider a derivation step R; R0 in an input- onsuming derivation of P [fQg,
where p(s; t) is the sele ted atom, p(v; u) is the head of the lause used in this step and
 is the MGU. By Lemma 7.2 (f), R is permutation simply typed. Let E1 = fs = vg
and E2 = ft = ug so that E1 [ E2 is the set of equations su essfully onsidered at this
step. By Lemma 7.2 (a, b),  = 1 2 where 1 is a mat h for E1 , dom(1 )  vars(v),
vars(ran(1 ))  vars(s) and 2 is a mat h for ft = u1 g. Sin e dom(1 )  vars(v)
and vars(v) \ vars(t) = ;, we have E2 1 = ft = u1 g. Therefore 2 is a mat h for
E2 1 . Sin e R is permutation simply typed, vars(s) \ vars(t) = ; so that E2 1 is leftright disjoint. Therefore E1 [ E2 is solvable by double mat hing and hen e P [ fQg is
uni ation free.
2
Proof.

Most programs we have seen are permutation simply typed and input-linear, and hen e
uni ation free. However, qui ksort(O ; I ) (Figure 14 on page 87) and treeList(O ; I )
(Figure 15 on page 88) are not permutation simply typed. The following example
illustrates why the reasoning of the above theorem does not work for those programs,
even though they may well be uni ation free. This diÆ ulty has been a knowledged
previously by Apt and Etalle [AE93℄.

Example 9.1 Consider the following two derivations for treeList(O ; I ) (Figure 15 on
page 88). Here the rst lause for append is used:
treeList(A; [1℄) ;
append(LList; [LabeljRList℄; [1℄); treeList(L; LList); treeList(R; RList) ;
treeList(L; [℄); treeList(R; [℄)

and here the se ond lause is used:
treeList(A; [1℄) ;
append(LList; [LabeljRList℄; [1℄); treeList(L; LList); treeList(R; RList) ;
append(Xs; [LabeljRList℄; [℄); treeList(L; [1jXs℄); treeList(R; RList):

In both derivations, the last step is solvable by double mat hing. In the rst ase, the
partitioning of the set of equations is

E1 = f[1℄ = Yg; E2 = f[LabeljRList℄ = Y; LList = [℄g:
In the se ond ase, it is

E1 = f[1℄ = [XjZs℄; [LabeljRList℄ = Ysg; E2 = fLList = [XjXs℄g:
Note that the se ond argument position of append is in a di erent set of the partition
depending on the lause whi h is used. It is not possible to x a partitioning into the
input and output positions, whi h is the idea underlying Theorem 9.1.
/
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9.2 O ur-Che k Freedom
A derivation is o ur- he k free if for every set of equations onsidered in this derivation,
the o ur- he k an safely be omitted. We must rst de ne what it means for a set
of equations to be onsidered. This builds on De nition 9.3. The on ept has been
previously de ned by Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄. However, their de nition is impre ise in
that it depends on a on ept of a derivation whi h may end with a failed attempt to
unify a sele ted atom with a lause, without a tually de ning this on ept formally.

De nition 9.4 [ onsidered℄ Let P be a program and  a derivation. A set of equations
s = t is onsidered in  if it is either su essfully onsidered in  , or there is an atom
p(s) in the last query of  and a lause in P whose head is p(t).
/
In the above de nition, no assumptions are made about the degree of instantiation of
the \sele ted atom" p(s). This is be ause our result on o ur- he k freedom holds for
arbitrary derivations. It would of ourse be possible to take into a ount that  is say,
delay-respe ting or left-based, and impose a restri tion su h as \p(s) must be sele table".
It would however not be meaningful to take into a ount that  is input- onsuming. We
illustrate this with an example.

Example 9.2 Consider the program
p(A,B).
p(A,A).

where the mode is p(I ; I ), and onsider the query p(X; f(X)). Suppose we require that
derivations are input- onsuming. Then we an perform a derivation step using the rst
lause. We annot perform a derivation step using the se ond lause, be ause p(X; f(X))
and p(A; A) are not uni able. It is therefore meaningless to reason about whether this
derivation step would have been input- onsuming. The notion of input- onsuming is
only meaningful for a tual derivation steps, not for attempted ones.
/

De nition 9.5 [o ur- he k free℄ A derivation is o ur- he k free [AL95, AP94b℄
if no exe ution of the Martelli-Montanari uni ation algorithm [MM82℄ for a set of
equations onsidered in this derivation ends with a set of equations in luding an equation
x = t, where x is not t, but x o urs in t.
/
We quote the following theorem.

Theorem 9.2 [AL95, Theorem 13℄ Let P be a ni ely moded, input-linear program
and Q a ni ely moded query. Then all derivations of P [ fQg are o ur- he k free.
The next theorem is a trivial onsequen e of this and Lemma 5.3.

Theorem 9.3 [o ur he k℄ Let P be a permutation ni ely moded, input-linear program and Q a permutation ni ely moded query. Then all derivations of P [ fQg are
o ur- he k free.
Most programs onsidered in this thesis are permutation ni ely moded and input-linear,
and hen e o ur- he k free.
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9.3 Floundering
Freedom from oundering is an important aspe t of veri ation mainly be ause of its
relationship to termination. As Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄ put it
[. . . ℄ the \stronger" the delay de larations are the bigger the han e that a
deadlo k arises, but the smaller the han e that divergen e [non-termination℄
an result. So deadlo k freedom and termination seem to form two boundaries within whi h lie the \ orre t" delay de larations.
In other words, one an always trivially ensure termination by having delay de larations
su h that no atom is ever sele table. That way, every derivation immediately ounders
and hen e terminates. Likewise, one an trivially ensure non- oundering by de laring
that every atom is always sele table.2 That way, no derivation an ever ounder but
possibly at the ost of non-termination.
Therefore, for every approa h to the termination problem of programs with delay
de larations, one must ask riti ally: Does the method \buy" termination with oundering? For the automati ally generated delay de larations of Luttringhaus-Kappel [Lut93℄,
the answer ould sometimes be \yes". This is dis ussed in Subse tion 11.1.5.
Compared to termination however, non- oundering is an easy problem. Under the
reasonable assumption that programs and queries are permutation well typed, it an
be shown that no derivation ounders. The assumption is reasonable be ause most
programs are permutation well typed.3 On the other hand, it is usually unreasonable
to expe t non- oundering for a query that is not instantiated enough to be permutation well typed. We have argued in Subse tion 1.2.2 that ensuring input- onsuming
derivations is paramount. Usually, oundering is the only way to ensure this for insufiently instantiated queries. As an example, onsider the query append([1jXs℄; [℄; Zs)
(see Figure 10 on page 57).
The following theorem generalises [AL95, Theorem 26℄ to permutation well typed
programs. Note that permutation robustly typed programs with input sele tability
(De nition 7.5) ful ll the ondition that an atom is sele table if it is non-variable in all
input positions of non-variable type.

Theorem 9.4 Let P be a permutation well typed program and Q be a permutation
well typed query. Assume that an atom is sele table if it is non-variable in all input
positions of non-variable type. Then no delay-respe ting derivation of P [fQg ounders.
Proof. Let Q0 = Q and  = Q0 ; Q1 ; : : : be a delay-respe ting derivation of P [ fQg.
Consider an arbitrary Qi = a1 ; : : : ; an where n  1. By Lemma 5.10, Qi is -well typed
for some . By De nition 5.5, the atom a 1 (1) is orre tly typed in its input positions,
and thus non-variable in its input positions of non-variable type. Therefore a 1 (1) is
sele table. Thus every non-empty query in  ontains a sele table atom, and so  does
not ounder.
2
2
3

Te hni ally, this is a hieved simply by having no delay de larations at all.
Etalle and others [AE93, EBC99℄ even laim that most programs are well typed and simply moded.
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The above theorem an be used to show freedom from oundering for all programs with
blo k de larations we have introdu ed.

9.4 Errors Related to Built-ins
Built-in predi ates (built-ins) an be a sour e of exe ution errors. Some built-ins produ e
an error if ertain arguments have a wrong type or are insuÆ iently instantiated. For
example, X is foo results in a type error and X is V results in an instantiation
error.
Not surprisingly, delay de larations are useful to prevent instantiation errors, sin e
they test for suÆ ient instantiation. The relationship between delay de larations and
type errors will be explained in the next subse tion.
One problem with built-ins is that their implementation may not be written in
Prolog, or whatever logi programming language we onsider. Thus we assume that
ea h built-in is on eptually de ned by possibly in nitely many (fa t) lauses. The
ISO standard for Prolog [ISO95℄ does not de ne the built-in predi ates as on eptual
lauses, but it is nevertheless so pre ise that it should generally be possible to verify
whether su h a de nition is orre t.
To prove that a program is free from errors related to built-ins, we require it to meet
ertain orre tness properties (see Se tion 7.5). These properties have to be satis ed by
the on eptual lauses for the built-ins as well as by the user-de ned lauses.
For example, there ould be fa ts \0 is 0+0.", \1 is 0+1.", and so forth. A
parti ularly interesting example is \X = X." whi h is the de nition of the built-in =.
This is why in an input-linear program, the mode =(I ; I ) is forbidden, sin e the lause
is not input-linear for that mode.
In this se tion, we rst explain why type errors are related to delay de larations.
We then present two approa hes to ensuring freedom from instantiation and type errors
for programs with delay de larations. For di erent programs and built-ins, di erent
approa hes may be appli able.

9.4.1 The Conne tion between Delay De larations and Type Errors
At rst sight, it seems that delay de larations, or more generally, non-standard sele tion
rules, do not a e t the problem of type errors, be it positively or negatively. Delay
de larations annot enfor e arguments to be orre tly typed. Also, one would not expe t
that a non-standard sele tion rule ould be the ause of wrongly typed arguments.
This is probably true in pra ti e, but in theory, there is the problem of type onsisten y, whi h is parti ularly relevant for non-standard derivations (see Se tion 5.7).
Consider the program onsisting of the fa t lause \two(2)." and the built-in is, with
type ftwo(int), is(int; int)g and mode ftwo(O ); is(O ; I )g. Suppose an atom using is
is sele table only when its input is non-variable. The query
X is foo; two(foo)

is h2; 1i-well typed sin e trivially j= foo : int ) foo : int. It results in a type error.
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For LD-derivations this problem does not arise. The well typed query orresponding
to the above query is two(foo); X is foo. Sin e the type of two is int and the program
is well typed, the atom two(foo) an never be resolved, and therefore the derivation
fails without ever rea hing X is foo.

9.4.2 Exploiting Constant Types
The approa h des ribed in this subse tion aims at preventing instantiation and type errors for built-ins, for example arithmeti built-ins, that require arguments to be ground.
It has been proposed by Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄ to equip these predi ates with delay de larations so that they are only exe uted when the input is ground. This has
the advantage that one an reason about arbitrary arithmeti expressions, as in, say,
qui ksort([1+1,3-8℄,M). The disadvantage is that blo k de larations annot be used.
In ontrast, we assume that the type of arithmeti built-ins is the onstant type num.
Then we show that blo k de larations are suÆ ient. The following lemma is similar to
and based on [AL95, Lemma 27℄.

Lemma 9.5 Let Q = p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be a -well typed query, where pi (Si ; Ti )
is the type of pi for ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Suppose, for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, that sk has
a non-variable term s o urring dire tly in a position of onstant type S , and there is a
substitution  su h that tj  : Tj for all j with (j ) < (k). Then s : S (and thus s is
ground).
Proof.
By De nition 5.5, sk  : Sk , and thus s : S and so s is a onstant. Sin e s
is already non-variable, it follows that s is a onstant and thus s = s. Therefore s : S .

2

By De nition 7.2, for every permutation simply typed query Q, there is a  su h that Q
is orre tly typed in its output positions. Thus by Lemma 9.5, if the arithmeti built-ins
have type num in all input positions, then it is enough to have blo k de larations su h
that these built-ins are only sele ted when the input positions are non-variable.
Note that in the following theorem, we do not mention instantiation or type errors,
as we have not de ned formally what an error \is". From a formal point of view, all
that matters is that an atom sele ted when its input arguments are orre tly typed does
not produ e an error.

Theorem 9.6 Let P be a permutation simply typed, input-linear program with input
sele tability and Q be a permutation simply typed query. Then in any delay-respe ting
derivation  of P [ fQg, an atom will be sele ted only when it is orre tly typed in its
input positions of onstant type.
Proof.
By Lemma 7.2 (f) and Theorem 7.9,  onsists of permutation simply typed
queries. The result thus follows from Lemma 9.5.
2
Example 9.3 Consider qui ksort(I ; O ) (Figure 14 on page 87) with the type given
in Example 7.4. No delay-respe ting derivation for a permutation simply typed query
and this program an result in an instantiation or type error related to the arithmeti
built-ins.
/
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:- blo k length(-,-).
length(L,N) :len_aux(L,0,N).

:- blo k len_aux(?,-,?), len_aux(-,?,-).
len_aux([℄,N,N).
len_aux([_|Xs℄,M,N) :less(M,N),
:- blo k less(?,-), less(-,?).
M2 is M + 1,
less(A,B) :len_aux(Xs,M2,N).
A < B.

Figure 23: The length program

9.4.3 Atomi Positions
Sometimes, when the above method does not work be ause a program is not permutation
simply typed, it is still possible to show absen e of instantiation errors for arithmeti
built-ins. We observe that these built-ins have argument positions of type num or int
whi h are onstant types. Thus, the idea is to de lare ertain argument positions in a
predi ate, in luding the above argument positions of the built-ins, to be atomi . This
means that they an only be ground or free but not partially instantiated. Then there
need to be blo k de larations su h that an atom is only sele ted when the arguments
in these positions are non-variable, and hen e ground. Just as with types and modes,
we assume that the positions whi h are atomi are already known.

De nition 9.6 [respe ts atomi positions℄ A query ( lause) respe ts atomi positions if ea h term in an atomi position is ground or a variable whi h only o urs in
atomi positions. A program respe ts atomi positions if ea h of its lauses does.
/
A program need not be permutation ni ely moded or permutation well typed in order
to respe t atomi positions.

Example 9.4 The program in Figure 23 omputes the length of a list. In this example,
we are regarding the atom M2 is M + 1 as an atom with three arguments M2, M, and 1.
The program then respe ts atomi positions, assuming that all argument positions are
atomi , ex ept the rst argument position of length and len aux, respe tively. The
blo k de laration on the built-in < is realised with an auxiliary predi ate less.
/
The property of respe ting atomi positions is persistent under resolution.

Lemma 9.7 Let C be a lause and Q a query whi h respe t atomi positions, where
vars(C ) \ vars(Q) = ;. Then a resolvent of C and Q also respe ts atomi positions.
Proof.
Let Q = a1 ; : : : ; an be the query and C = h b1 ; : : : ; bm be the lause. Let
ak be the sele ted atom and assume it is uni able with h using MGU . We must show
that
Q0 = (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an )
respe ts atomi positions.
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Let x be a variable whi h lls an atomi position in ak or h. Sin e Q and C respe t
atomi positions, x is either a variable whi h only o urs in atomi positions in Q0 , or
a ground term.
Consider a term s lling an atomi position in a1 ; : : : ; ai 1 ; ai+1 ; : : : ; an or b1 ; : : : ; bm .
If s is a ground term, then s is also a ground term. Suppose that s is a variable. If
s 62 dom(), then s is also a variable. If s 2 dom() then s must ll an atomi position
in ak or h. By the previous paragraph, s is either a variable whi h only o urs in
atomi positions in Q0 , or a ground term.
2
By the following theorem, instantiation errors an be prevented by having blo k de larations su h that an atom using a built-in is only alled when it is non-variable in its
atomi positions. The theorem is a onsequen e of the above lemma.

Theorem 9.8 Let P be a program and Q be a query whi h respe t atomi positions.
Let p be a predi ate su h that an atom using p is sele table in P only if it is non-variable
in its atomi positions. Then in any delay-respe ting derivation of P [ fQg, an atom
using p is sele ted only when it is ground in its atomi positions.
Using Theorem 9.8 we an show freedom from instantiation errors for programs where
the arithmeti arguments are variable-disjoint from any other arguments, su h as the
program in Figure 23. Note that type errors annot be ruled out using the theorem.
Note also that for this example, we an only rule out instantiation errors aused by
<, sin e the auxiliary predi ate less realises a blo k de laration for <. We annot rule
out instantiation errors aused by is. In Se tion 10.1, it will be justi ed that there is
no blo k de laration for is.

9.5 Dis ussion
In this hapter, we have presented veri ation methods on erning four aspe ts of veriation: freedom from uni ation, o ur- he k, oundering, and errors related to builtins. These methods build on and improve previous work in this area [AE93, AL95℄.
We have shown that permutation simply typed programs are uni ation free for
arbitrary input- onsuming derivations. This result is more general than the orresponding one by Apt and Etalle [AE93℄ sin e they only onsider (input- onsuming)
LD-derivations. However, we require that all lause heads are input-linear and have at
terms in their input positions.
Our results on o ur- he k freedom and non- oundering are straightforward variations of previous results [AL95℄. They are based on the observation that when we
onsider derivations where the textual order of atoms in a query is irrelevant for the
sele tion of an atom, any result for ni ely moded or well typed programs trivially generalises to permutation ni ely moded or permutation well typed programs. Note that
our result on o ur- he k freedom holds for all derivations.
We have shown that for (arithmeti ) built-ins, blo k de larations are often suÆient to ensure freedom from instantiation and type errors. This improves previous
results [AL95℄ in that those assume delay de larations that test for groundness. In the
next hapter, we will show that sometimes, no delay de larations are needed at all.

Chapter 10

Weakening Some Conditions
In this hapter, we onsider ways of weakening some onditions imposed on the programs
for veri ation purposes. We have postponed these onsiderations so far to avoid making
the main arguments of Part III unne essarily ompli ated.
In Se tion 10.1, we give onditions so that ertain blo k de larations an be omitted
without a e ting the runtime behaviour. In Se tion 10.2, we study ways of weakening
the requirement that lause heads must be input-linear. Se tion 10.3 shows that we an
easily generalise the notion of mode of a program. Se tion 10.4 is a dis ussion.

10.1 Simplifying the blo k De larations
Even for programs ontaining blo k de larations, it is rare that all predi ates have
blo k de larations. In parti ular, blo k de larations for built-ins are awkward be ause
they an only be realised (at least in SICStus [SIC98℄) by introdu ing an auxiliary predi ate (see Figure 14 on page 87). This makes previous methods for veri ation [AL95℄
but also the methods we introdu ed in Chapter 9 somewhat impra ti al. The nqueens
program (Figure 22 on page 106), whi h is a standard example of a program using blo k
de larations, does not have any blo k de larations for the built-ins.
Even for user-de ned predi ates, it is desirable to omit the blo k de larations if
possible, sin e runtime testing for instantiation has an overhead, albeit small.
In this se tion, we show how, using information about the initial query, it an be
ensured that some of the instantiation tests always su eed so that they a tually be ome
redundant. This justi es the omission of blo k de larations.
An additional bene t is that in some ases, we an even ensure that arguments are
ground, rather than just non-variable. We will see in Se tion 10.2 that this is useful in
order to weaken the restri tion that every lause head must be input-linear.

10.1.1 Permutation Simply Typed Programs Using Constant Types
In the program in Figure 22 on page 106, there are no blo k de larations and hen e
no auxiliary predi ates for <, is and =\=. This is justi ed be ause the input for those
predi ates is always provided by the lause heads. For example, it is not ne essary to
have a blo k de laration for < be ause when an atom using sequen e is alled, the rst
argument of this atom is already ground.
121
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We show here how this intuition an be formalised for permutation simply typed
programs. In the following de nition, we onsider a set B ontaining the predi ates for
whi h we want to omit the blo k de larations.

De nition 10.1 [B-ground℄ Let P be a permutation simply typed program and B a
set of predi ates whose input positions are all of onstant type.
A query is B-ground if it is permutation simply typed and ea h atom using a
predi ate in B has ground terms in its input positions.
An argument position k of a predi ate p in P is a B-position if there is a lause
p(t0 ; sn+1 ) p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) in P su h that for some i where pi 2 B, some
variable in si also o urs in position k in p(t0 ; sn+1 ).
The program P is B-ground if every B-position of every predi ate in P is an input
position of onstant type, and an atom p(s; t), where p 62 B, is sele table only if it is
non-variable in the B-positions of p.
/
As the following example shows, the requirement on sele tability in the above de nition
is not automati ally met by programs with input sele tability.

Example 10.1 The nqueens program (Figure 22 on page 106) is B-ground, where
B = f<; is; =\=g. The rst position of sequen e, the se ond position of safe aux, and
all positions of no diag are B-positions.
Does input sele tability guarantee for this example that an atom p(s; t), where p 62 B,
is sele table only if it is non-variable in the B-positions of p? A ording to De nition 7.3,
the se ond position of safe aux and all positions of no diag might be free positions.
Therefore the answer is no. However, the blo k de larations given in Figure 22 do
guarantee this requirement.
/
The following theorem says that for B-ground programs, the input of all atoms using
predi ates in B is always ground.

Theorem 10.1 Let P be a B-ground, input-linear program and Q a B-ground query,
and  an input- onsuming, delay-respe ting derivation of P [ fQg. Then ea h query in
 is B-ground.
Proof. The proof is by indu tion on the length of  . Let Q0 = Q and  = Q0 ; Q1 ; : : : .
The base ase holds by the assumption that Q0 is B-ground.
Now onsider some Qj where j  0 and Qj +1 exists. By Lemmas 7.2 (f) and 7.7, Qj
and Qj +1 are permutation simply typed and type- onsistent. The indu tion hypothesis
is that Qj is B-ground.
Let p(u; v) be the sele ted atom, C = p(t0 ; sn+1 )
p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be the
lause and  the MGU used in the step Qj ; Qj +1 . Consider an arbitrary i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
su h that pi 2 B.
If p 62 B, then by the ondition on sele tability in De nition 10.1, p(u; v) is non-variable
in the B-positions of p, and hen e, sin e the B-positions are of onstant type, p(u; v) is
ground in the B-positions of p. If p 2 B, then p(u; v) is ground in all input positions by
the indu tion hypothesis, and hen e p(u; v) is a fortiori ground in all B-positions of p.
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Thus it follows that si  is ground. Sin e the hoi e of i was arbitrary and be ause of
the indu tion hypothesis, it follows that Qj +1 is B-ground.
2
In Se tion 7.4, we have seen that input- onsuming derivations an be ensured with
blo k de larations so that programs have input sele tability (Theorem 7.9). Now by
the above theorem, we an drop the requirement of input sele tability for the predi ates
in B. Regardless of sele tability, atoms using predi ates in B are only sele ted when their
input is ground, simply be ause their input is ground at all times during the exe ution.
Theorems 7.9 and 9.6 are appli able for programs where only the predi ates not in B
meet the requirement of input sele tability. On the other hand, for those predi ates,
the requirements on the blo k de larations may a tually go beyond input sele tability.

Example 10.2 In the nqueens program (Figure 22 on page 106), there are no blo k
de larations, and hen e no auxiliaries, for the o urren es of is, < and =\=, but there are
blo k de larations on safe aux and no diag that ensure the ondition on sele tability
in De nition 10.1. Theorems 7.9 and 9.6 are appli able for the nqueens program. /

10.1.2 Programs that Respe t Atomi Positions
The idea used in the previous subse tion an also be applied to programs whi h are not
permutation simply typed but whi h respe t atomi positions. However there are some
small te hni al di eren es. The example we use for illustration here is the program in
Figure 23 on page 119.
Note that in the following de nition, we asso iate a mode (or possibly several alternative modes) with a program, although De nition 9.6 is independent of modes.

De nition 10.2 [B-ground ℄ Let P be a program whi h respe ts atomi positions and
B a set of predi ates whose input positions are all atomi .
A query is B-ground if it respe ts atomi positions and ea h atom using a predi ate
in B has ground terms in its input positions.
An argument position k of a predi ate p in P is a B-position if there is a lause
p(t0 ; sn+1 ) p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) in P su h that for some i where pi 2 B, some
variable in si also o urs in position k in p(t0 ; sn+1 ).
The program P is B-ground if every B-position of every predi ate in P is an
atomi input position, and an atom p(s; t), where p 62 B, is sele table only if it is
non-variable in the B-positions of p.
/
Example 10.3 Consider the program in Figure 23 on page 119 with atomi positions
de ned as in Example 9.4. This program is fisg-ground , and the se ond position of
/
len aux is an fisg-position .
The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 10.1.

Theorem 10.2 Let P and Q be a B-ground program and query, and  be a delayrespe ting derivation of P [ fQg. Then ea h query in  is B-ground.
Proof. The proof is by indu tion on the length of  . Let Q0 = Q and  = Q0 ; Q1 ; : : : .
The base ase holds by the assumption that Q0 is B-ground .
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Now onsider some Qj where j  0 and Qj +1 exists. By Lemma 9.7, Qj and Qj +1
respe t atomi positions. The indu tion hypothesis is that Qj is B-ground .
Let p(u; v) be the sele ted atom, C = p(t0 ; sn+1 )
p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) be the
lause and  the MGU used in the step Qj ; Qj +1 . Consider an arbitrary i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
su h that pi 2 B.

If p 62 B, then by the ondition on sele tability in De nition 10.2, p(u; v) is non-variable
in the B-positions of p, and hen e, sin e Qj respe ts atomi positions, p(u; v) is ground
in the B-positions of p. If p 2 B, then p(u; v) is ground in all input positions by the
indu tion hypothesis, and hen e p(u; v) is a fortiori ground in all B-positions of p.
Thus it follows that si  is ground. Sin e the hoi e of i was arbitrary and be ause of
the indu tion hypothesis, it follows that Qj +1 is B-ground .
2
By Theorem 10.2, it is justi ed that there is no blo k de laration for is in the program
in Figure 23 on page 119. More pre isely, any delay-respe ting derivation for this
program and an fisg-ground query is also a derivation for the same program ex ept
that is is only sele table when its input is non-variable. Therefore by Theorem 9.8,
there are no instantiation errors.

10.1.3 Exploiting the Fa t that Derivations Are Left-Based
We now show that if derivations are left-based, the blo k de larations an be omitted
in even more ases.

De nition 10.3 [well pla ed℄ Let P be a permutation well typed program and Q =
p1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; pn (sn ; tn ) a -well typed query. An atom pi (si ; ti ) is well pla ed in Q
if for all j 2 f1; : : : ; ng, (j ) < (i) implies j < i. For the lause C = p(t0 ; sn+1 ) Q,
an atom is well pla ed in C if it is well pla ed in Q.
/
Not surprisingly, well pla ed atoms stay well pla ed throughout a derivation. This
proposition an be veri ed by inspe ting De nition 5.1.

Proposition 10.3 Let C and Q be a permutation well typed lause and query and let
Q0 be a resolvent of C and Q. Then ea h well pla ed atom in Q, other than the sele ted
atom, is also well pla ed in Q0 . Moreover, if the sele ted atom is well pla ed in Q, then
ea h well pla ed atom in C is also well pla ed in Q0 .
The following theorem says that in a left-based derivation, a well pla ed atom is not
sele ted before it is orre tly typed in its input positions, sin e the atoms that \feed"
it will always be preferred. Therefore, if it an be ensured that atoms using a predi ate
p are always well pla ed, then it is not ne essary to he k the input positions of atoms
using p with blo k de larations.

Theorem 10.4 Let P be a permutation well typed program where an atom is sele table
in P if all input positions of non-variable type are non-variable, and let Q be a permutation well typed query. Let p be a predi ate and W = fq j q w pg, and suppose in
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Q and all lauses of P , all atoms using predi ates in W are well pla ed. Then in any
left-based derivation of P [fQg, all atoms using predi ates in W are sele ted only when
they are orre tly typed in their input positions.
Proof.
Let  be a left-based derivation of P [ fQg. We show that atoms using
predi ates in W whi h are eventually sele ted never be ome waiting (see De nition 8.1)
in  .1 In parti ular, we look at one arbitrary but xed atom using a predi ate in W
whi h is eventually sele ted in  . We show that if it is not waiting at some query in
 , then it will never be ome waiting. When it is eventually sele ted, then any dire t
des endants of this atom that use a predi ate in W are not waiting either. Sin e in the
initial query, no atoms are waiting, it follows by an obvious indu tive argument that
atoms using predi ates in W whi h are eventually sele ted never be ome waiting in  .

Let Q0 = a1 ; : : : ; an be a -well typed query in  where for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, ai is an
atom using a predi ate in W whi h is eventually sele ted in  . Assume that ai is not
waiting. By Proposition 10.3, ai is well pla ed in Q0 . Sin e ai is eventually sele ted, we
an write  as
 = Q; : : : ; Q0 ; : : : ; (F; ai ; H ); (F; B; H ) : : :
Consider an arbitrary query (F~ ; ai ; H~ )~ in Q0 ; : : : ; (F; ai ; H; ) (that is, a query in 
before ai is sele ted).
If (F~ ; ai ; H~ )~ ontains any des endents of atoms aj su h that (j ) < (i), then sin e ai
is well pla ed in Q0 , it follows that these des endants o ur in F~ ~. Sin e (F~ ; ai ; H~ )~ is
permutation well typed, it follows by Lemma 5.1 (a) that there is at least one sele table
atom in F~ ~, and therefore ai does not be ome waiting in the derivation step following
(F~ ; ai ; H~ )~.
If however, (F~ ; ai ; H~ )~ ontains no des endant of an atom aj su h that (j ) < (i),
then by Lemma 5.12, ai ~ is orre tly typed in its input positions and hen e sele table.
Therefore ai does not be ome waiting in the derivation step following (F~ ; ai ; H~ )~.
Sin e ai is never waiting, it follows by the de nition of left-based derivations that ai
an only be sele ted if there is no sele table atom to the left of ai . That is, F  ontains
no sele table atom. Therefore, sin e ai is well-pla ed in Q0 , it follows that (F; ai ; H )
ontains no des endant of an atom aj su h that (j ) < (i), and thus by Lemma 5.12,
ai  is orre tly typed in its input positions.
Moreover, sin e ai is not waiting when it is sele ted, it follows that the dire t des endants
of ai that use a predi ate in W are not waiting either.
2

Note that permutation robustly typed programs with input sele tability (De nition 7.5)
ful ll the ondition that an atom is sele table if it is non-variable in all input positions
of non-variable type.
In a similar way as in Subse tion 10.1.1, the above theorem justi es dropping the
requirement of input sele tability for the predi ates in W . Theorem 7.9 is appli able for
programs where only the predi ates not in W meet the requirement of input sele tability.
1

They also never be ome waiting if they are never sele ted, but we are not interested in su h atoms.
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Example 10.4 In the nqueens program (Figure 22 on page 106 and Figure 20 on
page 99), the blo k de laration for permute an be omitted. Note however that this
requires that any all to nqueens is well pla ed in the query where it o urs. Moreover, the version of permute without blo k de larations an only be used in mode
permute(O ; I ).
/

10.2 Weakening Input-Linearity of Clause Heads
For most of our results, it is assumed that programs are input-linear. Building on the
previous se tion, we now dis uss ways of weakening this rather severe restri tion.
The requirement that lause heads are input-linear is needed to show the persisten e
of permutation ni ely-modedness (Lemma 5.3). This is analogous to the same statement restri ted to ni ely-modedness (Lemma 5.2, [AL95, Lemma 11℄). However, the
lause head does not have to be input-linear when the statement is further restri ted to
LD-resolvents [AP94b, Lemma 5.3℄. The following example by Apt (personal ommuni ation) demonstrates this di eren e.

Example 10.5 Consider the program
eq(A,A).
q(A).
r(1).

where the mode is fq(I ); r(O ); eq(I ; I )g. The query
q(X); r(Y); eq(X; Y)

is ni ely moded. The query q(X); r(X) is a resolvent of the above query, and it is not
ni ely moded. Sin e eq=2 is equivalent to the built-in ==2, the example illustrates why
input-linear programs must not ontain uses of =(I ; I ).
/
Requiring input-linear lause heads is undoubtedly a severe restri tion. It means that
it is not possible to test two input arguments for equality. However, this also indi ates
why in the above example, resolving eq(X,Y) is harmful: eq is intended to be a test,
learly indi ated by its mode eq(I ; I ), but in the given derivation step, it is a tually not
a test, sin e it binds variables.
By Lemma 5.4, the requirement of input-linear heads an be dropped if derivation
steps are input- onsuming. This means that an atom using =(I ; I ) must be only sele ted
when both arguments are ground.
The mode =(I ; I ) ould be realised with an equality test, say eq test(s; t), whose
operational semanti s is as follows: if s and t are identi al, it su eeds; if s and t are not
uni able, it fails; otherwise, the test is delayed until s or t be ome further instantiated.
Su h a test is used in the guards of lauses in on urrent ( onstraint) logi languages
su h as (F)GHC [Ued86℄, but in ordinary logi programming languages, it is usually not
provided.
Alternatively, the mode =(I ; I ) an be realised with a delay de laration su h that
an atom s=t is sele ted only when s and t are ground. In SICStus, this an be done
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using the built-in when [SIC98℄. However we do not follow this line be ause we fo us on
blo k de larations, and be ause it would ommit a parti ular o urren e of s=t to be a
test in all modes in whi h the program is used.
Nevertheless, even using blo k de larations, there are situations when lause heads
that are not input-linear an be allowed. E e tively, we have to show that ea h derivation step using a non input-linear lause ould be repla ed with a derivation step using
an input-linear lause.
We rst need to de ne formally what it means for an atom to have a subterm \in a
ertain pla e", and what a non-linear pla e is.

De nition 10.4 [to have in a pla e℄ Let a = p(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) be an atom. Then for ea h
i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, a has ti in pla e pi . Moreover, if a has a term f (s1 ; : : : ; sm ) in pla e  ,
then for ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; mg, a has si in pla e :f i. A pla e  is an input pla e of a
if  = pi : 0 and i is an input position of p.
/
Example 10.6 The atom p(f(g(X)); h(Y)) has X in pla e p1 :f1 :g1 and Y in pla e p2 :h1 .
The atom p(f(g(Z)); h(7)) has 7 in the same pla e where p(f(g(X)); h(Y)) has Y.
/
De nition 10.5 [non-linear pla e℄ Let p(v; u) B be lause. A pla e  is a nonlinear pla e of p(v; u) if it is an input pla e and p(v; u) has a variable in  whi h
o urs more than on e in v.
/
Example 10.7 Let p(f(g(X)); h(X)) : : : be a lause where the mode is p(I ; I ). Then
p1 :f1 :g1 and p2 :h1 are non-linear pla es of p(f(g(X)); h(X)). Moreover, p(f(g(Z)); h(7))
has the terms Z and 7 in the non-linear pla es of p(f(g(X)); h(X)).
/
The following lemma states that if a sele ted atom is ground in all non-linear pla es
of the lause head, and the sele ted atom is uni able with the lause head, then this
lause an be repla ed by a ertain input-linear lause without a e ting the resolvent.
Note the similarity between the following lemma and Lemma 5.4.

Lemma 10.5 Let Q = a1 ; : : : ; an be a query and C = p(v; u) b1 ; : : : ; bm a lause
where vars(Q) \ vars(C ) = ;. Suppose that for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, p(v; u) and
ak = p(s; t) are uni able with MGU , and p(s; t) is ground in all non-linear pla es of
p(v; u).
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b1 ; : : : ; bm be an input-linear lause su h that

1. vars(v)  vars(v0 ) and vars(v0 ) \ vars(Q) = ;,
2. there exists a substitution  su h that C 0  = C and dom() = vars(v0 ) n vars(v).

Then (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an ) is also a resolvent of Q and C 0 .
Proof.
Consider an arbitrary variable x that o urs more than on e in v, and let
X  dom() be the set of variables x0 su h that x0  = x. Sin e p(s; t) is ground in
all pla es where p(v; u) has x, it follows that s has the same ground term, say t, in
all pla es where v has x. Therefore it follows that any uni er of p(v0 ; u) and p(s; t)
binds ea h variable in X to t. This means that  is an MGU of p(v0 ; u) and p(s; t).
Moreover, by assumptions 1 and 2,
(a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an ) = (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an );
and so (a1 ; : : : ; ak 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm ; ak+1 ; : : : ; an ) is not only a resolvent of C and Q, but
also a resolvent of C 0 and Q.
2
Lemma 10.5 should not be interpreted as suggesting a program transformation, namely
to repla e lauses with orresponding input-linear lauses. Su h a transformation might
make a lause head uni able with a potential sele ted atom where it was not uni able
before, whi h would a e t the semanti s of the program. It is only in the ase that
p(s; t) and p(v; u) are already uni able that we an, on eptually, repla e C with C 0 .
Lemma 10.5 is appli able whenever we an guarantee that the sele ted atom is always
ground in the non-linear pla es of the lause head. We now outline two ways in whi h
this an be ensured.
First, one an exploit the fa t that atoms are well pla ed. Consider a permutation
well typed program where an atom is sele table in P if all input positions of non-variable
type are non-variable. We an weaken De nition 5.3 by allowing for lause heads p(t; s)
where a variable x o urs in several input positions, provided that

 all o urren es of x in t are in positions of ground type, and
 in ea h lause of the program and in any initial query for the program, ea h atom
using a predi ate q w p is well pla ed.
By Theorem 10.4, it is then ensured that multiple o urren es of a variable in the
input of a lause head implement an equality test between input arguments. Therefore,
Lemmas 5.3, 7.2 and 7.6 hold assuming this weaker de nition of \input-linear".

Example 10.8 Consider the append program (Figure 10 on page 57) in \test mode",
that is append(I ; I ; I ). This program is permutation ni ely moded but not input-linear.
Nevertheless, the program an be used in this mode provided that all arguments are of
ground type and alls to append are always well pla ed.
/
Se ondly, one an exploit the fa t that the arguments being tested for equality are of
onstant type. This time we have to weaken De nition 5.3 by allowing for lause heads
p(t; s) where a variable x o urs in several input positions, provided that
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 all o urren es of x in t are dire t and in positions of onstant type, and
 an atom using p is sele table only if these positions are non-variable.
By Theorem 9.6, it is then ensured that when an atom p(u; v) is sele ted, u has onstants
in ea h position where t has x.

Example 10.9 The length program in Figure 23 on page 119 an be used in mode
flength(O ; I ); len aux(O ; I ; I )g in spite of that fa t that len aux([℄; N; N) is not inputlinear, using either of the two explanations above. The rst explanation relies on all
atoms using predi ates q w len aux being well pla ed. This is somewhat unsatisfa tory
sin e imposing su h a restri tion impedes modularity. Therefore, the se ond explanation
is preferable.
/

10.3 Generalising Modes
In Se tion 5.2, we have de ned a mode of a program as a set ontaining one mode for
ea h of its predi ates. This means that we have allowed for a program to be used in
di erent modes at di erent exe utions, but within ea h exe ution, the mode of ea h
predi ate was xed. For example, the query
append([1; 2℄; [3; 4℄; Zs); append(As; Bs; Zs);

where the rst atom has mode append(I ; I ; O ) and the se ond atom has mode
append(O ; O ; I ), uses the same predi ate in di erent modes and hen e would not be,
say, permutation ni ely moded. This is a disadvantage as one an easily imagine that
a program might use append(I ; I ; O ) is one pla e and append(O ; O ; I ) in another. We
have de ned modes in this way to avoid unne essary onfusion.
It is easy to see however that the de nition of a mode of a program ould be generalised. De ne a mode M of a program as a set of modes ontaining at least one mode for
ea h of its predi ates. De ne that a lause C = p(t; s) B is, say, permutation ni ely
moded with respe t to a mode p(m1 ; : : : ; mn ) 2 M if it is permutation ni ely moded,
assuming that the mode p(m1 ; : : : ; mn ) is assigned to the lause head and some mode
in M is assigned to ea h body atom in C . De ne that a program is permutation ni ely
moded if for ea h predi ate p and ea h mode p(m1 ; : : : ; mn ) 2 M , all lauses de ning p
are permutation ni ely moded with respe t to p(m1 ; : : : ; mn ).

10.4 Dis ussion
In this hapter, we presented some methods that an be used to improve the results of
the earlier hapters in two ways: omitting the blo k de larations for some predi ates,
and allowing for multiple o urren es of variables in the input of lause heads.
Omitting the blo k de larations is parti ularly useful for (arithmeti ) built-ins.
It aims at the way arithmeti built-ins are used in pra ti e: it is awkward having
to introdu e auxiliary predi ates to implement delay de larations for built-ins. The
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nqueens program is a standard example of a program whi h ontains blo k de larations,

but not for the built-ins. We give a formal justi ation for this.
The requirement that lauses must be input-linear is quite ommon [AL95, AE93,
ER98℄. However it is a rather severe restri tion, in that it usually rules out predi ates
running in \test mode" (see Example 10.8). We have shown how this restri tion an
sometimes be weakened.
Finally, we have outlined a generalisation of modes allowing for predi ates to be
used in di erent modes in di erent pla es in a program, even within a single exe ution.

Chapter 11

Related Work and Con lusion
In Chapter 2, we gave an overview of the literature using modes and types. In this
hapter, we look, more spe i ally, at the literature related to Part III of this thesis.
We then on lude the thesis by highlighting the main ontributions and novel ideas,
and mentioning some open problems.

11.1 Related Work
This se tion has several subse tions, ea h of whi h is devoted to a paper or a group of
losely related papers. Subse tion 11.1.1 is an ex eption. It dis usses the signi an e of
\pinning down the size" of an atom throughout the termination literature. We dis uss
the papers more or less in hronologi al order.
In Subse tion 6.1, we observed that a distinguishing aspe t between works on termination is the assumptions they make about the sele tion rule. This in ludes assumptions
about delay de larations, as one usually thinks of the sele tion rule as being parametrised
by the delay de larations, if there are any. Figure 24 illustrates a variety of assumptions
about the sele tion rule that have been made in the literature. We will refer to this
gure as we dis uss the di erent approa hes.

11.1.1 The Signi an e of \Pinning Down the Size" of an Atom
As explained in Se tion 6.1, most approa hes to termination rely on the idea that the
size of an atom an be pinned down when the atom is sele ted. Depending on this size,
it is then possible to give an upper bound for the number of des endants of this atom.
Te hni ally, \pinning down the size" usually means that the atom is bounded with
respe t to some level mapping [AP94a, Bez93, EBC99, LS97, MK97℄. However, there
are ex eptions [DVB92, DD98℄. In those works, termination an be shown for the query,
say, append([X℄; [℄; Zs) using as level mapping the term size of the rst argument, even
though the term size of [X℄ is not bounded. However, the method only works for LDderivations and relies on the fa t that any future instantiation of X annot a e t the
des endants of append([X℄; [℄; Zs). Therefore it is e e tively possible to pin down the
size of append([X℄; [℄; Zs).
On the whole, there seems to be a strong relu tan e to give up this idea, although
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Figure 24: Assumptions about the sele tion rule
it is re ognised that it must fail on some standard examples of programs using oroutining [Nai92℄. This is illustrated in Example 6.1. Therefore, some authors attempt to
simplify the a tual problem by proposing program transformations or introdu ing additional assumptions about the sele tion rule [Bez93, MT95, MK97℄. It seems that these
modi ations mainly serve the purpose of making it easier to reason about termination,
and not of making programs terminate that would not terminate otherwise. We will
dis uss this point further below when we look at the various approa hes.

11.1.2 Guarded Horn Clauses
The de nition of input- onsuming derivations has a ertain resemblan e with derivations
in the language of (Flat) Guarded Horn Clauses [Ued86, Ued88℄. In (F)GHC, a lause
has the form h G j B , where G is alled a guard. There is no ba ktra king, that is,
the hoi e of a lause to resolve an atom annot be undone later if the derivation fails.
It is therefore ru ial that the \ orre t" lause is used in ea h step. To this end, an
atom a an be resolved using a lause h G j B only when a is an instan e of h and
G is entailed, where  is an MGU of a and h. The atom a an be ome instantiated
only later via expli it uni ations (using the built-in equality predi ate) o urring in
the body B .
Thus whether or not an atom a is sele table in (F)GHC depends not only on a itself
but, at least in theory, on the lause used to resolve a. This is similar to the on ept of
input- onsuming derivations, where whether or not a derivation step is input- onsuming
may depend on the lause used to resolve an atom.
When we onsider Moded FGHC [CU96, UM93, UM94℄, this resemblan e be omes
even learer. Intuitively, arguments of the sele ted atom that a e t the hoi e of the
lause are input arguments, whereas arguments that be ome instantiated by the body
B are output arguments. In Moded FGHC, a number of orre tness onditions are
imposed that formalise, among other things, this intuition.
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11.1.3 Coroutining and Terminating Logi Programs
Naish studies the problem of termination of programs with oroutining [Nai92℄. He
onsiders the when de larations of NU-Prolog [TZ86℄, whi h are essentially the same as
blo k de larations. These de larations e e tively ensure input- onsuming derivations,
although Naish does not use this on ept. The default left-to-right sele tion rule of
Prolog is assumed. This work gives good intuitive explanations why programs loop
and heuristi s to ensure termination. However, the work is not formal. It is not even
formalised what the default left-to-right sele tion rule is.
Predi ates are assumed to have a single mode. As mentioned on page 62, Naish
suggests that alternative modes should be a hieved by multiple versions of a predi ate.
This approa h is quite ommon and is also taken in Mer ury [SHC96℄, where these
versions are generated by the ompiler. While it is possible to take that approa h,
some authors give the impression that assuming single modes does not imply any loss
of generality [AE93, AL95, EBC99℄. However, generating multiple versions implies ode
dupli ation and hen e a loss of generality (see Subse tion 5.3.2).
Naish uses examples where under the assumption of single modes, there is no reason for using delay de larations in the rst pla e. For example, if we only onsider
permute(O ; I ), then the program in Figure 20 (page 99) does not loop for the plain reason that no atom ever delays, and thus the program is exe uted using LD-derivations.
In this ase, the elaborate interpretation that one should \pla e re ursive alls last" is
misleading. On the other hand, if we only onsider permute(I ; O ), then the version of
Figure 20 would hardly be used, on the grounds that it is mu h less eÆ ient than the
version of Figure 18 (page 95). In short, Naish's dis ussion on delay de larations la ks
motivation when only one mode is assumed.

11.1.4 Strong Termination
Bezem [Bez93℄ has identi ed the lass of strongly terminating programs, whi h are
programs that universally terminate under any sele tion rule (see Figure 24 on the
fa ing page). While it is shown that every total re ursive fun tion an be omputed by
a strongly terminating program, this does not hange the fa t that few existing programs
are strongly terminating. Transformations are proposed for three example programs to
make them strongly terminating, but no general pro edure for transforming programs
is given.

11.1.5 Generating Delay De larations Automati ally
Luttringhaus-Kappel [Lut93℄ proposes a method for generating ontrol (delay de larations) automati ally, and has applied it su essfully to many programs. However,
rather than pursuing a formalisation of some intuitive understanding of why programs
loop, and imposing appropriate restri tions on programs, he attempts a high degree of
generality. This has ertain disadvantages.
First, the method only nds a eptable delay de larations, ensuring that the most
general sele table atoms have nite SLD-trees. What is required however are safe delay
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de larations, ensuring that instan es of most general sele table atoms have nite SLDtrees. A safe program is a program for whi h every a eptable delay de laration is safe.
Luttringhaus-Kappel states that all programs he has onsidered are safe, but gives no
hint as to how this might be shown in general. This is a missing link.
Se ondly, the delay de larations for some programs su h as qui ksort require an
argument to be a nil-terminated list before an atom an be sele ted. Su h a list is sometimes alled rigid [MK97, MKS97℄, sin e its length annot hange via further instantiation (see Figure 24 on page 132). As Luttringhaus-Kappel points out, \in NU-Prolog
[or SICStus℄ it is not possible to express su h onditions"1 [TZ86℄. Note that su h uses
of delay de larations go far beyond ensuring that derivations are input- onsuming. In
fa t, they ensure that the size of the sele ted atom an be pinned down.
In a way, the need for su h strong delay de larations arises be ause LuttringhausKappel assumes arbitrary delay-respe ting derivations, rather than left-based derivations. Obviously, his method annot show termination when termination depends on
derivations being left-based.
Thirdly, oundering annot be ruled out systemati ally, but only avoided on a heuristi basis. Thus in prin iple, the method sometimes enfor es termination by oundering.
This lies in the nature of the weak assumptions made, and thus is sometimes unavoidable, but there is no notion that would allow to reason about whether for a parti ular
program, it was avoidable or not. In ontrast, the notions of permutation well-typedness
and input- onsuming derivations allow to reason about whether oundering is avoidable
or not (see Se tion 9.3).

11.1.6 Veri ation Using Modes and Types
Apt, Etalle, Luitjes and Pellegrini are among the authors who use orre tness properties related to modes and types to verify logi programs [AE93, AL95, AP94b℄. These
orre tness properties have been adopted and extended in this thesis (see Se tion 7.5).
Apt and Luitjes [AL95℄ present some methods for veri ation of logi programs with
delay de larations. They onsider four aspe ts of veri ation: o ur- he k freedom, nonoundering, freedom from errors related to built-ins, and termination.
The results on o ur- he k freedom are a generalisation of work by Apt and Pellegrini [AP94b℄ from LD-derivations to arbitrary derivations. O ur- he k freedom is
shown based on ni ely-modedness. As dis ussed in Se tion 10.2, showing the persisten e
of ni ely-modedness, and hen e o ur- he k freedom, for arbitrary derivations requires
that lause heads are input-linear.
For arithmeti built-ins, Apt and Luitjes require delay de larations su h that an
atom is delayed until the arguments are ground. Su h de larations are usually implemented less eÆ iently than blo k de larations.
Little attention is devoted to termination. Apt and Luitjes propose a method for
showing termination whi h is limited to deterministi programs, that is programs where
for ea h sele ted atom, there is at most one lause head uni able with it. Moreover,
This statement should probably be weakened. It is possible to express su h onditions, but only by
introdu ing auxiliary predi ates [MK97℄.
1
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Apt and Luitjes give onditions for the termination of append, but these are ad-ho and
do not address the general problem.
The results on uni ation freedom of Se tion 9.1 are based on work by Apt and
Etalle [AE93℄. These authors assume well typed programs and LD-derivations.

11.1.7 Termination of LD-Derivations
The methods for proving termination presented in Chapter 8 impli itly rely on previous
work on termination for LD-derivations [Apt97, AP90, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99℄.
De S hreye and De orte give a survey of the termination literature [DD94℄. The
TermiLog system is a tool for proving termination automati ally [LS96, LS97, LSS97℄.

11.1.8 Termination for Lo al Sele tion Rules
For proving termination, Mar hiori and Teusink [MT95℄ rely on norms and the overing relation between subqueries of a query. This is loosely related to well-typedness.
However, their results are not omparable to ours be ause they assume a lo al sele tion
rule, that is a rule whi h always sele ts an atom whi h was introdu ed in the most
re ent step. No existing language using a lo al sele tion rule is mentioned. Assuming
lo al sele tion rules, it an be ensured that the size of the sele ted atom an always be
pinned down.
The authors state that programs that do not use spe ulative bindings deserve further investigation, and that they expe t any method for proving termination with full
oroutining either to be very omplex, or very restri tive in its appli ations.

11.1.9 Dire tional Types
Boye [Boy96℄ de nes generally well typed programs, of whi h the permutation well typed
programs onsidered here are a spe ial ase. The generalisation lies in onsidering not
just a produ er- onsumer relation between atoms in a query, but rather between the
individual argument positions. This allows to reason about ertain programs whi h
operate on open data stru tures.
The standard example is a program whi h takes as input a binary tree whose labels
are numbers, and returns a tree with the same stru ture but where all labels are repla ed
by the maximum label of the original tree. Although this is on eptually a two-pass
problem, the program does only one pass over the original tree. This works by rst
onstru ting the output tree su h that all labels are aliased to the same variable. Only
after the original tree has been passed ompletely, and thus the maximum label is known,
will this variable be instantiated.
The maximum label of the original tree is a passed as an input argument to the main
predi ate of this program, and nevertheless, by the very nature of the algorithm, it annot be instantiated at the time when an atom using this predi ate is sele ted. Therefore
programs using this te hnique annot work assuming input- onsuming derivations. At
present, we an only state that su h programs are an ex eption to the prin iple that
derivations must be input- onsuming. It would ertainly be desirable to generalise the
prin iple so that su h programs would also be in luded.
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11.1.10 Termination by Imposing Depth Bounds
Martin and King [MK97℄ ensure termination by imposing a depth bound on the SLDtree (see Figure 24 on page 132). This is realised by a program transformation introdu ing additional argument positions for ea h predi ate whi h are ounters for the depth
of the omputation. As with other approa hes, the size of the sele ted atom an always
be pinned down: it is simply the value of the depth bound. The diÆ ulty is of ourse
to nd an appropriate depth bound that does not ompromise ompleteness.

11.1.11 Beyond Su ess and Failure
Etalle and van Raamsdonk [ER98℄ study generalisations of the notions of su essful
and failing derivations, whi h are traditionally regarded as the ornerstones of ontrol
in logi programming. They de ne non-destru tive programs. This on ept is similar
to input- onsuming derivations, although they take a di erent viewpoint: they de ne
a program property rather than a property of the sele tion rule. A non-destru tive
program is a program for whi h all delay-respe ting derivations are input- onsuming.
In Chapter 7, we have seen several (synta ti ally de ned) lasses of non-destru tive
programs.

11.1.12 Termination of Well-Moded Programs
Chapter 6 losely follows Etalle et al. [EBC99℄, who study well-terminating programs,
that is programs for whi h all LD-derivations for all well moded queries terminate.
Proving that a program has this property is based on moded level mappings and wella eptable lauses. These on epts are similar to moded typed level mapping (De nition 6.2) and ICD-a eptable lause (De nition 6.4). For simply moded programs,
the paper even gives a hara terisation of well-termination. That is, it shows that if a
program is well-terminating, then its lauses are well-a eptable. This is not a ontradi tion to the unde idability of termination, as the existen e of a level mapping with
respe t to whi h a program is well-a eptable is unde idable.

11.1.13 9-Universal Termination
Bezem [Bez93℄ has de ned strong termination, whi h is universal termination for all sele tion rules. Ruggieri [Rug99℄ has de ned a omplementary on ept alled 9-universal
termination. A program P and query Q 9-universally terminate if there exists a sele tion rule S su h that all S -derivations of P [ fQg are nite. This on ept is important
with regards to the separation of the logi and ontrol aspe ts of a program as advoated by Kowalski [Kow79℄. If a program 9-universally terminates, then it is, at least in
prin iple, possible to asso iate ontrol with the program so that it a tually terminates.
If the program does not 9-universally terminate, then it does not terminate for any
sele tion rule.
In this ontext, fair sele tion rules play a spe ial role. A sele tion rule is fair if ea h
atom in a query is eventually sele ted. Ruggieri shows that a program 9-universally
terminates if and only if it terminates for all fair sele tion rules [Rug99, Theorem 2.4.3℄.
Thus from the point of view of proving termination, assuming fair sele tion rules is the
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strongest assumption one an make about the sele tion rule. If a program does not
terminate for a fair sele tion rule, it does not terminate for any sele tion rule.
Note that Ruggieri follows Apt [Apt97℄ in de ning a sele tion rule as a fun tion that
takes a derivation and returns an atom in the last query (the sele ted atom). However,
this de nition is too restri tive for our purposes. For example, it is not possible to de ne
a sele tion rule that exa tly orresponds to input- onsuming derivations. A sele tion
rule as de ned by Apt annot be used to model the situation that no atom an be
sele ted, or that more than one atom an be sele ted (so that it is left open whi h atom
is a tually sele ted). Moreover, it annot be used to model that whether or not an atom
an be sele ted may depend on the lause used to resolve this atom. This latter aspe t
annot even be modelled using sets of sele tion rules as de ned by Apt. Lloyd [Llo87℄
has a de nition of sele tion rule whi h is even more restri tive than that of Apt, in that
whether or not an atom is sele table may only depend on the present query, and not on
the whole derivation.

11.1.14 Assertion-Based Debugging of (Constraint) Logi Programs
Puebla et al. have developed an assertion-based debugging system for onstraint logi
programs [PBH99℄. This has aspe ts of program analysis as well as veri ation. Unlike
the veri ation methods we have presented here, no restri tions (su h as well-typedness)
are imposed on the program. The system in orporates various te hniques involving
abstra t interpretation and runtime he king. One ould imagine that the veri ation
te hniques of this thesis ould also be in orporated into this system.

11.2 Con lusion
The main ontribution of Part III is to provide a method for showing termination
of programs with blo k de larations assuming left-based derivations. That is, we are
proposing a solution to the termination problem for programs with delay de larations as
the problem was originally stated, albeit informally, by Naish [Nai92℄. This problem is
a \realisti " one, sin e the assumptions of blo k de larations and left-based derivations
re e t the most ommonly used implementations.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst formal and omprehensive approa h to
this problem. Other authors have either been informal [Nai92℄, or made other (usually
stronger) assumptions and hen e studied another problem [MT95, MK97℄, or dealt with
the problem under very restri ted ir umstan es [AL95℄.
We now highlight some original, distin tive ideas and on epts of Part III. We then
mention some open problems. Finally we re all the main results.

11.2.1 Some Distin tive Novel Ideas
Formalising Sele tion Rules
It is ommonly assumed that sele ted atoms in a derivation should be instantiated to
a ertain degree in order to ensure termination and other desirable properties [AL95℄.
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In Chapter 5, we presented the on ept of input- onsuming derivation, providing a
hara terisation of \a ertain degree" whi h is both abstra t and intuitive.
Without assuming input- onsuming derivations, even predi ates for whi h termination should be trivial do not terminate (see page 9). On the other hand, we have shown
that for many predi ates, this assumption about the sele tion rule, together with some
orre tness onditions satis ed by the program, is suÆ ient to ensure termination.
However, there are also many predi ates for whi h this assumption is not suÆ ient.
One way to strengthen the assumptions about the sele tion rule is to assume the default
left-to-right sele tion rule of Prolog. Owing to subtleties involving simultaneously woken
atoms, neither software manuals nor theoreti al works have attempted to formalise this
rule pre isely. The notion of left-based derivation introdu ed in this thesis (based on
previously published work [SHK98℄) is a formalisation of default left-to-right sele tion
rules. It is relatively simple and unrestri tive, so that we an laim with reasonable
on den e that derivations in existing Prolog systems are left-based.

Termination without Pinning down the Sele ted Atom
Most methods for proving termination of logi programs are based on the following idea:
when an atom a in a query is sele ted, it is possible to pin down the size of a, and the
new atoms introdu ed in this derivation step are smaller than a. These methods are
bound to fail on most programs using oroutining, su h as the oroutining derivation
of append in Example 6.1 [Bez93, Lut93, MT95, MK97℄. In ontrast, we show that
under ertain onditions, it is suÆ ient to rely on a relative de rease in the size of the
sele ted atom, even though this size annot be pinned down. This is the key to proving
termination for programs with oroutining.

Three Orderings on Atoms
In this thesis, three di erent orderings between the atoms of a query (or lause body) are
elaborated: the textual order, the produ er- onsumer order and the exe ution order. It
is shown that for LD-derivations, all of these orders are identi al. Moreover, for sele tion
rules where the textual position is irrelevant for the sele tion of an atom, the textual
order and the produ er- onsumer order an be assumed to be identi al, as a matter
of simpli ation. For sele tion rules where the textual position of atoms matters, the
produ er- onsumer order an be made expli it using a permutation of the atoms.

(Permutation) Robustly Typed Programs
Many veri ation methods for logi programs, in luding some in this thesis, rely on the
assumption that programs are simply moded, so that a query always has variables in
the output positions [AE93, EBC99℄. In Se tion 7.4, we de ne (permutation) robustlytypedness, a orre tness property allowing for non-variable terms in ertain output
positions. This property is persistent under resolution and type- onsistent with respe t
to input- onsuming derivations.
We have used this property for showing termination, but it may well have other
uses, for example to show uni ation freedom for a larger lass of programs [AE93℄.
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Multiple Modes
Throughout Part III, it is assumed that predi ates may be used in multiple modes,
although this assumption is not always made expli it. We have argued that in the ontext of programs using non-standard derivations, one should at least allow for multiple
modes, although only few predi ates an reasonably be used in multiple modes. In previous literature, there is sometimes a la k of motivation: for the examples given, there is
no reason for using delay de larations in the rst pla e, if not to enable multiple modes.
blo k

De larations

We have argued that among the various kinds of delay de larations, blo k de larations,
whi h an only test for partial instantiation of arguments of an atom, play a spe ial
role. They an be more eÆ iently implemented than more omplex onstru ts su h
as delay de larations testing for groundness. Moreover, they are well suited to realise
input- onsuming derivations while allowing for oroutining.

11.2.2 Open Problems
We now dis uss some open problems and possible extensions of this work.

Weakening the Corre tness Properties
The veri ation methods introdu ed in this thesis are based on a number of orre tness properties that the veri ed programs must have (see Se tion 7.5). Etalle and
Gabbrielli [EG99℄ have identi ed programs using layered modes, whi h are a small but
interesting lass of programs for whi h none of the above orre tness properties holds,
sin e it is not possible to establish a produ er- onsumer relation (see Subse tion 5.3.1)
between the atoms of ea h query. Therefore, Etalle and Gabbrielli re ne the on ept
of produ er- onsumer relation by onsidering the individual argument positions rather
than entire atoms, similarly to Boye [Boy96℄. It would be interesting to extend some
results of this thesis to su h programs.

Termination for Input-Consuming Derivations
As stated previously (page 81), we annot show that all input- onsuming derivations
of qui ksort(I ; O ) are nite, although we onje ture that they are. Ideally, one would
like to nd a hara terisation of the programs for whi h all input- onsuming derivations
are nite (see Se tion 6.6 and Subse tion 11.1.12).

A Uniform Veri ation Method for Built-ins
For showing that a program is free from errors related to built-ins (Se tion 9.4), we have
introdu ed two methods. Whether one of these methods or even both are appli able
depends on the program. It would be desirable to nd one uniform approa h whi h
would work for a larger lass of programs.
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Weakening the blo k De larations
We have dis ussed that blo k de larations an be omitted or simpli ed when suÆ ient
instantiation an be guaranteed at ompile time. This issue is related to another problem, namely the rather severe restri tion that lause heads must be input-linear. It
would be interesting to study this relationship further and ome up with results that
are more general than the ones in Chapter 10.

11.2.3 Summary of Part III
In Part III of this thesis, we have presented veri ation methods for logi programs
using non-standard derivations, that is programs not using the LD sele tion rule.
In Chapter 5, we motivated the usefulness of non-standard derivations. We then
introdu ed a number of orre tness properties on erning the modes of a program.
Many veri ation methods an be based on these properties.
In Chapter 6, we introdu ed input- onsuming derivations as a minimal assumption
needed to prove termination. We used level mappings to provide a method for proving
that a program (fragment) terminates for all input- onsuming derivations.
In Chapter 7, we showed how blo k de larations an be used to ensure that derivations are input- onsuming. Examples were used to illustrate that this is a non-trivial
problem. We introdu ed the lass of permutation robustly typed programs, whi h is arefully rafted so that blo k de larations an in fa t ensure input- onsuming derivations,
without being too restri tive.
In Chapter 8, we presented a omprehensive method for showing termination for
programs with blo k de larations. It is based on the insight that for some atoms, the
textual position in a query is irrelevant, whereas other atoms must be pla ed suÆ iently
late in a query to ensure that they are always alled with suÆ ient input. This assumes
left-based derivations.
In Chapter 9, we presented veri ation methods on erning some further aspe ts of
veri ation. These were freedom from uni ation, o ur- he k, oundering, and errors
related to built-ins.
In Chapter 10, we onsidered ways of omitting the blo k de larations for some
predi ates, and allowing for multiple o urren es of variables in the input of lause
heads.
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